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Greetings:

In 75 years, we 

have taught 

thousands 

of students, 

published tens 

of thousands 

of papers, 

provided 

hundreds of thousands of service hours 

(valued at millions of dollars), and 

solved problems in North Carolina 

and around the world. Yet, at 75 years 

young, we are still on the ascendancy. 

We owe a great debt to those whose 

vision established this School at a 

time when public health education 

was dominated by a small number of 

private universities. Public schools 

of public health have different 

relationships to their communities 

than private schools. We are embedded 

in our state and its communities and 

always have been. 

Frank Porter Graham, UNC system 

president, had the vision to recruit 

Milton S. Rosenau, MD, just as he was 

facing mandatory retirement from 

Harvard, to lead the Division of Public 

Health in the School of Medicine. 

Less than four years later, the division 

became an independent school, and 

Rosenau was its first dean. He led with 

from the 

DEAN’S DESK

brilliance, tenacity and charisma. I 

am grateful to each of the deans who 

preceded me. (See page 108.)

The Gillings School of Global 

Public Health is an exemplar of the 

public university school of public 

health, ranked consistently among 

the top three public and private 

schools of public health. From the 

start, our faculty and staff members 

and students played central roles in 

reducing health disparities, ending 

segregation and enabling social justice. 

Today, we still do groundbreaking 

work to reduce disparities and deliver 

on social justice.

From the School’s earliest days, we 

have been innovators, trailblazers, 

outstanding researchers, educators 

and global travelers who are rooted in 

the communities of North Carolina as 

we travel the world. The late Dr. Dan 

Okun, Kenan Distinguished Professor 

of environmental sciences and engi-

neering, epitomized the interconnec-

tion of global and local. Okun traveled 

around the world to advise about water 

and sanitation systems, but he also did 

this in Chapel Hill. We thank him for 

our town’s plentiful water. 

As challenging as it was to start a 

new school of public health in tough 

times, the challenges are not over. 

While we are grateful for generous 

support from the North Carolina 

legislature, our budgets have been 

cut for the past five years, and we 

face declining federal funding. Our 

wonderful donors never have been 

more important to our future.

There are many public health 

problems to solve in the world—

malnutrition and obesity, infectious 

diseases such as Ebola and HIV/

AIDS, and a staggering increase in 

noncommunicable diseases, such as 

cancer and diabetes, as well as climate 

threats, lack of access to safe water and 

sanitation, and so much more.

Members of our faculty are some 

of the world’s experts in these and 

other areas. In 2014, three of them, 

Kenan distinguished professors 

Gerardo Heiss (epidemiology) and 

Barry Popkin (nutrition) and assistant 

professor Yun Li (biostatistics), were 

named among the world’s most-cited 

authors, one mark of productivity  

and impact in their respective  

areas of cardiovascular disease,  

diet and biostatistics.

Our world is one in which 

geographic borders matter little, as 

the 2014 Ebola virus outbreak proves. 

75 years young
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There is only one reason to have a public university, and that is to serve 

the people of the state. That should be the touchstone of everything we do—

whether it is in the interest of North Carolina and our citizens.

—MICHAEL HOOKER, PhD, Chancellor, UNC-Chapel Hill (1995–1999)

Income inequality is pervasive, and the 

world is roiling with political unrest. 

For faculty and students who work 

globally, safety is less assured. 

At the same time, new technologies 

enable communication across the 

miles, and an increasing number of our 

classrooms have these technologies. 

Our students and faculty and staff 

members are facile with mobile devices 

and use them for communicating, 

teaching and research. More 

students than ever are interested in 

public health, and we must rethink 

how we educate them, developing 

a more seamless transition from 

undergraduate to master’s to doctoral 

degrees and committing to education 

across the lifespan. 

We hope this special issue of Carolina 

Public Health makes you feel as proud 

as I do of the School’s magnificent 

history and our impressive present. 

Thanks to our editor, Linda Kastleman, 

for her fine work on this issue.

We’re ready for the next 75 years  

of making the world safer, healthier 

and greener!

 

Warm regards,

 

Barbara K. Rimer

gov. terry sanford (left) and Dean ed mcgavran 
preside at the dedication of rosenau hall in 1963.



around 
the  world

tar heels  

 From the School’s earliest days, its faculty members traveled across North Carolina and around the 

world—solving problems, teaching, extending the School’s reach. Students followed. During World War II, fellowships from 

the Rockefeller Foundation and other sources increased the influx of foreign students, and veterans from North Carolina—

young men and women who had seen the world from a soldier’s vantage point—were arriving at the School, as well.

Global presence, local impact

alumnus Dr. Daniel mcmillan worked in a 
clinic in the Dominican republic in 2013.
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Many early faculty members served as 

consultants in developing countries 

or with entities concerned with 

international health. Lucy Shields 

Morgan, PhD, who in 1942 was 

founding chair of the School’s health 

education department, is an example. 

During her tenure, she consulted with 

the World Health Organization and 

traveled to Iran, India, Burma, Ceylon 

and Egypt to help develop health 

education programs. Daniel A. Okun, 

PhD, Kenan Distinguished Professor, 

was another pioneer, helping a 

university in Peru establish a sanitary 

engineering program in the late 1950s. 

(Read more about Okun on page 14.)

In the years between 1940 and 1960, hundreds of international students 

took classes and received degrees from UNC’s public health school. During 

that time, nearly all faculty members served as consultants to health 

agencies in developing countries. In the process, they made a curious 

discovery. The problem with the water source in Kenya needed the same 

solution as the well in rural North Carolina. The need for access to health 

care in Bertie County could be addressed with the same type of innovation 

used by a community in Jakarta. Breastfeeding was as important in 

Durham as in Tanzania. Local solutions could be applied globally, and 

‘global health’ meant there was a world full of local communities trying to 

find ways to be healthy.

Our faculty members and students have traveled around the world, 

conducting research and teaching to improve the lives of millions of 

people in other countries. Their solutions can be applied in towns and 

cities near us, too.
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During the 1960s, the School  

dramatically increased its internation-

al health work, and that work contin-

ues to this day. 

“One of the hallmarks of 

international health was the idea 

that U.S. schools would train public 

health professionals in what were 

then called developing or ‘third-world’ 

countries,” says Allan Steckler, DrPH, 

retired health behavior professor and 

the School’s first associate dean for 

global health. The international health 

approach also focused on developing 

public health infrastructure in 

developing countries. 

A 1968 addition to the faculty, Guy 

W. Steuart, PhD, was dedicated both 

to assisting people in developing 

countries and increasing the School’s 

research capabilities. As health 

behavior department chair, he 

introduced the Action-Oriented 

Community Diagnosis (AOCD), a 

strategy he and other South Africans 

developed in the pre-apartheid 1940s. 

It has since become a cornerstone of 

the School’s approach to community 

health education. 

Like Steuart, health policy and 

management chair Sagar Jain, PhD, 

who came to the School from India 

in 1971 and founded the Journal 



of World Health and Population, 

encouraged the faculty to have a more 

international presence. Jain is now 

professor emeritus in the department.

Students also had a profound 

influence on the School’s increasing 

emphasis on international health. One 

of these was Robert A. Loddengaard, 

PhD, who worked for two years 

in the late 1960s with the U.S. 

engineering team at Kabul University 

(Afghanistan). Upon his return to 

the U.S., he earned a degree in public 

health administration at the School 

and later became a faculty member.  

Student input regarding the School’s 

orientation continues to this day. 

“Students who had lived and worked 

abroad were strong advocates for the 

School’s becoming more globally direct-

ed,” Steckler says, adding that students 

who had served in the Peace Corps 

were a particularly influential group. 

(See tinyurl.com/unc-peace-corps.)

The transition from consultation-

oriented international health to global 

health research gathered steam in the 

late 1990s. The School formalized its 

commitment to global health in 2003 

by establishing the Office of Global 

Health, with Peggy Bentley, PhD, as 

director. Bentley, now Carla Smith 

Chamblee Distinguished Professor of 

nutrition and associate dean for global 

health, is a leader in the recently 

debuted Gillings Global Gateway 

(sph.unc.edu/ggg), a dynamic unit 

that organizes and promotes the 

Gillings School’s global activities in 

implementation, outreach, global 

learning and global partnerships. 

One of the School’s highly regarded 

global partnerships is with the U.K.’s 

University of Cambridge, co-chaired 

by Gillings School Dean Barbara K. 

Rimer, DrPH, and Cambridge’s Carol 

Brayne, MD, MSc, professor and 

director of the Cambridge Institute 

of Public Health. The collaboration, 

begun in 2012, builds on the two 

universities’ complementary strengths 

in biostatistics, epidemiology, obesity, 

noncommunicable diseases, aging, 

health behavior and global health.

In its first year, with additional 

support from Drs. Dennis and Mireille 

Gillings, the partnership committed 

research funding to dementia, obesity, 

tobacco and alcohol control policies, 

and health data gaps that limit 

understanding of disease progression 

and treatment. (Learn more at tinyurl.

com/unc-cambridge.)

“Global health is a much broader 

view,” Steckler says. “It includes 

working abroad doing research. It’s 

not limited to developing countries— 

and it’s not just technical assistance, 

consultation and training.” 

Global health includes training 

American students to work abroad and 

recognize the interconnection of local 

and global.

Several factors prompted the 

change, Steckler says, including UNC’s 

increasing emphasis on research. 

Meanwhile, infectious diseases 

and other health problems became 

epidemic worldwide. In response, 

federal and private sources began 

making funds available to carry out 

global research on these problems, 

which included tobacco use, nutrition, 

obesity, HIV/AIDS and malaria. 

School researchers stepped up to 

investigate these topics. In nutrition, 

Professor Linda Adair, PhD, studies 

nutritional stresses among women 

and children, in part through a large, 

longitudinal survey in the Philippines 

Students who had lived and worked abroad
were strong advocates for the School’s 
becoming  more globally directed.
 —Dr. Allan Steckler 
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that has been ongoing for more than 30 

years. Barry Popkin, PhD, W.R. Kenan 

Jr. Distinguished Professor, initiated 

the work in 1982, and Adair joined the 

project in 1986.

Professor Penny Gordon-Larsen, 

PhD, examines the interplay of ethnicity, 

disparities, neighborhood and obesity, 

and Popkin analyzes patterns of diet 

and physical activity and their health 

consequences all over the globe. Popkin 

has studied population-level nutrition-

al changes for more than 30 years in 

countries as diverse as Mexico, China 

and Russia. Now, he works with govern-

ments in some of these countries, using 

policy as a tool to change diets. Popkin 

recently was named to Thomson-Reu-

ters’ list of most widely-cited authors. 

(See tinyurl.com/most-cited.) 

The School is a global leader in 

HIV/AIDS research. In epidemiology, 

Professor Emeritus Frieda Behets, PhD, 

studied HIV/AIDS and other sexually 

transmitted infections in the Caribbean 

and sub-Saharan Africa. Myron S. 

Cohen, MD, Yeargan-Bate Eminent 

Distinguished Professor of Medicine, 

Microbiology and Immunology, and 

Epidemiology, led a groundbreaking 

study, finding that early antiretroviral 

treatment almost entirely eliminates 

HIV transmission in couples. The 

study was named Science magazine’s 

“Breakthrough of the Year” in 2011. 

Associate Professor Annelies Van Rie, 

Dr. Peggy Bentley feeds a child in Peru. Taking a break from interviewing the child’s mother about family feeding practices, Bentley 
introduces a snack prepared with an infant food grinder, a low-tech, inexpensive tool to provide young children with safe, nutritious food.
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MD, PhD, conducts  community-based 

intervention research for tuberculosis 

and HIV/AIDS. 

“One of the big differences between 

what we now call ‘global health’ 

and what previously was called 

‘international health’ is the idea of 

global collaboration,” Steckler says.

That shift is evident, for example, in 

the career trajectory of Bruce Fried, 

PhD, associate professor of health 

policy and management, who in the 

mid-1990s ran management training 

workshops for directors of clinical 

epidemiology units in developing 

countries through the International 

Clinical Epidemiology Network 

(INCLEN). Today, his collaborations are 

truly global—they include joint projects 

with educational institutions in France, 

Germany, Kenya and the United Arab 

Projects that improve disease surveillance globally 
can save lives locally. Infectious diseases don’t respect 
borders. Being a global institution helps the Gillings 
School serve North Carolina, as well.

—Dr. Steve Meshnick

Dr. Linda Adair Dr. Penny Gordon-Larsen Dr. Barry Popkin Dr. Allan Steckler
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Emirates.  (See more about Fried on 

page 65.)

Global collaboration also char- 

acterizes the projects of many faculty 

members, including the following.

Anna Maria Siega-Riz, PhD, 

professor of epidemiology and 

nutrition and associate dean for 

academic affairs, coordinates 

interdisciplinary teams to address 

problems related to prematurity, racial 

disparities and obesity. 

Dean Harris, JD, clinical associate 

professor of health policy and 

management, takes a comparative 

approach to health systems and 

health-care regulation. 

Rohit Ramaswamy, PhD, clinical 

associate professor in the Public 

Health Leadership Program and 

maternal and child health, helped 

develop and teach the School’s first 

Global Implementation Lab. Students 

work locally and abroad on similar 

health challenges—among them, clean 

water, smoking cessation, mental 

health, and maternal and neonatal care. 

Steve Meshnick, MD, PhD, 

epidemiology professor, collaborates 

with public health researchers 

in Malawi and Southeast Asia, 

developing innovations in  

malaria surveillance. 

Projects that improve disease 

surveillance globally have potential 

to save lives locally, Meshnick notes. 

“Infectious diseases don’t respect 

borders. Being a global institution 

helps the Gillings School serve North 

Carolina, as well,” he says. 



Drs. Anita Farel (far left) and Rohit Ramaswamy (second from right) taught a unique interdisciplinary course in spring 2014—a Gillings 
Global Implementation Lab that solved health problems in N.C. and India.
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(continued on page 13)

Conversely, local projects ultimately 

can have global impact. Meshnick 

leads one such project, testing North 

Carolina-made clothing impregnated 

with insect repellent to protect 

outdoor workers from health risks 

caused by tick-borne diseases.

School faculty members have a 

distinguished record of acquiring 

insights and developing methods as 

they address health problems in one 

place, and then disseminating those 

insights and methods to address 

health problems in other places—

including, in many cases, back home 

in North Carolina. 

In the 1980s, Dr. Daniel Okun 

brought his global expertise to bear 

on a campaign that ensured clean 

water for UNC and Chapel Hill. (See 

page 14.) Likewise, over the decades, 

UNC public health students have 

used, in hundreds of North Carolina 

communities, the Action-Oriented 

Community Diagnosis approach Guy 

Steuart brought from South Africa.

The tradition continues:

Jacqueline MacDonald 

Gibson, PhD, associate professor 

of environmental sciences and 

engineering, advised the government 

of the United Arab Emirates on 

environmental health risks. Now, she 

assesses the public health impacts 

of air pollution and water services 

disparities in North Carolina. 

Jennifer S. Smith, PhD, associate 

professor of epidemiology, studies 

human papillomavirus (HPV) and 

cervical cancer worldwide, with key 

research sites in China, Kenya and 

North Carolina.

Members of the Gillings School 

faculty continue to hone cutting- 

edge methods to solve global  

health problems. 

A research interest of Harsha 

Thirumurthy, PhD, assistant 

professor of health policy and 

management, is the use of mobile 

phones to change health behaviors. 

Other faculty members also study 

whether such interventions—called 

mhealth or, more broadly, electronic- 

or ehealth—can be cheaper and more 

effective than traditional approaches.

Kate Muessig, PhD, assistant 

professor of health behavior, uses 

websites and smart phones to build 

social support within marginalized 

groups in China and conducts U.S.-

based research to improve vulnerable 

populations’ access to mental and 

physical health services. 

Vivian Go, PhD, health behavior 

associate professor, has found 

innovative ways to influence health 

behaviors. She analyzes the use of 

social networks to affect behavior 
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Dr. Suzanne Maman, who leads a research project in Tanzania, discusses the logistics of data collection with Lusajo Kajula at a field 
office in Dar es Salaam.

Dr. Vivian Go Dr. Kate Muessig Dr. Harsha Thirumurthy
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measure evaluation spurs dramatic improvements in global health

Led from its inception by public health faculty members, MEASURE Evaluation ex-

emplifies the School’s global impact. By providing tools to monitor and evaluate big data related to health, the 

project has empowered the international community to control the HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis epidem-

ics. USAID has made MEASURE Evaluation its flagship global health effort in population, health and nutrition. 

The agency recently awarded the project $180 million for its fourth phase, and additional awards from individual 

USAID bureaus and missions may bring total funding of that phase to more than $300 million. (See page 81.)

“The fact that UNC leads this project shows that we have a tremendous capacity, not only within the Gillings 

School but also in our capacity to collaborate,” says Jim C. Thomas, PhD, associate professor of epidemiology 

and project director. “We’ve put together a team of organizations, each with wide reach and skills.” 

The MEASURE Evaluation consortium includes Futures Group, ICF International, John Snow Inc., Management 

Sciences for Health and Tulane University. 

“Within the consortium, there is a high degree of trust,” Thomas says. “When there is a challenge, people 

come forward and help, which makes for an incredible working environment.” The mutual trust and collaborative 

spirit also facilitate innovation, he says. 

Amy Tsui, PhD, now at Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, initiated MEASURE Evaluation at 

UNC’s Carolina Population Center in 1997. Under the leadership of Siân Curtis, PhD, research associate professor 

of maternal and child health, from 2002 to 2012, the project more than tripled in size. It now conducts work in 

about 30 countries at any given time. During Curtis’s tenure, USAID awarded $181 million for the project’s third 

phase. That and the project’s most recent award are the two largest in UNC history. 

“We have the breadth and depth to manage a project like this,” Thomas says. “We have the experience. Most 

of our faculty members are in the Gillings School, and we also are able to reach across the university. Because we 

have had this project such a long time, because it has been sizeable and because it is a collaborative agreement 

with USAID—which opens doors for us globally—we are able to achieve great things around the world.” 

 —Kathleen Kearns

related to HIV prevention among 

marginalized populations in Vietnam. 

Another health behaviorist, Assistant 

Professor Clare Barrington, PhD, 

has studied social network norms, 

communication patterns and condom 

use among the male partners of female 

sex workers in the Dominican Republic. 

Suzanne Maman, PhD, health 

behavior associate professor, works 

in several countries to assess creative 

health behavior intervention strategies 

that aim to address both HIV/AIDS 

and gender-based violence. Among 

those strategies are microfinancing 

and—in a project on which Audrey 

Pettifor, PhD, collaborates—

community mobilization. Pettifor is 

associate professor of epidemiology.

A faculty oriented toward global 

research has had a tremendous impact 

on the School’s teaching and service.  

“We all incorporate aspects of our 

research into our teaching,” Maman 

says. “By expanding our global faculty, 

we’re expanding not just our global 

research but the global curriculum for 

our students.” 

After students graduate, they don’t 

have to look far to pursue an interest 

in global health, Meshnick says, noting 

that many global health research and 

drug-development companies are 

located in North Carolina. “Part of the 

reason they come here is that UNC 

generates smart graduate students 

immersed in global health.” 

 —Kathleen Kearns

(continued from page 11)
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E a r t h .  a i r .  W a t E r .

There were periods during 
the summer when clean, 
drinkable water was not 
available to meet the 
demands of the villagers. 
More and more people 
needed water to drink, 
bathe in, wash clothes—but 
their demand for water was 
greater than the nearby lake 
could provide. 
You may think this story begins in a remote area of the world. That’s not the 

case. The village was Chapel Hill, North Carolina, in the late 1960s.

Daniel Okun, PhD, former Kenan Distinguished Professor who chaired 

the UNC public health school’s environmental sciences and engineering 

(ESE) department from 1955 to 1973, recognized the water scarcity problem 

as early as the mid-1950s. Local leaders weren’t listening, though. It took a 

crippling drought in 1968 to grab the attention of University leaders—and 

every politician between Hillsborough and Raleigh.

 “It was so bad, there was talk of the football season being cancelled,” said 

Okun, in a 1985 interview. “Anything else doesn’t matter, but when you can’t 

play football…!” 

Okun said the football threat started decision makers listening and 

talking. The more he heard, however, the more he was sure that no one had 

found a workable solution. 

Okun knew—better than most—the validity of what was being proposed 

and considered. He had arrived at UNC in the 1950s, and before his death 

in 2007, he would travel to 89 countries, helping populations large and 

small gain access to clean, sustainable water resources. Some of his most 

important and impactful work, however, was the result of his and his 

students’ efforts, virtually in their own backyards.  

What happened next represents only one of hundreds of ways faculty 

members and students at UNC’s Gillings School of Global Public Health 

have used knowledge and experience they gained globally to help people 

locally in North Carolina.

In 1968, the sole source of non-well water for Chapel Hill and much of 

Orange County, N.C., was University Lake. Many seemed to favor a proposal 
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that integrated University with Jordan 

Lake—either by connecting the 

aquifers or piping Jordan Lake water 

into University Lake.

“The problem there is that you’re 

taking a very good lake (University) and 

putting very bad water (Jordan) into it,” 

said Okun in the 1985 interview. 

Every year, Okun directed his students 

to collect data about the Chapel Hill 

water supply. He was sure they had 

identified a new and better source of 

high-quality water—Cane Creek. 

Better yet, building a reservoir and 

dam using Cane Creek offered the 

opportunity to triple available water 

resources by creating an aquifer larger 

than University Lake, one that could 

be enlarged as demand grew.

“The maximum yield for about 

30 square miles is about 10 million 

gallons of water a day,” Okun said. 

“We had about three [million] from 

University Lake, and if we enlarged 

that, we’d get about ten. Going to Cane 

Creek, we get a new ten because it’s a 

different watershed.”

Okun and his students ultimately 

convinced UNC’s board of trustees that 

Cane Creek was the optimum long-term 

solution to the region’s burgeoning water 

needs. Even with Okun’s significant 

expertise behind the proposal, several 

legal challenges prevented the plan’s 

quick implementation.

“They took their interests to court, 

which extended construction of Cane 

Creek Reservoir by almost a decade, 

raising its cost,” Okun said. “But now 

we are assured of having high-quality 

water for the foreseeable future.”

The work of Okun and his 

students, aimed at bringing clean 

water to communities locally and 

around the world, continues today at 

the Gillings School. 

Gregory Characklis, PhD, ESE 

professor and director of the UNC 

Institute for the Environment’s 

Center for Watershed Science 

and Management, has pioneered 

economical methods of water supply 

that dramatically can reduce the 

effects of droughts at one-tenth 

the cost and time of creating new 

Today, Cane Creek Reservoir is both a pristine source of drinking water and a well-
trafficked recreational area. A plaque commemorates Dr. Dan Okun’s contributions 
to planning and developing the reservoir.
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reservoirs. A new National Science 

Foundation grant will allow him to go 

even further in developing these and 

other methods. 

Kenan Distinguished Professor 

Mark Sobsey, PhD, has co-developed 

economical clean water purification 

systems and a Ziploc-bag-sized, 

inexpensive test for microbial water-

quality analysis. Both efforts have 

led to entrepreneurial ventures—

WaterSHED and Aquagenx—which 

have been supported by the World 

Health Organization. His work 

influences state, national and global 

policy on water, sanitation and health.

Jacqueline MacDonald Gibson, 

PhD, associate professor of ESE, also 

has taken modeling and analysis 

into the policy world. Her efforts 

focus on the sources and impacts of 

environmental contamination upon 

human health and the development of 

policy proposals aimed at stemming 

pollutants and treating their effects. 

In 2013, MacDonald Gibson 

received a prestigious research 

scientist development award from the 

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to 

study disparities in water, sanitation 

and hygiene service access. A central 

focus of the project was the historically 

African-American Rogers Road/

Eubanks neighborhood in Chapel Hill, 

where a landfill has caused health risks 

for the residents. This traditionally  

has been an area of Chapel Hill in 

which residents have not received 

access to public utilities, including 

water services.

Jill Stewart, PhD, ESE associate 

professor, has conducted this type of 

study internationally—in the Galapagos 

Islands. Stewart is associate director of 

UNC’s Center for Galapagos Studies, a 

partnership with the Universidad San 

Francisco de Quito, in Ecuador. The 

center advances conservation efforts 

in the Galapagos and promotes better 

understanding of ecologically sensitive 

and protected areas worldwide.

Perhaps the most significant 

evolution in the School’s leadership 

in promoting science, technology and 

policy aimed at increasing access and 

availability to clean water was the 

establishment in 2010 of The Water 

Institute at UNC, a transdisciplinary 

effort based in the ESE department, 

with start-up support from the Gillings 

gift and long-term salary support for 

the director committed by Erskine 

Bowles, MBA, then president of UNC. 

The Water Institute focuses on 

practical, real-life solutions and policy 

strategy aimed at improving access to 

clean water worldwide. Its faculty and 

staff members provide global academic 

leadership in water, health and devel-

opment, using sound science to inform 

good practices and appropriate policy.

“The Gillings School has an amazing 

track record of success at the junction 

of public health, water and sanitation,” 

says Jamie Bartram, PhD, Don and 

Jennifer Holzworth Distinguished 

Professor of environmental sciences 

and engineering and director of The 

Water Institute. “Our vision is to 

break the boundaries that constrain 

problem-solving by bringing together 

disciplines and sectors to confront 

some of mankind’s most critical 

challenges, whether at the local, 

national or global level.”

Bartram’s leadership at The Water 

Institute was instrumental in UNC’s 

unique decision to focus on water 

issues as a cross-campus, two-year 

theme, a program which Bartram co-

leads. (See watertheme.unc.edu.)

Bartram’s hiring as the Institute’s 

founding director also brings an almost 

perfect symmetry to the lineage of 

excellence and leadership in water 

research, teaching and implementation 

science at the Gillings School.

“Our first department chair, Herman 

Baity, left UNC to become the first 

director of environmental health at 

the World Health Organization,” said 

Michael Aitken, PhD, ESE professor 

and department chair. “Sixty years 

later, Jamie Bartram left that same 

position to come to UNC.”

The Gillings School also is a long-

time leader in the area of that other 

vital resource—air.

Perhaps the greatest example of that 

leadership—literally, theoretically, 

functionally and educationally—is the 

UNC Dual Outdoor Gas Chamber, or 

as it’s known more commonly, “the 

smog chamber.” 

t h E  G i l l i n G s  s c h o o l 
h a s  a n  a m a z i n G  t r a c k 
r E c o r d  o f  s u c c E s s 
a t  t h E  j u n c t i o n  o f 
p u b l i c  h E a l t h ,  W a t E r 
a n d  s a n i t a t i o n . 

— D r . J a m i e  B a rt r a m



Its existence can be traced to the 

passing of President Nixon’s Clean Air 

Act in 1968, but its legacy goes back 

even further, having been established 

by Lyman Ripperton, PhD, professor 

in the UNC School of Public Health’s 

Department of Sanitary Engineering 

beginning in 1958. 

Ripperton’s specialty was atmospheric 

chemistry. When the newly determined 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) established measurements 

for air pollution, the focus was upon 

the quantity of pollutants in the air, 

rather than the interactions those 

pollutants may have with the sun 

and atmosphere. Many atmospheric 

scientists took issue with this, 

especially those in the gas-phase 

atmospheric chemistry field, which 

included Ripperton and one of 

his outstanding doctoral students, 

Harvey Jeffries. 

By 1972, the EPA became intrigued 

enough to study in situ the ideas 

proposed by the atmospheric 

chemists. Doing so would require 

sampling polluted air from dozens of 

cities throughout entire days under 

controlled conditions—a virtual 

impossibility. However, EPA scientists 

believed that a specialized facility 

might be able to recreate city-specific 

conditions in a single location. They 

also had a good idea who could make 

such a facility happen—namely, 

Ripperton and his team, which 

included Harvey Jeffries, PhD, as a 

new faculty member.

Jeffries, now professor emeritus, 

is a gas-phase atmospheric chemist 

specializing in volatile organic 

compound photo-oxidation, or what 

many scientists now refer to as  

“helio-chemistry.” Along with Richard 

Kamens, MSPH, now retired ESE 

professor, Kenneth Sexton, PhD, 

now retired ESE research associate 

professor, and others from the 

department, Jeffries built a two-

sided, A-shaped structure outdoors 

in Pittsboro, N.C., just south of 

Chapel Hill, with walls of translucent, 

fluorinated ethylene propylene. 

Or rather, he built two such structures.

“A unique aspect of the chamber 

design was to have two large side-by-

side chambers in which the initial and 

physical conditions would be identical 

except for one chemical condition that 

was the subject of the test,” Jeffries 

says. “Typically, all conditions were the 

same except for the total concentration 

of the test volatile organic compound 

mixture. Of course, it was important 

to show that, when identical initial 

conditions were injected, the two sides 

give identical results—and they did.”

Another similar chamber was 

built on the roof of the UNC School 

of Public Health in 2002. These 

unique study devices are among the 

only ones of their kind in the world 

for analyzing effects of sunlight on 

gases and aerosols—especially diesel 

and gasoline emissions from motor 

vehicles—over specific lengths of time 

in conditions that replicate virtually 

any rural or urban location on the 

planet. Refinements allow scientists 

to study direct effects of these 

emissions on lung tissue. The smog 

chambers and the faculty expertise 

that brought them into being has 

made UNC’s Gillings School the go-

to place for atmospheric scientists 

specializing in helio-chemistry, 

advanced process analysis of results 

for regulatory issues, and health and 

environmental policy.  
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Recently, Jeffries and Sexton partnered 

with William Vizuete, PhD, associate 

professor of ESE, and Glenn Walters, 

PhD, director of the ESE Design 

Center—as entrepreneurs. Their 

efforts have produced the Quantaire, 

a portable instrument for sampling 

and biologically assessing particulate 

matter, outdoors or in, for potential 

toxic effects. (See quantaire.com.) 

Vizuete, Sexton and Walters also 

have designed and built the Gillings 

Sampler, an electrostatic air sampler 

that serves as an alternative method 

for aerosol in vitro exposure studies.

Complementing these efforts, 

the Gillings School continues its 

leadership in other efforts focused 

on understanding and remediating 

pollutants in the air, ground and 

water that impact human health, and 

on policy issues aimed at preventing 

further pollution. 

Currently carrying on that legacy are 

faculty members including ESE chair 

Michael Aitken; Pete Kolsky, PhD, 

Professor of the Practice of ESE; Steve 

Whalen, PhD, professor; Howard 

Weinberg, PhD, and Jason West, 

PhD, associate professors; and Jason 

Surratt, PhD, ESE assistant professor. 

Two faculty members are among those 

who study the impact of heavy metals 

upon human health. Rebecca Fry, PhD, 

ESE associate professor, studies ways 

that arsenic, cadmium and lead affect 

human prenatal development. Orlando 

Coronell, PhD, ESE assistant professor, 

examines membrane technologies as 

an effective way to filter metals from 

drinking water, both at the treatment 

plant and at point-of-use.  

“The environmental problems  

we face today, both in North  

Carolina and globally, are no less 

challenging than the problems  

faced by our predecessors when  

the School of Public Health was 

founded 75 years ago,” says Aitken.  

“In fact,” he says:

…many of them are even more 

complex, reflecting the knowledge 

gained over the decades in both the 

nature of the problems and the ways 

they can affect human health. Our 

faculty members and students are 

motivated to understand and solve 

these problems, and they will continue 

to lead their respective fields while 

carrying on a tradition of excellence  

that UNC and the Gillings School are 

known for.

 —David Pesci 

a detailed history of the development of the unc smog chambers, written by  
Drs. harvey Jeffries (left), richard Kamens and Kenneth sexton, and published in the 
journal Environmental Chemistry, is at tinyurl.com/smog-chamber-history.

[Far left] Drs. Will Vizuete 
(left) and Ken Sexton 
describe the workings 
of Quantaire, a portable 
air-sampling device they 
developed. [Center] 
Professor Rich Kamens 
(circa 2002) stands inside 
the smog chamber in 
Pittsboro, N.C. [Right] 
Water and sanitation 
expert Dr. Jamie Bartram, 
director of The Water 
Institute at UNC, co-leads 
“Water in our World,” 
the university’s two-year, 
cross-campus theme.
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PREVENTING
disease,

IMPROVING
lives
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 F
or 75 years, the Gillings School of 

Global Public Health has been at the 

vanguard of research, education and 

in-the-field development of models to 

prevent and treat disease. Achievements 

by faculty members and students, 

often in collaboration with researchers 

from other UNC health affairs schools 

(medicine, dentistry, pharmacy and nursing) and colleagues 

elsewhere, have changed the practice of medicine, and more 

importantly, have changed the general public’s health and 

lifestyle practices.

The School’s commitment to interdisciplinary inquiry, 

broad partnerships and public engagement has made a 

powerful impact in communities throughout the world. By 

examining a few School initiatives—in infectious disease, 

obesity, cardiovascular health and cancer—it becomes 

clear how important the progression from academic 

research to implementation has been. The value of public 

health “book learning” at UNC, the people’s University, 

is that discoveries are translated into workable solutions 

to improve health in North Carolina communities and in 

communities far, far beyond.

infectious disease
Since the “father of preventive medicine” 

was founding dean of UNC’s public health 

school, infectious disease is not a surprising 

focus for research at the School. Milton J. 

Rosenau, MD, an epidemiologist and self-

described “disease detective,” was invited to UNC  

following his mandatory retirement as dean of Harvard’s 

public health school, which Rosenau had founded as a 

collaboration between Harvard and the Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology. 

One of the School’s first major research projects in the 

early 1940s was aimed at controlling and eradicating 

venereal diseases. John Wright, MD, MPH, who headed 

the epidemiological study, adopted a number of innovative 

techniques in the project, including using computer 

technology to collect data, recording nurse-patient 

interviews to help train public health nurses, and developing 

filmstrips as an alternative instruction method for patients. 

Then, as now, the School was committed to understanding 

public health challenges and developing innovative ways to 

address them.

Preventive medicine dreams of a time when there shall be enough for all, and everyone 

shall bear his share of labor in accordance with his ability, and everyone shall possess 

sufficient for the needs of his body and the demands of health. These things shall all 

have as a matter of justice and not of charity.

Preventive medicine dreams of a time when there shall be no unnecessary suffering and 

no premature deaths; when the welfare of the people shall be our highest concern; when 

humanity and mercy shall replace greed and selfishness; and it dreams that all these 

things will be accomplished through human wisdom.

Preventive medicine dreams of these things, not with the hope that we, individually, 

may participate in them, but with the joy that we may aid in their coming to those who 

shall live after us. When the young have vision, the dreams of their elders come true.

— D R .  M I L T O N  R O S E N A U

Dr. John Larsh (right), then head of the Department of Parasitology and Laboratory Practice, confers with Polish researcher 

Dr. M. Stankiewicz about trichinosis research in this photo from the early 1970s.



Following World War II, 

the School helped extend 

the reach of public health 

services by training health 

educators at what was then 

called the North Carolina 

College for Negroes, now 

N.C. Central University, in 

Durham. In the segregated 

South, this was a progressive 

step and was due in large 

part to the dogged insistence 

of Dr. Lucy Morgan. (See tinyurl.com/UNC-SPH-timeline.) 

“In public health, we’ve always believed in helping people 

and training people to get out there and do things, and you 

don’t do that by being very conservative,” said Dr. John Larsh, 

a parasitology expert who joined the faculty in 1943.

Today, the School continues its commitment to the preven-

tion and treatment of infectious diseases among those with 

limited access to health services. The lab of Mark Sobsey, 

PhD, Kenan Distinguished Professor of environmental 

sciences and engineering, developed the compartment bag 

test, which makes water testing simpler and more accessible, 

thereby limiting human exposure to and negative health 

effects from disease-causing microbes.

School researchers have studied par-

asitic diseases, ranging from malaria—

still endemic in the southern U.S. in the 

School’s early years—to HIV, a virus 

that emerged in the early 1980s. UNC 

has been a global leader in HIV/AIDS 

research for more than 20 years, having 

established a research site in Malawi 

in the early 1990s. (In 1993, among 

pregnant women in Malawi, the rate of 

HIV infection was about 30 percent; 

now the rate is less than 11 percent, but 

more than 1.1 million people still are 

HIV-positive.) 

Myron Cohen, MD, Yeargan-Bate 

Eminent Distinguished Professor 

of Medicine, Microbiology and 

Immunology, and Epidemiology in the 

UNC schools of medicine and public 

health, is an award- 

winning global leader who 

has conducted extensive 

research in AIDS prevention 

and treatment. 

In fact, Cohen worked with 

David Savitz, PhD, then chair 

of the epidemiology depart-

ment, in the early 2000s to 

increase dramatically the 

number of faculty members 

conducting infectious diseases 

research. The intent was to leverage the strong infectious 

diseases and global health program at the medical school and 

make UNC a world leader in infectious diseases epidemiology.

One of the faculty members recruited then is Steven 

Meshnick, MD, PhD, epidemiology professor, who conducts 

malaria research in Malawi and elsewhere.

“With both malaria and HIV, we have been very active 

in trying to improve the treatment of people in developing 

Dr. Steve Meshnick conducts research on malaria and HIV /
AIDS in Malawi and elsewhere. He also makes an impact in 
N.C., where he studies tick-borne diseases.

Dr. Milton J. Rosenau Dr. Myron Cohen

(continued on page 24)
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A photograph of a boy using Dr. Mark Sobsey’s compartment 

bag test, a quick and reliable way to detect E. coli in drinking 

water, was featured on the cover of a 2014 USAID catalogue 

that described the year’s best USAID-funded innovators.
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countries,” Meshnick says. “We are exploring behavioral 

approaches to improve the way that poor and relatively 

uneducated people cope with disease.”  

Similarly, research by Annelies Van Rie, MD, PhD, associ-

ate professor of epidemiology, considers how to improve care 

for tuberculosis in developing countries.

Meshnick says that epidemiology is “a department that 

prides itself on doing applied research, work that will have 

an immediate impact on people.” His work closer to home, 

which examines tick-borne disease, is an example of this. 

(See tinyurl.com/Meshnick-ticks.)

“Infectious diseases researchers at the School are working 

across the spectrum to prevent disease transmission,” says 

epidemiology professor Ralph Baric, PhD, “from outbreak 

investigation to diagnosis, vaccine design, interventional 

strategies, behavioral and environmental considerations, 

and virology.” 

Faculty members and their teams examine many different 

pathogens, from basic science to the treatment of human 

disease, with major initiatives in malaria, HIV/AIDS and 

tuberculosis, as well as emerging infectious diseases such as 

noroviruses and coronaviruses. These studies will lead to the 

discovery of preventive measures and treatments in the not-

so-distant future.

Obesity
Through cutting-edge research and innovative delivery 

systems, the Gillings School has led the 

way in combating obesity. With about two-

thirds of adults and one-third of children 

in the United States overweight or obese, 

the School has undergone a dramatic shift 

over the past 35 years from focusing on the 

problem of malnutrition to confronting the 

alarming epidemic of obesity. 

In the early years of the School, obe-

sity might have been measured as part of other studies, 

but it was not addressed as a unique issue. That changed 

after leaders including Barry M. Popkin, PhD, W.R. Kenan 

Jr. Distinguished Professor, joined the school’s nutrition 

department in the late 1970s. Popkin’s conclusion that U.S. 

food and nutrition programs were causing obesity led to his 

heading a nutrition panel that was part of President Jimmy 

Carter’s Commission on Child Health. 

Popkin’s “nutrition transition” concept, which explains 

how people’s diet and exercise patterns shift in accordance 

with changes in technology and society, has led to policy 

changes throughout the world. 

“In the global obesity-prevention category, we are the lone 

leaders, working on large-scale efforts to create change,” 

Popkin says. In 2000 and 2013, he convened  

two international conferences in Bellagio, Italy,  

“to bring people from dozens of low- and middle- 

income countries together to recognize the obesity 

problem and push forward on large-scale  

regulatory efforts.”

The author of The World is Fat, Popkin has 

worked closely with a number of governments 

throughout the world, particularly China and 

Mexico, on policies to reduce obesity, including 

taxes on sugar-sweetened beverages and front-of-

package profiling to identify healthy foods.

Popkin is not the only current faculty mem-

ber whose research is having an impact upon 

health policy. A study conducted by Penny Gor-

don-Larsen, PhD, nutrition professor, along with 

Popkin and Robert G. McMurray, PhD, Smith 

Gunter Distinguished Professor of nutrition, was 

instrumental in the passage in 2000 of the U.S. 

in the global 
obesity-prevention 
category, we are 
the lone leaders 
working on large-
scale efforts to 
create change.
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—dr. barry popkin

(continued from page 22)
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Physical Education for Progress Act. Efforts by Professor 

Dianne Ward, EdD, have focused upon preventing obesity in 

preschool children, including her development of the Nutri-

tion and Physical Activity Self-Assessment for Child Care 

(NAP SACC), a program recently recommended by Michelle 

Obama’s Let’s Move! campaign as a way to combat obesity in 

child-care centers. 

Like some of her colleagues, Gordon-Larsen—whose term 

as president-elect of The Obesity Society begins this Novem-

ber—works on all aspects of obesity, ranging from biological 

and genetic factors through the social and environmental fac-

tors that underlie it and its cardiometabolic consequences.

“Because we have such a range of expertise here at UNC, 

particularly relative to nutrition, we are able to work with 

faculty members from a number of disciplines to take advan-

tage of the most cutting-edge methods to analyze data,” 

Gordon-Larsen says. 

In addition to conducting innovative research, faculty 

members lead the way in disseminating solutions. 

“My primary research interest is technology-enhanced 

dissemination of evidence-based prevention and treatment 

of obesity,” says Deborah Tate, PhD, associate professor 

of health behavior and nutrition. “My work makes obesity 

treatment and prevention programs more accessible and 

considers how to use technology to deliver treatments that 

are intensive but easier to access.” 

Tate’s 2001 and 2003 papers in the Journal of the Amer-

ican Medical Association were some of the earliest work on 

delivering Web-based behavioral treatment.  

Similarly, a research team led by Alice Ammerman, 

DrPH, nutrition professor, initiated Food Explorers, a pilot 

social marketing campaign designed to promote healthy 

lunch menus and increased fruit and vegetable consumption 

in Rockingham County (N.C.) public schools.

Cardiovascular disease
When John Cassel, MD, became chair of the school’s 

epidemiology department in 1958, he brought an innovative 

A photo from the 1970s shows epidemiology professors Gerardo Heiss and the late H.A. Tyroler discussing a research problem.
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approach built upon experience in 

his native South Africa. Cassel’s 

understanding of the importance of 

social and cultural environments as a 

determinant of health helped shape his 

department and the public health school, 

as well as the field of epidemiology, 

both nationally and globally. Similarly, 

Bert Kaplan, PhD, professor emeritus 

of epidemiology, followed up on Cassel’s efforts to bring 

attention to the social and cultural determinants of 

cardiovascular disease, providing foundational work in 

these dimensions of behavior and health. 

In addition to the School’s ongoing presence and engage-

ment with cardiovascular disease research over many years, 

School researchers translated results to the communities in 

which they worked. Gerardo Heiss, MD, PhD, Kenan Dis-

tinguished Professor of epidemiology, says that the training 

component of the School has been critical. 

“We have had grants to train scientists in cardiovascular 

health for 38 years, ongoing and uninterrupted,” says Heiss. 

“The School has been training our scientists working in com-

munity, government and private industry, contributing to 

the work on cardiovascular disease.” 

Heiss names Herman Alfred (Al) Tyroler, MD, whose 

career at UNC spanned 40 years, and former dean Michel 

Ibrahim, MD, PhD, as outstanding mentors and teachers 

who contributed greatly to the training of many scientists 

who now have international renown.

“The School has a very strong and interdisciplinary pres-

ence in addressing, diagnosing, quantifying and finding 

solutions for cardiovascular health,” Heiss says. 

UNC’s public health school played a critical role in one 

milestone related to prevention of cardiovascular disease, 

namely, when clear proof was provided that cholesterol con-

sumption was a risk factor for heart and vascular problems. 

The Lipid Research Clinics Coronary Primary Prevention 

Trial (LRC-CPPT) was the first trial in this country—large 

in scope and long in duration—that showed reducing cho-

lesterol prevents heart attacks and decreases risk of cardio-

vascular disease. UNC was the coordinating center for that 

trial, which included 12 clinics throughout the country. 

Heiss says the study is a great example of the School’s 

research being translated into actions that literally change 

the practice of medicine. Discoveries from the cholesterol 

studies are considered to be among the greatest successes in 

the area of public health over the past 25 years. 

“Unfortunately, lifestyle and social changes are now pro-

moting other risk factors for cardiovascular disease,” says 

Heiss. “This requires us to anticipate challenges that lie 

ahead and try to deal with them.”

To that end, a host of faculty and student researchers 

study diverse causes of cardiovascular disease. Among them 

are June Stevens, PhD, AICR/WCRF Distinguished Pro-

fessor of nutrition, who aims to uncover and define links 

between obesity and diabetes, cardiovascular disease and 

cancer, and Wayne Rosamond, PhD, epidemiology profes-

sor, whose expertise in monitoring cardiovascular disease in 

populations and temporal trends has led hospital networks 

to recognize strokes early and admit to the hospital patients 

experiencing strokes.

Cancer
The School’s focus on cancer covers the spectrum, from 

discovering risk factors to reducing occurrence and impact 

of cancer to disseminating findings and 

changing models of care.

The Carolina Breast Cancer Study 

(CBCS) is a landmark in understanding 

the biology of breast cancer and disparities 

in breast cancer occurrence and prog-

nosis.  Started in 1993 by UNC’s Line-

berger Comprehensive Cancer Center and 

the UNC School of Public Health, the 

study has sought to understand differences in the etiology 

and outcomes of breast cancer among African-American 

and white women. 

This work carried on a tradition established by Barbara 

Sorenson Hulka, PhD, former chair of the epidemiology 

department, who was an early pioneer in using a biological 

approach to studying cancer. CBCS is significant not only 

for its findings but because it was one of the few early stud-

ies that enrolled sufficient numbers of African-American 

women, based on population.  

“By tying together lab work with population data, CBCS 

showed that one reason African-American women have poor 

survival might be the fact that the biology of their tumors 

is different,” says Andrew Olshan, PhD, Barbara Sorenson 
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Hulka Distinguished Professor in Can-

cer Epidemiology, current department 

chair and associate director for popula-

tion sciences at UNC Lineberger. New 

molecular epidemiological investigations 

of breast cancer biology, using CBCS and 

other study resources, are led by Melissa 

Troester, PhD, associate professor of epi-

demiology and pathology.

The School has built upon the CBCS’s 

infrastructure and design, which was 

developed by the late Robert Millikan, 

PhD, epidemiology professor, and UNC 

School of Medicine faculty members 

Drs. Shelley Earp, Lisa Carey and Charles Perou, to create 

North Carolina-based studies of other forms of cancer. 

Robert Sandler, MD, MPH, Nina and John Sessions 

Distinguished Professor of medicine and of epidemiology, 

studies colorectal cancer; Olshan conducts the Carolina 

Head and Neck Cancer Study; and Marilie Gammon, 

PhD, epidemiology professor, leads the Long Island Breast 

Cancer Study Project, a landmark investigation of possible 

environmental causes of breast cancer. 

“Over time, we have taken study designs looking at etiology 

and included an outcomes phase for men and women with 

cancer,” Olshan says. “We follow them over time and look at 

treatment, quality of life and survivorship. We have evolved 

our studies in a collaborative way to expand the research 

question beyond causes of cancer to cancer outcomes.”

Outcomes research is a recent and important development 

that is a collaboration of the departments of health policy 

and management, epidemiology and oncology. With funding 

from the University Cancer Research Fund, a team from 

the schools of public health and medicine developed a novel 

cancer health-care claims resource, the Integrated Cancer 

Information and Surveillance System. This electronic cohort 

will examine individual cancer patient interactions with 

the health-care system and study the impact of co-morbid 

conditions and treatments so as to answer outcomes 

questions. 

The School also has led the way in innovations in 

the delivery of health information. A stellar example is 

the North Carolina BEAUTY (Bringing Education and 

Understanding to You) and Health Project, led by Laura 

Linnan, ScD, health behavior professor. The program 

recruits and trains licensed hair stylists to serve as lay 

health advisers who offer cancer prevention messages to 

clients during salon appointments. These community-

based strategies offer a gateway to ensure that those who 

suffer disproportionately high rates of disease and illness 

are reached.

Knowing that half of all premature cancer deaths can 

be prevented, School researchers focus on key risk factors 

including tobacco use, exposure to indoor tanning, sun 

exposure without protection, obesity and alcohol use. One 

such effort, which has the potential to reach the two million 

people in North Carolina and 46 million nationally who 

smoke, is better warning labels on cigarettes. 

“Policy is effective because of its efficacy, reach and low 

cost,” says Kurt M. Ribisl, PhD, health behavior professor 

and program leader in cancer prevention and control  

at UNC’s Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center.  

Ribisl is particularly interested in using policy to change 

health behaviors. 

The School’s leadership in health policy is affirmed by 

President Barack Obama’s 2011 appointment of Barbara 

K. Rimer, DrPH, dean and Alumni Distinguished 

Professor at the Gillings School, to chair the President’s 

Cancer Panel. Rimer also serves as vice-chair of the Task 

Force on Community Preventive Services. She brings her 

expertise in health behaviors, cancer, population science 

and evidence-based public health to her role in shaping 

national cancer policy.

 —Michele Lynn

the lipid research trial is 
a great example of how the 
school’s research is translated 
into actions that literally 
change the practice of medicine.

—dr. gerardo heiss
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A LEGACY OF CARING FOR  
WOMEN AND CHILDREN

In 1936, the sixth year of the Great Depression, adults still 

faced a 17 percent unemployment rate. Millions lived in 

grinding poverty, and the southeast endured the dubious 

distinction of having the nation’s highest infant and mater-

nal death rates. 

“It was children who were dying disproportionately of 

malnutrition, malaria and measles,” says Jonathan Kotch, 

MD, MPH, who until his recent retirement was the Carol 

Remmer Angle Distinguished Professor of Children’s 

Environmental Health at the Gillings School. 

Poor nutrition among North Caro-

lina boys during the Depression had 

taken such a toll that, by the time 

they were teenagers, about half were 

rejected by the military. 

This context framed the UNC 

School of Public Health’s found-

ing in 1940. It also framed the sustained effort, from the 

School’s earliest days, to improve health outcomes for 

women, infants, children and adolescents. 

d r .  j o n at h a n  k o t c h

a public health nurse gives a boy instructions to take home to his family (circa 1940).
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“I became interested in children’s  
health advocacy for two reasons. 
The first was the realization that 
one-on-one care was not going 
to accomplish very much for the 
children and their families and 
their countries. Second was the 
realization that we were poorly 
equipped to understand how to 
do anything else.”  
  —Arden Miller, MD  
 Former professor and chair
 Department of Maternal and Child Health 

A tireless advocate for children, Dr. Arden 

Miller served as president of the American 

Public Health Association (1974–1975); 

on the Institute of Medicine task force on 

prevention of low birth weight (1983–1985) 

and the Southern Governors’ task force 

on infant mortality (1984); as chair of the 

board of the Allan Guttmacher Institute; 

and as visiting professor of maternal 

and child health at Shenyang Medical 

University in China (1988). In 1984, Miller 

received APHA’s Martha Mae Eliot Award 

for extraordinary health services to mothers 

and children. (See tinyurl.com/apha-miller.)

Seventy-five years later, although 

many women’s and children’s health 

challenges remain, huge improvements 

in this area rank as a top achievement 

in U.S. public health. 

“Sometimes we forget about how  

well we have done [in the U.S.] in 

women and children’s health,” says 

Kotch. “We’ve reduced child mortality 

from infectious disease by over 99 

percent in the last 100 years. Very 

 few children in the U.S. now die of 

extreme malnutrition in infancy or 

early childhood.”

cross-disciplinary 
collaboration and a 
research-to-practice 
approach lead to 
global impact 

“[Since its founding, the 

Gillings School] has 

linked maternal and child 

health priorities at the state, 

national and international  

levels and has linked research 

and action,” remarks former UNC 

maternal and child health professor and 

SpOtLIGHt ON IMpACt
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chair Pierre Buekens, MD, now W.H. 

Watkins Professor and dean of Tulane 

University’s School of Public Health and 

Tropical Medicine. With the addition 

of a department of maternal and child 

health in 1950, the School gave this 

focus the institutional muscle necessary 

to make significant headway. 

“Today,” Buekens says, “UNC plays 

the strongest role in maternal and 

child health [in the nation].” 

School leaders aim to:

• Increase access to comprehensive 

family planning domestically  

and globally;

• Improve nutrition for pregnant 

mothers and infants; 

• Increase breastfeeding in N.C., the 

U.S. and around the world; 

• Prevent childhood obesity; 

• Reduce pregnant women’s exposures 

to heavy metals and other toxins; 

• Reduce HIV transmission; 

• Improve the quality of child-care 

centers in the U.S.; 

• Increase HPV vaccination in the 

U.S.; and

• Prevent injuries and interpersonal 

violence among teens domestically  

and globally. 

Strengthening 
child-care centers
For 16 years (1997–2013), Jonathan 
Kotch, MD, MPH, led the National 
Training Institute for Child Care 
Health Consultants. Through this 
train-the-trainer program, School 
faculty and staff members helped 
develop a national infrastructure 
of qualified health and child-care 
professionals, an approach  
shown to improve quality of  
child-care programs. 

SpOtLIGHt ON IMpACt

modules developed

toolkits created

instructors trained

child-care health  
consultants trained

u.s. states and territories with 
qualified health and  

child-care professionals
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affairs, explaining why cross-disci-

plinary approaches to maternal and 

child health have paid off. 

The School’s commitment to imple-

mentation also has been essential. 

“We work with public health prac-

titioners to test interventions,” Kotch 

says.  “If an efficacy study demonstrates 

we can do something that actually 

improves people’s health, then we 

can take the next step and determine 

whether disseminating that study 

beyond the experiment can have real 

impact on the community.”

global impacts,  
reproductive health

“It’s hard to overestimate the impor-

tance of the connections School faculty 

Along the 

way, School 

faculty mem-

bers helped 

establish the 

internationally 

renowned Carolina Population Center 

(cpc.unc.edu), even as a number of 

School affiliates and others founded 

important global nonprofit organiza-

tions, such as the International Fertil-

ity Research Program (which has since 

evolved into FHI 360), Population 

Services International and Ipas. 

“When we tackle complex problems, 

such as adverse birth outcomes or obe-

sity, we all have to work together,” says 

Anna Maria Siega-Riz, PhD, professor 

of epidemiology and nutrition and the 

School’s associate dean for academic 

members have—and have had histor-

ically—with the Carolina Population 

Center (CPC) in the area of maternal 

and child health,” says Jason Smith, 

PhD, clinical associate professor of 

health behavior and deputy director of 

CPC’s Monitoring and Evaluation to 

Assess and Use Results (MEASURE) 

Evaluation program.

In 1964, faculty members Drs. 

Bernard Greenberg, John Gentry 

and Sydney Chapman had the pre-

science to join a pan-campus effort 

to establish the CPC, with Dr. Moye 

Freymann, professor of health policy 

and administration, recruited to be 

its first director.  The venture brought 

together researchers from many 

disciplines, including maternal and 

child health, who were interested in 

Breastfeeding
Miriam Labbok, MD, MpH, Professor of the Practice of maternal and child health 
and director of the Gillings School’s Carolina Global Breastfeeding Institute (CGBI), won 
three national awards in 2013–2014 for her impact upon women and children and for her 
applications of evidence-based research.

As a faculty member since 2007, and as founding CGBI director, Labbok has overseen 
development of a comprehensive program of research and service to local and global 
communities and education related to breastfeeding and optimal reproductive health. 

“Among the strongest new research findings are those in support of exclusive breastfeeding,” says Labbok. “Four 
major preventable causes of infant mortality—premature infant death, Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, respiratory 
disease and infection—as well as obesity and diabetes, can be reduced by breastfeeding.”

Among other efforts, she and colleagues have developed a national collaborative that accelerates systematic 
implementation of Ten Steps to Successful Breastfeeding, an effective tool maternity hospitals can use to support 
breastfeeding in their own communities. 

“I have worked in 54 countries, carrying out applied research for program development and improvement, turning 
the evidence into action,” Labbok says. “Our research, service and training are designed to enable women to suc-
ceed in breastfeeding and to build future leaders in this field. This interconnectedness also applies to local/global. 
By staying on the national scene, we help the state, and vice-versa. The global interest is always there, so through 
this leadership, we also make national and international headway.”

SpOtLIGHt ON IMpACt
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population welfare. From its begin-

ning in 1964, the CPC and its public 

health school affiliates trained health 

providers in family-planning methods, 

supported by major funding from the 

U.S. Agency for International Develop-

ment (USAID). With 

the arrival of Dr. 

J. Richard Udry, 

maternal and 

child health  

and sociology  

professor and 

chair—and CPC 

director from 1977 to 1992—CPC 

shifted its focus to research. Under 

Udry’s leadership, CPC affiliates applied 

for and received numerous National 

Institute of Health (NIH) grants. (See 

tinyurl.com/2012-udry-obit.)

Former maternal 

and child health 

professor Amy 

Tsui, PhD, now 

professor of pop-

ulation, family and 

reproductive health 

at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg 

School of Public Health, senior scholar 

at the Bill & Melinda Gates Insti-

tute for Population and Reproductive 

Health and member of the Gillings 

School’s external advisory committee, 

led the CPC to greater levels of influ-

ence by launching, with USAID fund-

ing, the Evaluation Project (1991) and 

then MEASURE Evaluation (1996).

The project, awarded $180 million 

in 2014 to embark on Phase IV work, is 

USAID’s most important mechanism 

to support population, health and 

nutrition monitoring and evaluation. 

It has helped 44 developing countries 

identify critical health needs (includ-

ing nutrition, family planning, repro-

ductive health, HIV/AIDS prevention, 

and maternal and child health) and 

then target scarce resources to achieve 

greatest impact. 

Many Gillings School faculty 

members are MEASURE Evaluation 

researchers, including project director 

Jim Thomas, PhD, associate profes-

sor of epidemiology; research associ-

ate professor Siân Curtis, PhD, and 

research assistant professors Gustavo 

Angeles, PhD, Shelah Bloom, ScD,  

and Kavita Singh Ongechi, PhD, all 

of maternal and child health; adjunct 

assistant professor Heidi Reynolds, 

research by Dr. anna maria siega-
riz helped establish the institute of 
medicine’s 2009 guidelines for weight 
gain during pregnancy.

d r .  r i c h a r d  u d r y
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Linking science 
and policy to  
protect teen drivers

In 1997, N.C. 

was one of 

the first two 

states to adopt 

graduated 

driver licensing, 

a process that 

allows new drivers to acquire 

more experience before they are 

fully licensed. With colleagues at 

the UNC Center for the Study of 

Young Drivers, Lewis Margolis, 
MD, MpH, maternal and child 

health associate professor, 

has demonstrated declines in 

teen motor-vehicle deaths of 

25 percent to 30 percent and 

declines of 25 percent in teen 

motor-vehicle hospitalizations. 

These findings led to adoption 

of graduated driver’s licenses by 

every state in the U.S.

SpOtLIGHt ON IMpACt
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PhD, also of maternal and child health; 

and Sharon Weir, PhD, research assis-

tant professor of epidemiology. Many 

more contribute as well.

Through better measurement, com-

bined with widespread implementation 

of life-saving interventions, maternal 

mortality has declined in many devel-

oping countries over the past 15 years, 

with some achieving more than  

50-percent reductions in maternal 

deaths, according to a 2014 World 

Health Organization (WHO) report.

Yet, maternal mortality rates are 

still very high, and enormous chal-

lenges remain. 

“Ninety-nine percent of all maternal 

and newborn deaths occur in develop-

ing countries,” says Bert Peterson, MD, 

Kenan Distinguished Professor and for-

mer chair of maternal and child health. 

With colleagues, Peterson is widen-

ing the School’s impact in this area. He 

directs UNC’s WHO Collaborating Cen-

ter for Research Evidence for Sexual and 

Reproductive Health, which has played 

a key role in developing—and support-

ing uptake of—WHO’s evidence-based 

guidance for family planning. These 

guidelines are now used in more than 

50 national programs around the world, 

where there previously had been no 

guidelines. Such efforts, which help 

prevent premature deaths of thousands 

of women worldwide, are part of a field 

known as implementation science, an 

area in which the Gillings School is an 

early leader. (See page 56.)

diet and nutrition 
Research on maternal and child nutri-

tion has flourished through robust 

interdisciplinary collaboration and 

applied research. 

“I became interested in nutrition as 

an undergrad,” Siega-Riz says. “I saw 

that it was an important predictor 

of preterm delivery. That experience 

made me want to come back to grad 

school at UNC. I 

was interested 

in understand-

ing nutritional 

determinants 

of poor reproduc-

tive outcomes.” 

At Carolina in the 1990s, Siega-

Riz began collaborating with former 

epidemiology chair David Savitz, MD 

Women and children wait to be seen at a clinic in Honduras.
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(now at Brown University), on the 

Pregnancy, Infection and Nutrition 

(PIN) study, which recruited more than 

3,000 pregnant women and followed 

them into the first year postpartum. 

“That cohort,” says Siega-Riz, “has 

been extremely influential in the field 

of reproductive and perinatal health.” 

Specifically, the research improved 

assessment and analysis of mater-

nal dietary intakes and provided the 

basis of the Institute of Medicine’s 

2009 weight-gain recommendations 

for women during pregnancy. (See 

tinyurl.com/IOM-pregnancy-weight-

gain.) The guidelines reach millions of 

women through health-care providers 

and information campaigns, giving 

them important benchmarks that show 

how diet and weight gain affect the 

course of pregnancy and the health of 

the unborn. 

The work of Steve Zeisel, MD, PhD, 

Kenan Distinguished Professor of 

nutrition and director of the Nutrition 

Research Institute, in Kannapolis, N.C., 

has been similarly influential. With col-

leagues, he discovered that insufficient 

choline during preg-

nancy can affect 

fetal cognitive 

development 

and memory. 

His findings 

led to changes in 

IOM recommen-

dations for pregnant women. 

global is local,  
and local is global.
One core value of the Gillings School 

has been its dual focus on local and 

global populations.

“I always believed in the local-global 

connection and the importance of hav-

ing a perspective that crosses cultures,” 

says Peggy Bentley, PhD, Carla Smith 

Chamblee Distinguished Professor of 

nutrition and the School’s associate 

dean for global health.

Bentley’s 

research has 

taken her to 

Peru, India, 

Malawi and 

across North 

Carolina. In 

collaboration with researchers from 

UNC’s School of Medicine and the 

Centers for Disease Control and Pre-

vention, her research in Malawi on 

providing antiretroviral medication to 

infants of HIV-positive, breastfeeding 

mothers played a major role in chang-

ing WHO policy recommendations.  

The School’s local impact is 

significant too.

“We have grads who lead mater-

nal and child health clinics in local 

health departments, who are local 

health directors, who do work in the 

state women’s and children’s section 

[ncdhhs.gov/dph/wch]. In that way, 

probably more than any other, we have 

made a real impact on the health of 

North Carolinians,” says Kotch. 

Moreover, close 

ties between 

Gillings School 

faculty mem-

bers and alumni 

have helped facil-

itate widespread 

early adoption in 

N.C. of nationally recognized inter-

ventions, including NAP-SACC, The 

Nutritional and Physical Activity 

Self-Assessment for Child Care (gonap-

sacc.org). Developed and tested by 

Dianne Ward, EdD, nutrition professor, 

it was one of three programs identi-

fied by the White House Task Force on 

Childhood Obesity as being effective 

at combatting early- 

childhood obesity. 

NAP-SACC  has 

been adopted by 

child-care centers 

nationwide. 

Also in North Car-

olina, Dr. Rebecca Fry, associate pro-

fessor of environmental sciences and 

engineering and deputy director of the 

UNC Superfund Research Program, 

focuses on children’s environmental 

health. She studies effects of prenatal 

exposure to metals such as arsenic, 

cadmium and lead on the epigenome. 

(See definition below.)

? What is the 
epigenome?

A genome is the complete set 
of DNA in a cell. DNA carries 
instructions for building the 
proteins that make each creature 
unique. The epigenome (“above” 
the genome) consists of chemical 
compounds that mark the genome 
in a way that tells it what to do, 
and when and where to do it. 
The marks, not part of the DNA 
itself, can be passed from cell to 
cell as cells divide, and from one 
generation to the next.

 —National Human  
 Genome Research Institute   
 (genome.gov)
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“Prenatal arsenic exposure in 

humans results in potentially harm-

ful epigenetic changes in newborns, 

and long-term health consequences in 

human populations are pronounced,” 

says Fry, summarizing her recent 

research results. 

Finding the sources of such expo-

sures is a challenge. In one study of 

private well water in N.C., Fry and col-

leagues identified counties in which 

inorganic arsenic is “off-the-charts 

high.” Dangerous levels of metals are 

found in foods as well, including such 

staples as apples and rice. 

“There is currently no regulation of 

toxic metals in our food,” Fry says. 

Fry also has carried out children’s 

environmental health-related work  

in Mexico, Thailand and (with Kotch) 

in Vietnam. 

Stephanie Engel, PhD, associate 

professor of epidemiology, examines 

the impact of prenatal exposure to 

chemicals commonly found in con-

sumer products such as shampoo, 

deodorant, medications and cosmetics.

With regard to tackling persistent 

disparities in birth outcomes in the 

U.S., Vijaya Hogan, DrPH, clinical 

associate professor of maternal and 

child health, has studied how the 

social environment and historical fac-

tors translate into adverse maternal 

and infant outcomes. 

The research of Michael Kosorok, 

PhD, Kenan Distinguished Profes-

sor and chair of biostatistics, related 

to cystic fibrosis (CF) screening, was 

highly influential in the CDC’s deci-

sion to recommend newborn screening 

for the disease. In 1997, only three 

states required CF newborn screening; 

by 2004, there were 12 states. Now,  

all 50 states have CF newborn  

screening programs. 

adolescent health

Contributions to adolescent health are 

another legacy of the Gillings School. 

Dick Udry, PhD, professor of maternal 

and child health and sociology from 

1965 to 2004, was among the first to 

integrate biological and sociological 

models of human behavior. 

In the 1990s, Udry designed the 

National Longitudinal Study of 

Adolescent Health (Add Health), an 

extremely ambitious study of teens in 

grades seven to 12. (See tinyurl.com/

cpc-add-health.) Four waves of data 

combine information on teens’ social, 

economic, psychological and physi-

cal well-being with contextual data 

on family, neighborhood, community, 

school, friendships, peer groups and 

romantic relationships. Carolyn Halp-

ern, PhD, professor and interim chair 

of maternal and child health, is Add 

Health’s current deputy director and a 

co-investigator. 

Udry developed strategies that made 

his valuable data available to other 

researchers while protecting research 

participants. For more than two 

decades, Add Health has provided unri-

valed opportunities for more than 2,000 

researchers to study how teens’ social 

environments and behaviors are linked 

to their health and achievement out-

comes. Collectively, study publications 

have influenced dozens of disciplines, 

including sociology, psychology, crimi-

nology, education, economics, biostatis-

tics, epidemiology, medicine, genetics 

and aging. That research approach has 

been profoundly actionable.

Health behavior professors Karl 

Bauman, PhD (emeritus), Susan 

Ennett, PhD, and Vangie Foshee, PhD, 

followed Udry’s lead in developing sim-

ilarly complex data sets on the social 

contexts of teen health and behavior. 

These data in turn informed develop-

ment of effective interven-

tions focused on alcohol 

and tobacco prevention 

(Bauman, Foshee and 

Ennett), understand-

ing the social context of 

teen alcohol and drug use 

(Ennett), and preventing 

teen dating violence (Fos-

hee and Bauman). 

To date, Foshee’s Safe 

Dates program has 

been adopted by school 

systems across N.C. and 

used throughout the 

world. As of 2013, more  

than 8,400 Safe Dates 

curricula have been  

purchased, and well 

over 1.68 million young 

people have been intro-

duced to the program. 

“We have so much opportunity with 

kids to help shape health behaviors 

and help prevent risky behaviors when 

they are young,” says Ennett. ”From an 

intervention standpoint, focusing on 

early adolescence is an opportunity to 

do prevention before there is the accel-

eration in those behaviors.”

 —Elizabeth French & Rachel Gillman

d r .  k a r l  b a u m a n

d r .  s u s a n  e n n e t t

d r .  va n g i e  f o s h e e
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A hallmark of that work has been 

an unrelenting focus on working with 

minority students, faculty members 

and communities in the study and 

development of programs that help 

equalize access to health care and 

information for underserved groups.

“You can’t address public health 

without addressing health disparities,” 

says Victor Schoenbach, PhD, associate 

professor of epidemiology and current 

director of the UNC Minority Health 

Project. “The School grew out of that 

awareness.”

In the 1940s, for example, when segre-

gation laws barred black students from 

enrolling at UNC, School leaders, par-

ticularly health education professor and 

chair Dr. Lucy Morgan, developed a joint 

public health education program at what 

was then the North Carolina College for 

Negroes (now N.C. Central University).  

The School also established a health 

since 
establishing  
the first 
department of 
public health 
education in the u.s. 
to serve all people 
—in a southern state 
during the Jim  
crow era—unc’s 
public health 
school continues 
leading research, 
service and teaching 
to address health 
disparities.

Dr. richard andrews (left), professor of environmental sciences and  
engineering, was a panelist at a minority health conference in the 1980s.

You can’t address public  
health without addressing  
health disparities. The School 
grew out of that awareness. 

—dr. vic schoenbach

education program focused on the needs 

of American Indians.

In the 1950s, Dean Edward 

McGavran, frustrated that the epidemi-

ology department was not as engaged 

as it might be, hired Dr. John Cassel, 

with Public Health Service funding, to 

lead a new chronic disease section in 

the department. Cassel, an émigré from 

South Africa and a strong anti-apart-

heid advocate, was soon joined by Drs. 

Sidney Kark and Guy Steuart. 

Kark left after one year to work at 

the World Health Organization, but 

Cassel and Steuart were appointed as 

chairs of epidemiology and health edu-

cation, respectively. Their leadership 

brought a fresh perspective and a new 

focus on the social causes of disease.

Michel Ibrahim, MD, future dean 

of the School, came to UNC to study 

biostatistics in 1960, but quickly 

transferred to epidemiology because  

of his admiration for Cassel. 

“Cassel advanced the theory that 

social and psychological factors affect 

people’s health,” Ibrahim says. “He was 

concerned with cultural values, societal 

values and stress and how they related 

to illness.” 

The 1960s brought political upheaval 

to UNC. The School’s faculty and staff 

members and students participated 

in protests against injustice and 

inequality, and their research explored 

health disparities that clearly resulted 

from poverty and racism. More black 

students were being educated at the 

School, and many went on to become 

national public health leaders. In 1964, 

William A. Darity and Edward V. Ellis 

were the first minority students to earn 

doctoral degrees from the School. 

When a group of students formed the 

Minority Student Caucus and took their 

concerns to Dean Fred Mayes in 1971, 

Mayes appointed William T. Small, 

MSPH, to increase minority student 

enrollment. Small’s influence spanned 

more than 25 years, during which the 

Caucus organized the first Minority 
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Health Conference in 1977. The confer-

ence continues as an annual event. Now 

in its 36th year, it is the longest-running 

student-led health conference and has 

served as a model for such conferences 

at other public health schools. In 1999, 

then-dean William Roper, MD, MPH, 

named the event’s keynote lecture to 

honor Small’s contributions.

Through a strategic planning pro-

cess in the 1990s and a grant from 

GlaxoSmithKline, School faculty 

members helped develop the UNC Pro-

gram on Ethnicity, Culture and Health 

Outcomes (ECHO), an effort to foster 

research collaborations between acade-

micians and communities, train scholars 

to address health disparities and develop 

resources. Anissa Vines, PhD, research 

assistant professor of epidemiology, 

co-directs ECHO’s Carolina Community 

Network to Reduce Cancer Disparities 

and Community Research Core. The 

network addresses disparities in pros-

tate cancer among African-American 

men. More recently, the group has stud-

ied malignancies related to HIV, a first 

for UNC, according to Vines.

In the early 1990s, Diane Rowley, 

MD, MPH, who joined the Gillings 

School in 2008 as Professor of the 

Practice of maternal and child 

health, worked with colleagues at 

the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention to develop a conceptual 

framework for research on health 

disparities that affect women and 

infants. That framework considers 

disease and health in the context of 

a social environment influenced by 

social behavior and cultural, historical, 

political and economic forces. Rowley 

continues this work with Vijaya Hogan, 

DrPH, clinical associate professor 

For nearly 35 years, Victor Schoenbach, PhD, associate professor of 
epidemiology at the Gillings School, has worked—often behind the scenes 
—to keep the issue of health disparities in the spotlight.

It was therefore no surprise that, when accepting the University’s 
inaugural Martin Luther King Jr. Unsung Hero Award in January 2014, he 
deflected praise onto his students and colleagues in the Minority Student 
Caucus and the National Health Equity Research Webcasts. 

“This award is shared by all of us, and I thank them for enabling me to 
play a part,” he said.

Schoenbach has been at UNC since 1972, first as a master’s student, then 
as doctoral student and postdoctoral fellow in psychosocial epidemiology. 
He joined the public health faculty in 1980. 

Since 1991, he has advised the planning committee for the student-led 
annual Minority Health Conference, a project of the School’s Minority 
Student Caucus. He also is devoted to preserving the history of the Caucus 
by collecting and curating materials with colleagues at the UNC Health 
Sciences Library.

A long-time champion of research and programming to address health 
disparities, Schoenbach leads the UNC Minority Health Project. The Project 
aims to expand awareness and strengthen relationships between groups 
whose members focus on eliminating disparities. Previously, Schoenbach led 
the UNC Lineberger Minority Cancer Control Research Program. 

Despite his vast experience studying the complexities of society, 
economics and health policy, he sums up the problem rather simply.

“Poor health for anyone is a problem for everyone,” he says.

—Elizabeth Witherspoon

vic schoenbach

Dr. vic schoenbach, in the 1970s (left) and today

profile



of maternal and child health, who 

leads projects in Philadelphia and 

Jackson, Miss., that train and empower 

minority women as advocates.

“When you do planning around 

health disparities, you have to include 

people who are affected by those 

problems,” Hogan says. 

Geni Eng, DrPH, professor of health 

behavior, has been a vital leader in com-

munity-based participatory research 

since her days in the Peace Corps and 

as a doctoral student at UNC. For the 

last decade, she has worked with the 

Greensboro Health Disparities Collab-

orative (GHDC), an academic-commu-

nity coalition. Funded by the National 

Cancer Institute, Eng and colleagues 

have launched Accountability for 

Health professionals in South Africa, 

denouncing the disparities caused by 

apartheid, left their home country and greatly 

influenced public health around the world, 

including at the UNC School of Public Health.

THE SOUTH AFRICAN 
INSTITUTE OF FAMILY 
AND COMMUNITY 
HEALTH was established by 
Sidney Kark. Kark, John Cassel 
and Guy Steuart conduct some 
of the first empirical studies on 
the influence of poverty and 
discrimination upon health.

1 946

JACK GEIGER, a medical 
resident in the U.S., learns about 
the Institute and persuades the 
Rockefeller Foundation to support 
his spending one year there. The 
Institute disbanded in 1957 after 
a new apartheid government 
extended its segregationist 
policies to medical personnel.  
See Sidney Kark’s letter (next 
page, top right).

1 9 50s

influence tree graphic, adapted  
from the work of dr. geni eng

the  
south  

african  
influence

Cancer Care through Undoing Racism 

and Equity (ACCURE) to test the effec-

tiveness of reorganizing cancer care 

to optimize quality and narrow treat-

ment disparities between white and 

African-American patients with breast 

and lung cancers. If their approach is 

effective, it could lead to better care for 

minority patients, and, indeed, for all 

patients.  (Read more at tinyurl.com/

eng-cph-2013.)

Meanwhile, graduate students 

and professionals also can earn an 

Interdisciplinary Certificate in Health 

Disparities through a program that 

spans economics, sociology, psychology 

and anthropology. 

Thanks to people in the Gillings 

School today and those who have come 

before, there has been great progress 

in addressing health disparities. Still, 

there is work left to do. 

A new epidemiology professor carry-

ing on the legacy is Allison Aiello, PhD, 

who joined the faculty in 2014. She is 

founder and principal of Aiello Research 

Group (aielloresearchgroup.org).

“Our research group is dedicated to 

uncovering how social determinants 

and exposure to stress influence the 

biological pathways of health within 

minority populations,” Aiello says. “I 

am excited to join the Gillings School 

and its cadre of top-notch faculty mem-

bers who are dedicated to addressing 

health equity issues.”                                                                                                                     

—Elizabeth Witherspoon
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Kark’s colleagues follow him to 
UNC. JOHN CASSEL and CECIL 
SLOAME (epidemiology), GUY 
STEWART (health behavior) 
and HARRY PHILLIPS (health 
policy) join the School’s faculty  
and continue their leadership in 
social epidemiology.

DR. SIDNEY KARK spends a year in 
UNC’s epidemiology department. In 1959, 
he and his wife, Dr. Emily Kark, permanently 
emigrate to Israel, where they develop 
a Master of Public Health program for 
physicians at Hebrew University’s Hadassah 
Medical School.

Read Jack Geiger’s account of Sidney 
Kark’s pioneering work in social 
medicine, in the American Journal  
of Public Health. See tinyurl.com/
geiger-on-kark. 

Shown here is a 
portion of Sidney 
Kark’s letter to the 
principal of University 
of Natal, protesting 
a new law allowing 
the apartheid 
government to 
control the medical 
school.

JACK GEIGER and 
COUNT GIBSON at Tufts 
University receive federal 
grant to establish the first U.S. 
community health centers.  
Gibson guides the one at 
Columbia Point in Boston. 
Geiger hires John Hatch as 
community health action 
director and together, they 
guide the center in Mound 
Bayou, Miss. Hatch eventually 
earns his Doctor of Public 
Health at UNC and joins the 
public health faculty.xxleftxx.

See a National Library of Medicine exhibit, 
“Against the Odds: Making a Difference in 
Global Health,” at tinyurl.com/NLM-against-
the-odds. The exhibit describes the work of 
Jack Geiger and John Hatch at the Delta Health 
Center in Mound Bayou, Miss.

JACK GEIGER and 
COUNT GIBSON at Tufts 
University receive federal 
funds to establish the first U.S. 
community health centers.  
Gibson heads the center at 
Columbia Point in Boston. 
Geiger hires John Hatch as 
community health action 
director, and together, they 
lead the center in Mound 
Bayou, Miss. Hatch eventually 
earns his Doctor of Public 
Health degree at UNC and 
joins the public health faculty.

Pholela Health Center (left), 
founded by the Karks, was a 
model for community health 
centers around the world.
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a leader in
rural health-care 

innovation  
and service

The Gillings School—

Dr. tom bacon
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It began with an 
ambitious thought— 
North Carolina would benefit from 

a provider network to deliver quality 

health care to the state’s most far-

flung locations. More importantly, the 

programs of care would be shaped to 

each community’s particular needs. 

The establishment of the Area 

Health Education Centers (AHEC) 

program was the beginning of The 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill’s more-than-40-year commitment 

to outstanding health care for 

underserved citizens, the majority 

of whom live outside well-populated 

towns and cities.

Launched in 1972, AHEC was 

the vision of Glenn Wilson, MA, 

former associate dean for community 

health services in UNC’s School of 

Medicine. As chair of the social and 

administrative medicine department 

in the medical school, he made it his 

mission to improve the accessibility of 

health care in the state. 

Delivering services in collaboration 

with communities also has been  

the bedrock of the Gillings School’s 

work in rural health care, says Tom 

Bacon, DrPH, clinical professor of 

health policy and management, who 

served as AHEC’s director from 1996 

to 2012.

“[Wilson] was determined AHEC 

wouldn’t be the ‘Great University’ 

going out to help rural communities, 

taking its wisdom to share with 

lesser folks,” says Bacon, who also 

[clockwise, from above]: Dr. Jack geiger (left) and John hatch oversee construction 
at the Delta health center in mound bayou, miss.; glenn Wilson (foreground) talks 
with unc medical school staff (circa 1972) about a project proposal that led to an 
$8.5 million contract to establish n.c. ahecs; Dr. lucy morgan; and Dr. eunice tyler.
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was executive associate dean in the 

School of Medicine. “We weren’t going 

to plunk down programs around the 

state. We went into communities 

and asked if they were interested in a 

partnership with the University—and 

assured them the work would be done 

their way.”

Wilson wasn’t alone in making 

AHEC a success. Other public health 

and community leaders joined him 

and, armed with an $8.5 million grant 

from the N.C. General Assembly, they 

developed one of the most successful 

rural health programs in the U.S.

“The School’s rural health history 

is a long, winding road that goes back 

to South Africa,” says Tom Ricketts, 

PhD, professor of health policy and 

management at the Gillings School 

and of social medicine at the UNC 

medical school. (See page 40.)

Though former faculty member 

Dr. Eunice Tyler’s students focused 

on tropical diseases in the Caribbean 

and the Philippines in the 1940s 

(see tinyurl.com/tyler-obit) and Dr. 

Lucy Morgan concurrently founded 

the School’s field training program 

to address rural and racial health 

disparities, the community-oriented 

primary care idea originated in the 

Pholela clinic in Zululand, South Africa. 

The philosophy made its way to 

Chapel Hill when the public health 

school’s dean, Edward McGavran, 

MD, recruited the clinic’s director, 

Sidney Kark, MD, to head the School’s 

epidemiology department. John 

T h e  p e r c e n Ta g e  o f  n o r T h 

c a r o l i n i a n s ,  a c c o r d i n g  T o 
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i n  ruraL areas  o f  T h e  s TaT e
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8 0  o f  T h o s e  h av e  a n  
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Hatch, DrPH, who worked in the 

1960s at the nation’s first community 

health center in Mound Bayou, Miss., 

took up the mantle of that legacy when 

he arrived at UNC—first as a program 

development specialist, then doctoral 

student and faculty member—in what 

is now the Department of Health 

Behavior. (Listen to a 1992 interview 

about Hatch’s life and work at tinyurl.

com/Hatch-interview.)

Health care for those living in rural 

areas of the state gained another 

champion when former Peace Corps 

volunteer Jim Bernstein, MPH, 

enrolled as a global health fellow in 

the School’s epidemiology doctoral 

program. He did not complete the 

doctorate, but his exposure to ideas 

at the School led him to establish the 

first state Office of Rural Health in the 

U.S., an endeavor that supported nurse 

practitioner programs and public 

health clinics statewide.

By 1978, the School’s impact upon 

rural health care had garnered more 

attention. That year, the Robert Wood 

Johnson Foundation and the U.S. 

Department of Health and Human 

Services awarded a $3 million grant 

to the National Evaluation of Rural 

Primary Care Programs—with Tom 

Ricketts as project manager. A decade 

later, Ricketts received one of the first 

Rural Health Research Center grants 

and led that effort for 12 years. 

The evaluation demonstrated the 

efficacy of community health centers in 

improving access for rural residents and 

l e a r n  m o r e  aT  

tinyurl.com/nc-rural-trends.
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[clockwise, from above]: then-
doctoral student Dr. David cavallo 
(left) and Dr. alice ammerman 
(second from left) meet at chapel 
hill high school with chef-trainer 
ryan mcguire and kitchen manager 
geneva long to discuss the pilot 
project “taste texting,” which allows 
students to pre-order healthy school 
meals using their cell phones; Dr. 
tom ricketts; Dr. george pink (left) 
and Dr. mark holmes.

We try to fashion opportunities that 
allow people to make good choices—
rather than telling them what they 
should do and expecting them to do  

it without resources.
—dr. alice ammerman 
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the cost-saving effects of using nurse 

practitioners and physician assistants 

in clinics.  Both strategies have become 

deeply embedded in national and state 

policy to support primary care and 

provide access to health care.

A  l e g Ac y  c o n t i n u e d
Today, members of the Gillings 

School’s faculty carry on Wilson’s 

vision of community partnership to 

improve health. For example, nutrition 

professor Alice Ammerman, DrPH, 

helps people in Lenoir County, N.C., 

combat cardiovascular disease by 

adopting healthy diets.

Through Heart Healthy Lenior— 

a 5-year, $10-million initiative—

Ammerman’s team uses individual 

and group counseling and business 

partnerships to promote healthy 

lifestyle changes. The team works with 

residents to create more nutritious 

versions of traditional dishes, and  

with restaurants to highlight their 

healthier options.

“It’s a big-picture thing,” says Am-

merman, who is also director of the 

UNC Center for Health Promotion and 

Disease Prevention (HPDP). “We try to 

fashion opportunities that allow people 

to make good choices—rather than tell-

ing them what they should do and ex-

pecting them to do it without resources.”

First funded in 1985, HPDP enters 

its 30th year as one of the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention’s most 

successful prevention research centers.

With Reidsville Area Foundation 

funding, Ammerman’s team also 

tests a social-marketing campaign to 

promote healthy school lunches. The 

goal, she says, is encouraging and 

assessing increases in consumption of 

vegetables and fruits in school lunches.

Read more about the impact of 

Ammerman’s work at tinyurl.com/

gazette-ammerman and tinyurl.com/

CAR-ammerman.

Other School faculty members 

contribute to rural health through data 

collection and analysis. 

Mark Holmes, PhD, and George Pink, 

PhD, have spent 10 years distributing 

financial information to 1,300 

small, rural, critical-access hospitals 

nationwide and producing individual 

annual reports. These analyses are useful 

at the local, state and national levels.

“The hallmark of what I consider 

research strength is whether it’s 

actionable—whether it can lead to 

policy or management change,” says 

Holmes, associate professor of health 

policy and management. “We can 

say, ‘Here are strategies to use if your 

facility is weak in this measure.’”

For their work with rural hospitals, 

Pink won the 2013 National Rural 

Health Association’s Outstanding 

Researcher award. Holmes won 

the 2012 Triangle Business Journal 

“40 Under 40” leadership award 

and UNC’s 2014 Philip and Ruth 

Hettleman Prize for Artistic and 

Scholarly Achievement.

Bacon says these and other School 

research efforts maintain a connection 

to the formative years of rural health-

care and its future possibilities.

“We’re in a time that offers us great 

challenges and opportunities,” he says. 

“What we do with those opportunities 

and with the public health skill sets 

we bring to the table will determine 

how well we design and manage our 

health-care system. It might be global 

pie in the sky, but I think we owe it to 

ourselves and each other to make it the 

best system it can be, to serve as many 

people well as is possible.” 

 

 —Whitney L. J. Howell

READ MORE:

a tribute to the life and work of glenn 
Wilson is at tinyurl.com/NewsObserver-
G-Wilson.

an article about the life and work of  
Jim bernstein is at tinyurl.com/ 
NCMJ-bernstein.

a profile on Dr. tom bacon  
and ahec is at tinyurl.com/gazette- 
bacon-on-ahec.

(continued from page 45)

glenn Wilson Jim bernstein
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 Change

S ince its founding, 
UNC’s school of public health 
has encouraged innovators 

who developed new ways of collecting 
and analyzing information and solving 
problems. At the heart of that effort has 
been a synergistic collaboration of the 
School’s basic measurement science  
departments—biostatistics, epidemiology, 
and environmental sciences and 
engineering—along with  other 
departments that have strong methods 
and measurement science foci. These 
include the School’s departments of health 
policy and management, health behavior, 
maternal and child health, and nutrition, 
as well as others outside the School.
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 Change
if you always Do what  

you’ve always Done, you’ll always 

get what you’ve always got.

—henry forD 
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Development 

of biostatistiCs  

methoDs

In 1940, UNC system president Frank 

Porter Graham took a chance in hiring 

Gertrude Cox, MS, as the first woman 

professor and department head at 

N.C. State University. Cox, professor of 

statistics and head of the Department 

of Experimental Statistics, likely met 

Graham’s highest expectations; her 

hiring certainly set in motion a series of 

events that resulted in one of the finest 

biostatistics departments in the world.

As the UNC system’s graduate 

program in statistics was housed at 

N.C. State, it was incumbent upon Cox 

to develop any additional statistics 

programs on other campuses. In 1946, 

she recruited Harold Hotelling, PhD, 

formerly on the faculties of Stanford 

and Columbia, to head the new 

mathematical statistics department at 

UNC-Chapel Hill. In 1949, less than 

a decade after the School began, she 

helped establish the Department of 

Biostatistics in the UNC–Chapel Hill 

School of Public Health, selecting her 

former student, Bernard Greenberg, 

PhD, to lead it.  

Greenberg, who later became the 

department’s first Kenan Distinguished 

Professor, was awarded a National 

Institute of General Medical Sciences 

grant, “Multivariate Analysis for the 

Health Sciences,” with co-principal 

investigator S.N. Roy, MSc. With 

support from Hotelling and others 

in the UNC–Chapel Hill statistics 

department, Greenberg also competed 

successfully for one of the first National 

Institutes of Health (NIH) grants to 

train biostatisticians and pioneered 

efforts to establish the practice of 

cooperative multicenter trials. 

This groundbreaking, transforma-

tional research changed the course 

of practice for the evaluation of new 

drugs.  Under Greenberg’s leadership, 

the department developed a roadmap 

for evaluating new drugs for efficacy. 

Without the clinical trials methodol-

ogy and infrastructure developed by 

UNC’s biostatisticians, many advances 

that benefit individuals might nev-

er have been made. Members of the 

biostatistics faculty continue to make 

innovations in clinical trials.

In 1967, NIH’s National Heart 

Institute commissioned Greenberg 

to develop procedures for conducting 

large, multicenter clinical trials. His 

Greenberg Report (see tinyurl.com/

Greenberg-report) is still a respected 

document, having established methods 

to evaluate new drugs and cancer 

treatments that have been used for 

nearly 50 years.

The tradition of statistical 

innovation for the betterment of 

humankind continues in a program led 

today by Michael Kosorok, PhD, W.R. 

Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor 

and chair of biostatistics, who 

[above, left to right]: Drs. Jim grizzle, bernard greenberg, Dale Williams and michel ibrahim discuss plans for renewal of their 
research grant on lipids; Drs. gary Koch and Dennis gillings conducted clinical trials work from a trailer on school grounds;  
Dr. gillings, as a faculty member in 1971.
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collaborates with colleagues at UNC, 

Duke and N.C. State universities, and 

SAS (SAS.com), a business analytics 

software and services company. 

The National Cancer Institute 

(NCI)-funded program, “Statistical 

Methods for Cancer Clinical Trials,” is 

pioneering new methods that will help 

researchers more effectively discover 

and evaluate cancer treatments, as well 

as treatments for other diseases, and 

to more quickly deliver effective new 

therapies to patients.

The biostatistics department was 

successful from the start in attracting 

financial support through contracts 

and grants, says Jim Grizzle, PhD, 

who chaired the department from 

1972 to 1987. 

In 1955, the NCI awarded the 

department a contract to become the 

statistical coordinating center for the 

Southeastern Cooperative Cancer 

Chemotherapy Study Group (SCCC), 

believed to be the first large-scale 

clinical trials group in the U.S. (The first 

such study was published in England 

in 1949.) Faculty members from 10 

medical schools and the coordinating 

center collaborated to investigate the 

effectiveness of chemotherapy agents.

The department developed some of 

the new mathematics necessary to an-

alyze data from these large-scale, mul-

ticenter trials. In 1957, Greenberg hired 

Grizzle as a graduate research assistant. 

Grizzle led the Lipid Research Clinics 

Coordinating Center, established in 

1971, which was among the first groups 

to perform distributive data entry. The 

unit was renamed the Collaborative 

Studies Coordinating Center (CSCC) 

in 1986, and is now the oldest, 

continuously funded NIH coordinating 

center in the U.S., having coordinated 

studies with hundreds of clinical centers 

in the U.S. and abroad. The late H.A. 

Tyroler, MD, Alumni Distinguished 

Professor of epidemiology, was a vital 

contributor to the study group and 

provided much insight into the tools 

and methods used by the CSCC. Grizzle, 

Clarence (Ed) Davis, PhD, retired 

former chair of biostatistics and director 

of the CSCC, and Dale O. Williams, 

PhD, took the lead in the first study, 

which found that lowering cholesterol 

reduces the risk of heart disease. 

“With that,” Grizzle says, 

“biostatisticians changed the world.” 

Williams, who succeeded Grizzle 

as principal investigator for the study, 

says that trial “set the stage for the drug 

development that led to statins and 

lipid-lowering compounds.” 

Grizzle’s methodology for crossover 

trials is still referred to today, some 50 

years later. Another paper by Grizzle, on 

analyzing categorical data and whose 

co-authors included Frank Starmer, 

PhD, now with the Duke University-

National University of Singapore 

Graduate Medical School, and 

biostatistics professor Gary Koch, PhD, 

is among the most-cited biostatistics 

papers in the world.

In 1958, Greenberg undertook 

another landmark epidemiological 

study—the first large study of 

cardiovascular disease that included 

African-Americans. All other large 

trials in the U.S. at the time had only 

white participants. The Evans County, 

Ga., study continued through the 

1990s. (See tinyurl.com/evans-county.)

“All of these studies had a real 

impact on the health of society,” says 

Ed Davis. The studies led to insights 

and treatment options for widespread 

health problems, such as high 

cholesterol and congestive heart failure.

The impact continues with research 

in progress now, including the Hispanic 

Dr. gary Koch, in the 1980s, stands  
outside his office in ‘trailer 39.’
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Community Health Study/Study of 

Latinos, the largest, long-range study 

to date on this population. An original 

$22 million grant from the National 

Heart, Lung and Blood Institute 

supported the multi-center study of 

more than 16,000 Hispanic adults to 

examine the role of acculturation in 

the prevalence of disease. A six-year, 

$21.7 million federal contract was 

also awarded to conduct a second 

examination of study participants, 

beginning in October 2014.

The study was initiated by Lloyd 

Chambless, PhD, now retired, and Lisa 

LaVange, PhD, now at the U.S. Food 

and Drug Administration, both for-

mer biostatistics professors and CSCC 

directors, and is currently overseen by 

Jianwen Cai, PhD, professor and vice 

chair of biostatistics. Twelve faculty 

members, 24 staff members and four 

students from UNC are involved in  

the study.

Grant funding reflected the 

biostatistics department’s success. 

Grizzle recalled that his department’s 

budget hovered close to $6 million 

annually, but the state contributed 

only $90,000. The rest came from 

grants and contracts. Dale Williams, 

who succeeded Grizzle as director of 

the CSCC in 1991, had cumulative 

oversight of $35 million in grants.

UNC’s School of Public Health 

extended its international reach, 

particularly in the 1960s after 

Pranab K. Sen, PhD, DSc, Cary C. 

Boshamer Distinguished Professor, 

joined the faculty and strengthened 

ties to universities in India. Sen 

has contributed significantly to 

methodological studies related to 

diabetes, environmental health and 

bioinformatics, as well as clinical trials. 

The lipids study also fostered a  

stream of global interactions, including  

ones with eastern European countries, 

Data pile up fast in large-scale, long-term, multisite clinical 

trials. As data collection methods evolve, so too must the 

means by which data are analyzed.

Early on, the Gillings School’s biostatistics department 

developed a reputation for its program in Bayesian statistics, 

an analysis paradigm that involves determining probability 

of something based on particular pieces of evidence. The 

program is led by Alumni Distinguished Professor Joseph 

G. Ibrahim, PhD, who also directs the UNC Center for 

Innovative Clinical Trials (CICT) and the department’s 

graduate studies program. 

Ibrahim and colleagues in the CICT have conducted leading-

edge research on innovative Bayesian clinical trials design, 

including development of new statistical methods to determine 

the odds that a large future clinical trial will be successful.

S p e e D i n g  u p 

Drug Development, 
i m p r ov i n g 

CliniCal trials

Drs. Danyu lin (foreground) and Joseph ibrahim
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“Bayesian methods are a powerful paradigm for complex 

clinical trials design and analysis since they can produce 

very efficient designs that potentially yield large reductions 

in the number of patients needed for a trial, and hence yield 

major savings in resources,” Ibrahim says. 

Ibrahim and his team also have developed new statistical 

methods for data analysis, especially for cancer research. 

One such method assesses efficacy of a patient’s treatment 

when that course of treatment changes, as when the patient 

crosses over to an experimental treatment. 

Missing data are a big problem in research, especially 

in longitudinal studies, where patients drop out before 

study completion. Ibrahim devises statistical models 

to understand why data go missing, so as to efficiently 

incorporate all the cases with missing values. CICT 

personnel also aim to develop user-friendly statistical 

software for the design and analysis methods they construct.  

Ibrahim has received funding from several pharmaceutical 

companies to carry out this joint research with the CICT, 

and several National Institute of Health grants support  

his research. 

Danyu Lin, PhD, the Dennis Gillings Distinguished 

Professor of Biostatistics, has led cutting-edge research  

in many areas, particularly survival analysis and  

statistical genomics. 

In a word, Lin says, “We do statistical research to create 

new tools for clinical trials.” 

Survival analysis is indispensable to clinical trials. Many 

patients remain alive at the end of a trial, so their total 

survival times are unknown.  Lin has developed survival 

analysis methods that are widely used in clinical trials. 

Many of them have been incorporated into standard 

software packages, such as SAS. 

Lin received the prestigious Merit Award from the 

National Institutes of Health from 2005 to 2015, and the 

Royal Statistical Society selected one of his papers to be 

read and discussed at its meeting in 2007.  

In recent years, he has devoted considerable energy to 

the development of statistical and computational tools for 

analyzing genomic data.

“Eventually, we want to use this information to guide the 

selection of treatments for personalized medicine,” Lin says. 

“It’s not clear how successful we’ll be, but whatever happens, 

statistics will be an important part of it.”

 

 —Nancy Oates

China, Brazil, Israel, Poland and India. 

Excellent networks of UNC-trained 

statisticians in Brazil and Chile have 

opened the door to collaborations in 

teaching and training for UNC’s bio-

statisticians. Visiting professors and 

scholars from developing countries 

have added greatly to the development 

of biostatistics methodology, including 

clinical trials. Professor Kant Bangdi- 

wala, PhD, whom Sen calls “our am-

bassador to Latin and South America,” 

has taught biostatistics classes around 

the world, including as visiting profes-

sor at Chile’s University of Valparaiso 

and University of Chile at Santiago. 

In 2014–2015, he will be a Fulbright 

Scholar in Chile.  

Some faculty members have 

established global corporations to 

expand the reach of their work.

In the 1970s, Gary Koch partnered 

with another faculty biostatistician, 

Dennis Gillings, PhD, CBE, to 

develop Quintiles, a contract 

research organization (CRO) 

that now employs some 30,000 

people worldwide. Gillings led the 

organization; Koch remained in 

academia, directing UNC’s Biometric 

Consulting Lab, mentoring students 

and publishing. Quintiles provides 

S p e e D i n g  u p 

Drug Development, 
i m p r ov i n g 

CliniCal trials

Dr. Ed Davis  
recalls attending a  

conference in the 1960s  
in Chile. “There were only  
seven biostatisticians in  

the country,” he said,  
“and five of them  
had been trained  

at UNC.”
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training opportunities for students 

and real-world experiences for faculty 

members. CSCC director Sonia 

Davis, DrPH, Julie MacMillan, MPH, 

managing director of the School’s 

Research and Innovation Solutions, 

and clinical professor and former 

Public Health Leadership Program 

director William Sollecito, DrPH, 

are among those who held leadership 

positions at Quintiles.

In 1984, biostatistics professor Ron 

Helms, PhD, founded Rho, a CRO 

focused on clinical data management 

that now employs more than 300 

people in the Triangle. In 2001, Jean 

Orelien, DrPH, who received his 

doctoral degree from the Gillings 

School, launched SciMetrika, a leading 

population health research company 

based in Durham, N.C.

“Our biostatistics faculty members 

carry out absolutely groundbreaking 

theoretical work,” says Dean Barbara 

K. Rimer, “but another great strength 

is their commitment to finding 

solutions to important health 

problems. They show that outstanding 

faculty members can excel at both 

theoretical and applied research.”

Amy Herring, ScD, professor and 

associate chair of biostatistics, lauds 

her department’s highly rigorous 

training in the foundations of statistics 

that makes students nimble and able 

to adapt to ever-changing technologies 

and new problems in public health. 

“Students benefit from the mentored 

hands-on experiences they get 

working with top-notch investigators 

on high-impact research across 

multiple domains of public health and 

medicine,” she says. 

Herring, with Rebecca Fry, PhD, 

associate professor of environmental 

sciences and engineering, and 

Marilie Gammon, PhD, epidemiology 

professor, leads a National Institute 

of Environmental Health Sciences 

(NIEHS) grant to train postdoctoral 

scholars in biostatistics, epidemiology 

and environmental sciences. The 

training award, renewable every five 

years, has been held by UNC’s public 

health school continuously since it 

was awarded first to Dr. Bernard 

Greenberg in 1971.

Larry Kupper, PhD, retired former 

Alumni Distinguished Professor of 

Dr. michael Kosorok (far left) posed recently with former cscc directors (l-r) Drs. lisa lavange,  
lloyd chambless, ed Davis, Dale Williams and Jim grizzle.
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biostatistics, was instrumental in 

obtaining that original NIEHS grant 

and led it from 1972 through 2006. 

Kupper studied the development and 

application of innovative statistical 

methods for design and data analysis 

of public health studies, with 

particular emphasis on environmental, 

occupational and women’s health 

issues. His work led to improved 

statistical methods for quantifying 

human health risks due to harmful 

substances in the workplace and 

external environment. 

Today, the biostatistics department 

is the statistical home for many 

studies in the UNC schools of 

medicine and nursing and provides 

statistical support for UNC Lineberger 

Comprehensive Cancer Center and 

the N.C. Translational and Clinical 

Sciences Institute (NC TraCS). 

Educational preparation for the 

next generation is assured through 

a biostatistics leadership course, the 

first of its kind in the U.S., which has 

received national attention for its 

timely and meaningful content. (See 

tinyurl.com/BIOS-leadership-course.)

Kosorok says the development of 

data tools and methodologies begun in 

his department seven decades ago is 

still thriving. 

“A number of leaders in the 

department are doing excellent work,” 

he says. “I’d mention Drs. Jianwen 

Cai, Jason Fine, Amy Herring, Joseph 

Ibrahim, Danyu Lin, Hongtu Zhu, 

Haibo Zhou, Fei Zou, Donglin Zeng, 

Michael Hudgens, Wei Sun, Yun Li 

and others, whose methodology is 

being widely used. Dr. Yun Li has been 

recognized by Thomson Reuters as one 

of the most cited researchers in the 

world.” (See sph.unc.edu/most-cited).

An excellent history of the UNC 

biostatistics department, compiled by 

Drs. Jane Monaco, Jianwen Cai, Lisa 

LaVange and Michael Kosorok is at 

tinyurl.com/unc-bios-history.  

epiDemiologiCal  

anD  

other tools

The Gillings School’s expertise in 

clinical methodologies extends beyond 

biostatistics. 

Barbara Hulka, MD, MPH, joined 

the epidemiology department in 

1967. In a discipline that traditionally 

analyzed medical records and surveys 

for disease prevalence and causes, 

Hulka was among the first to integrate 

molecular biology into the field, 

a transformation that shifted the 

emphasis of discoveries. 

Kenan Distinguished Professor 

Gerardo Heiss, MD, PhD, who joined 

the epidemiology faculty in 1974 and is 

one of the most cited researchers in his 

field, is a CSCC investigator who has 

made a huge impact in multicultural 

collaborations. (See page 25.)

Today, epidemiologists often 

augment self-reported participant data 

with biological data (e.g., from blood 

or cheek swabs) and combine genetic 

analyses with other data to get a 

richer understanding of issues such as 

genetic susceptibility to diseases. The 

epidemiology department now has labs 

for molecular biology, genotyping and 

immunohistochemistry. 

In the health policy and manage-

ment department, associate professor 

Bryce Reeve, PhD, concentrates on 

patients’ experiences of risks, diseas-

es and illness. Reeve designs Web-

based questionnaires that integrate 

patient-reported data into electronic 

medical records systems to give clini-

cians real-time feedback from patients 

to improve the efficiency and value of 

the clinical encounter. Patients’ data 

also may be a better way of under-

standing issues such as adverse events 

experienced by patients in clinical tri-

als and how different medication regi-

mens affect patients’ quality of life.

“It’s the wave of the future,” Reeve 

says. “We’re not replacing what doctors 

already do, but rather facilitating 

their discussions with patients. We’re 

trying to identify what’s going on in the 

patient’s life, what’s most important to 

him or her, so clinicians can respond 

quickly and thus improve the quality 

of care.”

In preparing the next generation 

of researchers, Reeve deliberately 

allows large classes to include diverse 

expertise, backgrounds and interests. 

Medical students, residents, fellows 

and students from the schools of 

pharmacy, nursing and public health 

approach the same patient from 

different perspectives. 

     

 —Nancy Oates
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Bryan Weiner, PhD, professor of health policy and management, specializes in implementation science, the 

dissemination and implementation of research into real-world settings. 

Implementation researchers collect a growing body of evidence about what works, when and for whom. 

“There’s a gap, however, between what we know and what we do,” Weiner says. “The intention of implementation 

science is to close that knowing-doing gap by systematically identifying and addressing the barriers.”

real
world

  rom 
research to 

implementation science
[im-pluh-muhn-tey-shuhn] [sahy-uhns]
noun
1. the dissemination and implementation  
  of research into real-world settings.



Weiner tackles practical projects. 

For instance, he has stepped in to help 

investigators who study demand-price 

models. Researchers develop and 

test interventions, but rarely do they 

consider how much the intervention 

costs users. Yet, cost is often critically 

important to potential consumers in 

deciding whether to use a product or 

service. By studying demand-based 

pricing, for instance, investigators 

determine what health departments 

can afford and relay that feedback to 

researchers—who then can develop and 

test interventions that meet a particu-

lar price point. 

Weiner also consults on a Dynamic 

Simulation Modeling project that 

enables users to interact with models 

that predict the efficacy of an evi-

dence-based intervention. Typically, 

success levels are calculated based 

upon the average of the trial partici-

pant pool. However, people who might 

use the intervention want to know 

what kind of success they’ll have with 

their particular patient population. 

With Dynamic Simulation Modeling, 

users can adjust the parameters to tai-

lor an accurate prediction.

Thanks in part to the gift from 

Dennis Gillings and Joan Gillings, the 

Gillings School funded a consortium 

for implementation science with RTI 

International, led by Weiner and Leila 

Kahwati, MD, from RTI. 

“Implementation science requires 

partnerships with community and 

provider organizations because we’re 

attempting to solve real-world prob-

lems,” Weiner says. “We have highly 

effective evidence-based interventions, 

but they are only of value if someone 

uses them.” 

A number of faculty members 

throughout the Gillings School use 

implementation science in their 

research. Among them are Brian  

Pence, PhD, assistant professor of 

epidemiology; Susan Ennett, PhD, 

and Vangie Foshee, PhD, professors of 

health behavior; Rohit Ramaswamy, 

PhD, clinical associate professor in the 

Public Health Leadership Program and 

Implementation 

science requires 

partnerships 

with community 

and provider 

organizations 

because we’re 

attempting to 

solve real-world 

problems. We have 

highly effective 

evidence-based 

interventions, but 

they are only of 

value if someone 

uses them.

dr. bryan weiner

dr. bryan weiner dr. bert peterson
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maternal and child health; and Ilene 

Speizer, PhD, research professor of 

maternal and child health, along with 

other MEASURE Evaluation colleagues.

Nowhere is implementation science 

more important than in the field of 

maternal and child health. Herbert 

Peterson, MD, Kenan Distinguished 

Professor and former chair of the 

maternal and child health depart-

ment, says that 99 percent of mater-

nal and newborn deaths occur in 

developing countries. 

“We know why mothers and babies 

are dying, and we know what we need 

to do to prevent those deaths,” Peter-

son says. “But the interventions require 

functioning health systems—trained 

surgeons and midwives, sufficient 

supplies of safe blood, adequately 

equipped surgical facilities. Those 

are things we don’t have in the places 

where most deaths occur.” 

Overcoming those barriers requires 

that multiple disciplines work 

together. Schools of medicine, public 

health and engineering can develop 

technological innovations feasible to 

implement in low-resource settings. 

People who understand healthy 

systems and processes can develop 

innovative ways to fit the technology 

into complicated structures. 

Peterson notes that business sciences 

are an essential part of the mix, so that 

interventions can be implemented to 

scale and in a fiscally sustainable way. 

UNC has begun to offer new concen-

trations for degree programs in imple-

mentation science. The Gillings Global 

Implementation Laboratory, a course 

first taught in spring 2014, engages a 

small team of students to design and 

implement solutions to complex public 

health problems in real-world N.C. and 

global settings. Developed and taught 

by Ramaswamy, along with Suzanne 

Hobbs, DrPH, clinical professor of 

health policy and management and 

of nutrition, and Anita Farel, DrPH, 

clinical professor of maternal and child 

health, the lab fielded student teams in 

Wake County, N.C., and in a program 

led by FHI 360 to prevent sexually 

transmitted infections (STIs) in India. 

The Wake County group implemented 

changes that significantly reduced 

patients’ waiting time in STI clin-

ics and drew high praise from clinic 

administrators.

Undergirding the success of such 

programs will be the capability to 

carry out interdisciplinary research— 

something at which Gillings School 

researchers have excelled for decades.  

When Dale Williams founded 

UNC’s Center for Health Promotion 

and Disease Prevention in 1985, he 

reported to all five health sciences 

deans (medicine, dentistry, nursing, 

pharmacy and public health)—an 

indication of the interdisciplinary 

nature that set the Gillings School 

apart from its contemporaries. Nearly 

30 years later, that collaborative 

attitude remains strong, Peterson says.

“Implementation science works 

when it develops its own methodol-

ogies, approaches and tools, when it 

becomes interdisciplinary, then trans-

disciplinary,” Peterson says. “UNC is 

well-positioned to be a global leader 

not only because we excel in those 

different disciplines but also because of 

our collaborative spirit.” 

 —Nancy Oates 

 

see cpc.unc.edu/measure.

We know why mothers and babies are dying, and we know what 
we need to do to prevent those deaths. But the interventions require 

functioning health systems—trained surgeons and midwives, sufficient supplies 

of safe blood, adequately equipped surgical facilities. Those are things we don’t 

have in the places where most deaths occur.
—dr. bert peterson
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wenty-five years ago, 

as is the case today, 

the UNC School of 

Public Health was  

comprised of seven 

distinguished 

departments, each 

with outstanding faculty members 

and excellent reputations. The School’s 

dean, then Michel Ibrahim, MD, faced 

increasing financial constraints that 

prevented funding of many worthy 

department initiatives. 

As a result—at UNC and at public 

health schools across the nation— 

initiatives, and even departments, 

central to public health’s mission were 

being reassigned to other schools 

within the university. 

Ibrahim’s challenge was to assure sus-

tainability of those essential programs 

by assuring that the whole (the School’s 

mission) was greater than its parts 

(departments). The mission included 

clear focus on public health practice and 

continuing education for public health 

professionals in the state and region.

In fall 1989, Ibrahim appointed 

a faculty task force co-chaired by 

Arnold Kaluzny, PhD, professor in 

what was then the Department of 

Health Policy and Administration, and 

Rachel Stevens, EdD, RN, from Public 

Health Nursing. Ibrahim charged the 

group, whose members had expertise 

in health services and in quantitative, 

social, management and engineering 

sciences, to propose a structure—

one not allied with department 

affiliation, but based on discipline 

training—that would capitalize upon 

the School’s academic resources and 

multidisciplinary expertise. Ibrahim 

hoped that there were “opportunities 

at the intersection” of the disciplines 

and that from the intersection would 

emerge recommendations that indeed 

would allow the School to function  

as an entity greater than the sum of  

its parts. 

It was decided that a matrix model 

would provide the best structure 

to align disciplinary expertise with 

the School’s orientation toward 

public health practice. As a result, 

the Interdisciplinary Curriculum in 

Practice and Leadership (ICPL) was 

implemented in 1990. 

ICPL was recognized by the UNC 

Graduate School as a “department” 

that would jointly appoint faculty 

members from the other public health 

departments. Stevens was appointed 

ICPL director, a number of faculty 

members received joint appointments, 

and important programs—including 

public health nursing, the doctoral 

program in public health leadership 

(DrPH), and health care and pre-

vention—were incorporated into the 

new entity. ICPL also developed and 

administered a new Master of Public 

DeveLopment of the schooL’s pubLic heaLth 

LeaDership program

T

a whole greater than the sum of its parts

Dr. michel ibrahim
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Health degree in leadership in public 

health practice, which included inter-

disciplinary courses taught by medical 

and public health faculty members.

In 1997, Dean William Roper, MD, 

MPH, noting that the demands of 

residential teaching, research and 

continuing education projects were 

beyond the capacity of the ICPL’s 

faculty members, established the 

N.C. Institute for Public Health 

(NCIPH) as a means of separating 

academic activities from practice and 

continuing-education efforts. 

The Institute, under Stevens’ 

leadership, was to provide technical 

assistance to public health professionals 

in the state. The newly developed 

Public Health Leadership Program 

(PHLP), under Kaluzny’s direction, 

would offer a range of residential and 

distance-learning academic programs. 

To further expand PHLP’s capability, 

dedicated PHLP faculty members  

were hired. 

In 2000, William Sollecito, 

DrPH, succeeded Kaluzny as PHLP 

director. Sollecito, a UNC-trained 

biostatistician with extensive 

leadership experience gained at 

Quintiles Transnational Corp., 

oversaw expansion of the PHLP, 

adding new interdisciplinary efforts, 

including online certificate programs 

designed for working public health 

practitioners. Growth in the MPH 

program included new online and 

residential courses, most notably 

customized leadership courses 

designed for medical and public health 

practitioners. By 2005, the role of 

public health practice and leadership 

was well established within the School, 

and schools of public health across 

the U.S. were emphasizing these 

areas as well, with demand growing 

exponentially. 

This past year, PHLP celebrated the 

graduation of its 1,000th student. 

In 2009, Sollecito was succeeded as 

PHLP director by Anna Schenck, PhD, 

a UNC-trained epidemiologist, who 

has experience in local public health 

and state-level quality improvement  

of public health and health care. 

Meanwhile, at NCIPH, Stevens was 

succeeded in 2003 by Edward Baker, 

MD, former U.S. assistant surgeon 

general and director of the CDC’s 

Public Health Practice Program office. 

In 2011, Dean Barbara K. Rimer, 

DrPH, appointed Schenck the 

School’s associate dean for public 

health practice, with leadership 

responsibilities for both NCIPH and 

PHLP.  Although independent in 

structure, the two entities interact and 

continue to evolve. Under Schenck’s 

leadership and with support from 

dedicated faculty and staff members 

in both PHLP and NCIPH, there 

is a continuing commitment to the 

overall mission of public health. 

The focus is on practice, service and 

teaching, drawing on resources from 

all departments at the School and 

ensuring that the Gillings School of 

Global Public Health will continue  

to be a force greater than the sum of 

its parts.

Drs. Arnold Kaluzny, Rachel Stevens, 

Anna Schenck and Bill Sollecito 

contributed to this article. 

read a description of the n.c. institute 
for public health, written in 2000 by 
Dean William roper and Dr. rachel 
stevens, at tinyurl.com/UNC-NCIPH.

Dr. rachel stevensDr. anna schenckDr. ed baker Dr. William sollecito
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he Gillings School 

builds on a long  

tradition of global  

engagement. One 

such continuing 

activity is faculty 

members’ work with 

Project HOPE (Health  Opportunities 

for People Everywhere), a nongovern-

mental organization (NGO) that has 

provided health services to developing 

countries since 1958.

In 1991, William Walsh, MPH, then 

president and chief executive officer 

of the NGO, extended the mission 

to include management training for 

hospital administrators in Poland, the 

Czech Republic, Slovak Republic and 

Hungary. Walsh worked with William 

Pierskalla, PhD, then professor at the 

University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton 

School and later, distinguished 

professor and dean of UCLA’s 

Anderson School of Business, and 

Arnold Kaluzny, PhD, professor of 

health policy and management (HPM) 

at UNC’s School of Public Health, to 

develop a management curriculum 

relevant to the needs of central 

Europe’s changing health system.  

William Zelman, PhD, now 

professor emeritus, and Bruce Fried, 

PhD, now associate professor, both 

in HPM at the Gillings School, were 

among faculty members from across 

the U.S. involved with the program. 

Each worked collaboratively with 

an in-country counterpart to tailor 

training in strategy, finance, operations 

and human resources that would meet 

the needs of participating students, 

who included executive and mid-level 

managers from hospitals and health-

care institutions. 

The program expanded over the next 

decade to include Baltic countries—

Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia—and, 

in 2002, China.  Overall, the program 

provided management training to 

3,000 health professionals. 

“Project HOPE alumni have 

assumed leadership positions 

throughout Europe,” Kaluzny says, 

“including ministerial positions in 

Hungary and the Czech Republic 

and in the rapidly expanding private 

health-care sector.”

The seeds of the Gillings School’s 

early commitment to global health 

management and leadership training 

are growing and thriving around 

the world. In Europe, a community 

of faculty members—some inspired 

by the model of Project HOPE 

and mentored by its original 

team—actively works to conduct 

research and develop evidence-

based professional development 

programming in health management 

and leadership.  

In 2013, HPM alumni Suzanne  

Havala Hobbs, DrPH, and Ken Reth-

meier, DrPH, published a commentary 

on clinical leadership in The Lancet 

with colleagues in England and the 

traveLing the gLobe with 

project hope

T

anD other LeaDership, management programs
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Netherlands. (See tinyurl.com/ 

lancet-leadership.)  Hobbs, clinical 

professor of health policy and manage-

ment and nutrition and director of the 

Gillings School’s doctoral program in 

health leadership,  leads the Interna-

tional Network for Doctoral Training 

in Health Leadership (NETDOC), a 

global network of schools dedicated to 

increasing access to and quality of  

doctoral-level health leadership training.   

The Gillings School continues to 

make major contributions toward 

meeting the urgent global need for 

health management and leadership 

development. This year, alumna Irene 

Agyepong, MD, DrPH, Hobbs and 

others were funded by the Rockefeller 

Foundation to adapt the UNC program 

model and develop a pan-Africa 

doctoral program in health leadership. 

Dr. Arnold Kaluzny, Dr. Sue Havala 

Hobbs and Mr. Bill Walsh contributed 

to this article.

bill Walsh is preparing an article 
on the history of project hope. 
those who have been involved in 
the project and would like to con-
tribute information should contact 
Debra reister, vice president of the 
project hope alumni association, 
at dreister@projecthope.org. 

Training 
global 
managers 
and leaders
[clockwise, from right]: Dr. sue hobbs leads a discussion 
in 2011 with netDoc members from around the world; Dr. 
William Zelman (left) works with a project hope participant 
in poland in the 1980s; Dr. bruce fried (left) conducts a 
project hope workshop; and Dr. arnold Kaluzny makes a 
presentation in the 1980s.
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The way we were
Faculty members who arrived at UNC in the 1960s and 1970s share  
their recollections of those earlier years. Also included here are profiles 
on Drs. Cecil and Mindel Sheps, one of the School’s first power couples.

When Dr. Jo  
Anne Earp 

arrived  
at UNC in

1974
Cost of a

stamp 

8c 
Cost of a gallon

of gas 

53c 
average cost of 
a new home in 

the U.S. 

$38,900 

average cost of a 
new car in the U.S. 

$3,750

average wage in
the U.S.

$8,031

Tuition (in-state 
UNC student in 
graduate public 
health studies)

$336.50

Hit song of 
the year

“The Way  
We Were”  

(Barbra Streisand)
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W
hen I arrived at the 

School in 1974:

Gillings was the 

name of an assistant 

professor in biosta-

tistics, not the name 

of the School, and Greenberg was the name of the 

dean, not a building. Our one building, Rosenau 

Hall, had a very convenient parking lot where the 

Michael Hooker Research Center was built.

There were 17 schools of public health in the 

country, not more than 50 as there are now.

Smoking was allowed in all offices, and many 

faculty members smoked at this school and others.

All department chairs were men, with the exception of the 

Department of Public Health Nursing.

The N.C. Institute for Public Health didn’t exist; all faculty 

members were required to teach a certain number of con-

tinuing education credits each year.

There were no personal computers—only a mainframe for 

the School.

When I arrived in the Department of Health Behavior:

I was a research associate, promoted when I began to 

head the doctoral program one year later, 

then promoted to research assistant 

professor and eventually (1977) to 

assistant professor. 

Our MPH program was only 18 months 

long, and was headed by Leonard Dawson, 

MSPH, graduate of the Department of 

Health Education, under Dr. Lucy Morgan, 

who was the first chair. MPH cohorts had 

25-35 students (compared to 50-55 now), 

with 10-12 faculty members to teach them 

(now more than 25 faculty members).

Dr. Guy Steuart was department chair, 

Dr. Godfrey Hochbaum a full professor, 

Leonard an assistant profes-

sor and John Hatch a doctoral 

student (later a faculty member). 

I was the first woman, after the 

Lucy Morgan era. 

We had no bachelor’s pro-

grams. One was eventually added 

in health behavior and lasted for 

about a decade through the inter-

est of Harriet Barr, Ethel Jackson 

and John Hatch.

There were no scholarships for 

health behavior students. Bill and 

Ida Friday anonymously funded 

the Lucy Morgan fellowships in 

honor of Ida’s having studied health education here. In the 

beginning, we gave one small Lucy Morgan fellowship, at 

less than half the level we give now for each of three.

—Dr. Jo Anne Earp

Earp, recently retired, was appointed professor in 1992. She served 

as chair of the health behavior department from 1996 to 2005, 

and again from 2009 to 2012. She was interim chair from 2008 to 

2009. She still teaches and conducts research in phased retirement.

Jo Anne Earp, ScD
r e t i r e d  p r o f e s s o r  a n d  c h a i r ,  h e a l t h  b e h a v i o r

2013

1976
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I 
arrived in Chapel Hill from India 

on Labor Day 1967 as a newly 

admitted student in the Depart-

ment of Biostatistics’ MSPH 

degree program.  During a two-

week orientation, we visited a 

number of rural-area health departments in 

N.C. to gain first-hand knowledge about pub-

lic health activities in the state.  For a person 

whose studies had focused on mathematics 

and statistics, this field experience and a 

10-week practicum in the Washington, D.C., health depart-

ment were great eye-openers. 

After successful completion of the master’s program, I 

was admitted to the doctoral program. At that time, it was 

quite new, having formally begun in fall 1965. The program 

allowed me to specialize in demography.

A number of career-enhancing personal events 

took place early in my doctoral training, including the 

invitation to work with Dr. Mindel Sheps. (See page 

73.) Her personal attention helped to build my research 

career. I was also fortunate to learn from Dr. [Bernard] 

Greenberg the art of teaching biostatistics, a skill he 

emphasized and valued.  

In the late 1960s, the School’s student 

body included many international students 

from India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Vietnam 

and elsewhere, and interactions with them 

offered great lessons in global health.  One 

pleasant memory is of international students’ 

yearly visit to the home of Dean Fred Mayes 

and his wife, Dorothy, for dinner. 

I was fortunate to receive an offer to join 

the faculty when I completed my doctorate 

in 1972. My initial challenge was to build a 

strong demography training program in the department. 

The International Program for Laboratories for Population 

Statistics (POPLAB), established in 1969 with funding from 

USAID, grew considerably during this time by attracting 

prominent researchers in the field to work for the program, 

including Dr. Dan Horvitz, now senior vice president of  

RTI, and Dr. Dick Bilsborrow, now research professor  

of biostatistics. 

The biostatistics department received one National 

Institute of Child Health and Human Development 

(NICHD) grant in 1971 to train biostatisticians in 

population studies and another for “Measurement methods 

for population change.” The department’s success in 

winning the latter highly competitive grant 

enhanced opportunities for faculty members 

and students.  Drs. Greenberg, Jim Abernathy, 

Bradley Wells, Mindel Sheps and Gary Koch 

led auxiliary projects. My part in the project, 

under the direction of Dr. Sheps, involved work 

in the area of models for human reproduction.  

My significant achievement as a population 

researcher is that, under my leadership, the 

population statistics training program received 

continuous NIH funding for 35 years.  This 

success allowed the department to recruit highly 

qualified students to the doctoral program. 

Significant changes at the Carolina 

Population Center (CPC) shaped population 

The way we were

C. M. Suchindran, PhD
p r o f e s s o r  o f  b i o s t a t i s t i c s

Dr. C.M. Suchindran

Dr. Suchindran (far right) poses with other international students 
in 1970. Dr. Bernard Greenberg (fourth from left) was biostatistics 
chair at the time.
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research on campus. The public health school’s training 

and research in population studies also were enhanced 

by the addition of  prominent  researchers including Dick 

Udry and Jerry Hulka (maternal and child health), Abdul 

Omran (epidemiology) and Sagar Jain (health policy and 

management), to name a few.  I became a CPC fellow and, 

with Professor David Guilkey (economics), established a CPC 

statistical services core to improve population researchers’ 

analytical skills.  The core received continued NIH support 

from the time of its establishment in 1984. 

It is gratifying to know that many well-established 

population centers followed our example in forming a 

statistical services core. Through the UNC core, I was able 

to interact with faculty members Schoolwide to win federal 

research grants. I also helped train population researchers 

in these departments. These activities resulted in my 

serving more than 75 students at the School in their doctoral 

research. Through these activities, I feel I helped train the 

future generation of population researchers—one of the 

primary goals in my career.

—Dr. C. M. Suchindran

       

 Read more about the POPLAB at tinyurl.com/RSS-Poplab.

Celebrating 50 years

In fall 2015, Dr. Pranab K. Sen, Cary C. Boshamer Distinguished Professor of 

biostatistics, will celebrate 50 years of service on the biostatistics faculty at The 

University of North Carolina’s public health school.

An interview about his life is transcribed in a 2008 issue of the journal Statistical 

Science (23:4, pages 548-564). See tinyurl.com/2008-Sen-interview.

E
ven after I came to Chapel Hill in fall 1965, I had not decided 

whether I should stay for a long time or go back to Calcutta. I 

remember during the three years (1964–1967) when I was on 

leave from Calcutta, I used to write both my affiliations on all my 

publications. Some Chapel Hill colleagues asked me whether I 

was serious about continuing this dual affiliation. I had to defend 

myself—Calcutta University was my home, and I couldn’t give it up. 

Eventually, I realized that UNC was one of the best places for statistics in America, 

if not the world, and by being here I could not only strengthen my background but 

develop additional ties with Indian schools. In this way, UNC induced me to settle in 

Chapel Hill, despite offers from other universities over the years.    

—Dr. P.K. Sen

Pranab K. Sen, PhD
c a r y  c .  b o s h a m e r  d i s t i n g u i s h e d  p r o f e s s o r  o f  b i o s t a t i s t i c s

Dr. P.K. Sen
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His legacy—The Cecil G. Sheps Center  
for Health Services Research

C
ecil G. Sheps, MD, MPH (1913–2004), 

was a founder and first director of the 

UNC Health Services Research Center, 

which was renamed in his honor in 1991.

Sheps was born in Winnipeg, Canada, 

where he received a medical degree from 

the University of Manitoba in 1936. As a member of the 

Saskatchewan Department of Public Health from 1944 to 

1946, he played a major role in the development of universal 

medical and hospitalization insurance. He earned a Mas-

ter of Public Health degree from Yale University in 1947, 

after which he became director of program planning in the 

division of health affairs and research professor of health 

planning at UNC–Chapel Hill, perhaps the first in the U.S. 

to hold such a title.

In 1953, he became general director of Beth Israel 

Hospital (Boston) and professor at Harvard Medical 

School. In 1965, he was named director of Beth Israel 

Medical Center in New York and taught at Mount Sinai 

School of Medicine. 

Upon returning to UNC in 1968, Sheps founded UNC’s 

health services research center and soon became vice 

chancellor for health affairs. Six years later, he left that 

position to devote himself to being professor of social 

medicine and epidemiology in UNC’s schools of medicine 

and public health. In 1980, he was appointed Taylor Grandy 

Distinguished Professor.

Sheps was a founding member of the Institute of Medicine 

of the National Academy of Sciences and member of the 

New York Academy of Medicine.

Cecil G. Sheps, MD, MPH
f o u n d e r  a n d  f i r s t  d i r e c t o r  o f  t h e  u n c  h e a l t h  s e r v i c e s  r e s e a r c h  c e n t e r

Dr. Cecil Sheps
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This article is compressed from a biographical entry in The 

Jewish Women’s Archive Encyclopedia, written by Cecil G. 

Sheps and Sam Sheps, son of Mindel and Cecil. Read more at 

tinyurl.com/mindel-sheps-bio.

The only hope of solving the problems of this planet lies 

in the application of scientific understanding and skills 

in the service of human dignity, freedom and welfare. I 

suggest it would be well to approach all human problems 

with humanity, with a strong sense of the limitation 

of our knowledge and of the existence of large areas of 

ignorance, and with readiness to admit the errors we 

made. In short, we must approach human problems in 

the best traditions of science.

—Dr. Mindel Sheps 

s a physician, biostatistician and 

demographer, Mindel Cherniack Sheps 

was acutely aware of the role science 

could play as a powerful social force. 

She taught that peace, social justice 

and science were inextricably bound. 

She was one of the few Jewish women admitted, under 

a strict quota system, to medical school at the University 

of Manitoba, graduating in 1936. She received a master’s 

degree in public health from the University of North 

Carolina in 1950 and an honorary Doctor of Science degree 

from the University of Manitoba in 1971. 

She married Cecil George Sheps in 1937. As a resident at 

the Children’s Hospital in Winnipeg in 1937, she became 

aware of the social issues underlying maternal and child 

health. In 1938, she and her husband went to London, 

where she worked at the Marie Curie Hospital  

in Whitechapel, further observing the effects of poverty  

on health. 

In 1944, Sheps became secretary to the Health 

Commission in Saskatchewan. In this position, she surveyed 

hospital services and strongly supported the hospital 

insurance scheme enacted in 1945, the first in North 

America, giving political expression to her experiences 

and leading her toward a broader vision of epidemiology 

and the social factors influencing the health of individuals 

and populations. In this vision, she was supported by her 

husband, who also was trained in public health, health 

administration and health services research. 

Further training in public health established Sheps  

as a leading thinker in the fields of statistics and 

demography. She held academic positions at the  

University of North Carolina, Columbia University, and  

the University of Pittsburgh. 

While trained in mathematics and biostatistics, Sheps was 

largely self-taught in demography, publishing in that field 

almost exclusively after 1963 and achieving an international 

reputation. Her interest in demography stemmed from a 

strong social conscience, from her experience in the 1940s 

as a physician, school board member, and particularly 

from the struggle of Planned Parenthood for recognition in 

Winnipeg. She was intellectually stimulated by biostatistical 

applications in demography, and a critical element of her 

work was her recognition of the links among poverty, 

fundamental social inequality and population growth. 

For Sheps, demography became a science that could 

achieve social justice and clarify issues of women’s rights 

and equality. Her statistical and demographic research was 

innovative and insightful, founded on solid mathematical 

principles; however, it was the social application of this 

knowledge that she believed to be crucial. 

Mindel Cherniack Sheps, MD, MPH
( 1 9 1 3 –1 9 7 3 )

F O R M E R  B I O S T A T I S T I C S  P R O F E S S O R

Dr. Mindel Sheps

A
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T
he old Phipps House at 315 

Pittsboro Street (named 

for a local judge) served as 

the home of the nutrition 

department from 1972 until 

the McGavran-Greenberg 

building was constructed in the mid-1980s.  

The Phipps House was razed soon thereafter 

for the new building that houses the School of 

Social Work (Tate-Turner-Kuralt).  

In spring 1972, while I was a visiting professor in orthope-

dics, I gave a few lectures on nutrients for a required Master 

of Public Health course.  Subsequently, I joined the nutrition 

department as a faculty member. 

Despite limited space and laboratories, the department 

launched two new academic programs in 1975, the first a 

nutrition BSPH degree that was part of a schoolwide pro-

gram for undergraduates, and the second, a DrPH program 

that focused on applied research projects that benefited 

North Carolina and the nation.

When we moved from the Phipps House and 

Rosenau Hall to our new home on the second 

floor of McGavran-Greenberg, our space was 

ample for the first time in many years. The new 

laboratories and other facilities permitted the 

expansion of faculty members in both nutri-

tional biochemistry and public health nutrition.

The doctoral program, first offered around 

1992, provided more opportunities for basic 

nutrition investigations in the three newly 

defined divisions in nutrition—nutritional biochemistry, 

applied and public health nutrition, and nutritional epidemi-

ology.  An influx of new faculty researchers and federal funds 

has propelled the department into a national and interna-

tional leadership position that attracts outstanding students.

Of course, when the Michael Hooker Research Center 

opened in 2005, its state-of-the-art laboratories included 

20,000 square feet dedicated to nutrition research.

—John Anderson, PhD 

Anderson, professor emeritus of 

nutrition at the Gillings School 

and past president of the American 

College of Nutrition, has written 

more than 150 peer-reviewed 

journal articles and co-authored 

several books, his most recent about 

the cardiovascular benefits of the 

Mediterranean diet. He has had a 

long research career in the field of 

calcium and bone metabolism.

John Anderson
p r o f e s s o r  e m e r i t u s  o f  n u t r i t i o n

In 1984, Dr. John Anderson gave a talk in Krasnodar, Russia (then the U.S.S.R.), 
about the impact of diet upon chronic diseases.
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Featured here are only a few of our nearly 18,000 
accomplished alumni. They have changed lives for the 
better in North Carolina—and around the world.

           GLOBAL LEADERS

Greg allgood, msph, phd (ese, 1983)
allgood established procter & gamble’s 

children’s clean Drinking Water program; he 

was the school’s 2014 foard lecturer. (see 

video at tinyurl.com/foard-allgood-2014.)

saye Baawo, md, mph (mCh, 2006)
assistant minister for curative services at 

the ministry of health in liberia. a number of 

women’s health issues face baawo’s country 

after a prolonged civil war (see tinyurl.com/

womens-issues-liberia). most recently, an 

ebola epidemic threatens the country.

Garry Conille, md, mha, phd  (hpm, 1999)
former prime minister of haiti and senior 

adviser to liberian president ellen Johnson 

sirleaf in her role as co-chair of the united 

nations’ Development programme; now 

regional director of the u.n.’s office for 

project services in africa.  

paul hebert, phd (ese, 1984)
received virginia military institute’s Jonathan 

myrick Daniels humanitarian award in 

2010. hebert has consulted with ngos 

on four continents about water resource 

management, humanitarian and other issues. 
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Lisa Lavange, phd (Bios, 1983)  
Director of the u.s. food and Drug 

administration’s office of biostatistics 

organization; formerly director of the 

gillings school’s collaborative studies 

coordinating center and executive at 

Quintiles and inspire pharmaceuticals.

Jerry Linenger, md, mph, phd (hpm, 1989; 
epi, 1990)
nasa astronaut who made more than 2,000 

orbits around the earth during his 132-day 

mission on the russian space station mir in 

1997. see his tedX-unc talk at tinyurl.com/

youtube-linenger.

Jerry mande, mph (Nutr, 1983)  
Deputy under-secretary for food safety, 

u.s. Department of agriculture.

Gregorio millett, mph (hB, 1995)
vice president and director of public policy at 

amfar (amfar.org). millett worked to develop 

hiv/aiDs policies at the cDc and White 

house, where he helped construct president 

obama’s national hiv/aiDs strategy.

deborah parham hopson, msph, phd, rN  
(hpm, 1979, 1990)
assistant u.s. surgeon general and  

associate administrator at the u.s. 

Department of health and human  

services’ hiv/aiDs bureau.

roy ramthun, msph (hpm, 1987) 
expert on health savings accounts and 

consumer-directed health-care issues; 

founder of hsa consulting services; former 

george W. bush appointee as health-care 

policy adviser at the White house; chair of 

the school’s 75th anniversary campaign.

Chesley richards, md, mph (hpm, 1997) 
Deputy director for public health scientific 

services and director of the office of public 

health scientific services at the cDc, 

where he oversees the national center for 

health statistics, the MMWR and Vital Signs 

publications, the epidemic intelligence 

services and other programs.

heather munroe-Blum, phd 
(epi, 1983)
recently retired principal and vice chancellor 

of mcgill university (montreal).

rich vinroot, md, mph (phLp, 2004)
physician who employs public health 

practices in distressed areas, including 

in new orleans after hurricane Katrina, 

in haiti after the 2010 earthquake, now 

in afghanistan; the school’s 2011 foard 

lecturer. (see video at tinyurl.com/

foard-vinroot-2011.) 

               NATIONAL LEADERS

mayra e. alvarez, mha (hpm, 2005)
associate director of the u.s. Department 

of health and human services’ office of 

minority health.

alfredo armendariz, phd (ese, 2002)
research associate professor at southern 

methodist university; was appointed by 

president obama as administrator of 

environmental protection agency’s region 6; 

now works on environmental issues with the 

sierra club.

Brenda edwards, phd (Bios, 1975) 
senior adviser for cancer surveillance in the 

national cancer institute’s Division of cancer 

control and population sciences; has helped 

make nci’s surveillance, epidemiology and 

end results program an important resource 

for monitoring the nation’s cancer burden 

and monitoring cancer control progress.

eric feuer, phd (Bios, 1983)
branch chief in the surveillance research 

program (srp) in the national cancer 

institute’s Division of cancer control and 

population sciences. prior to joining srp, 

feuer was a cancer center statistician at mt. 

sinai school of medicine.
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rebecca slifkin, phd (hpm, 1994)
former director of unc sheps center’s n.c. 

rural health research and policy analysis 

center; director of the office of planning, 

analysis and evaluation in the u.s. health 

resources and services administration. see 

video at tinyurl.com/slifkin-rural-health. 

robert verhalen, mha, phd 
(hpm, 1972)
risk analyst at verhalen & associates; 

presidential appointee in 1969 to study 

product safety; senior u.s. regulatory 

scientist at consumer product safety 

commission; established national electronic 

injury surveillance system.

deborah m. winn, phd (epi, 1980)
Deputy director of the national cancer 

institute’s Division of cancer control and 

population sciences.

STATE LEADERS

Lynn w. Blanchard, mph, phd  
(hB, 1985, 1989) 
clinical associate professor of health behavior 

and director of the carolina center for public 

service, which offers programs to support 

service and engagement. learn more at  

ccps.unc.edu.

Leah devlin, dds, mph (hpm, 1984)  
has served the state of n.c. with more than 

30 years of public health practice, including 

a decade as n.c. state health Director; now 

professor of the practice in health policy and 

management at the gillings school. 

Lisa macon harrison, mph 
(phLp, 2006)
Director, granville-vance (n.c.) District 

health Department; has led a number of 

initiatives in the school’s public health 

leadership program, including the n.c. 

public health incubator collaboratives and 

southeast public health leadership institute.

pam silberman, Jd, drph (hpm, 1997) 
former president and chief executive officer 

of n.c. institute of medicine, and publisher 

of North Carolina Medical Journal; clinical 

professor of health policy and management.

paula Brown stafford, mph (Bios, 1992)
president of clinical development at 

Quintiles; president of the gillings school’s 

public health foundation board.

LEADERS IN OTHER STATES

david Ballard, md, msph, phd  
(epi, 1984, 1991) 
senior vice president and chief quality officer 

at baylor health care system in Dallas, texas; 

member and former president of the gillings 

school’s public health foundation board.

stacy-ann Christian, Jd, mph (hpm, 2006) 
Director, research administration and finance, 

northeastern university (boston); co-founder 

and president of the Jamaican children’s 

aid network, which funds primary schools in 

clarendon parish; and member of the gillings 

school’s public health foundation board.

edward ehlinger, md, msph (mCh, 1980)
serves as minnesota’s commissioner  

of health.

Kelly weidenbach, drph (phLp, 2013) 
executive director of the casper-natrona 

county health Department in casper, Wyo.
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C. marjorie aelion, 
phd (ese, 1988)
Dean, university 

of massachusetts-

amherst school of 

public health and  

health sciences; 

winner of the gillings 

school’s 2014  

barr Distinguished 

alumni award.

James Burdine, drph 
(hB, 1979) 
interim dean, school 

of public health, and 

associate dean, public 

health practice,  

texas a&m health 

science center.

robert dittus, md, 
mph (epi, 1985) 
Director, vanderbilt 

university institute for 

medicine and public 

health; associate vice 

chancellor for public 

health and health care.

paul Campbell  
erwin, md, drph 
(phLp, 2009)
head, Department 

of public health, 

university of 

tennessee at Knoxville.

robert m. Goodman, 
phd (hB, 1987)
professor, applied 

health science, 

and former dean, 

indiana university at 

bloomington school of 

public health.

 

paul halverson, drph 
(hpm, 1997) 
founding dean, indiana 

university’s richard 

m. fairbanks school of 

public health. 

matthew Kreuter, phd 
(hB, 1993)
eugene s. and 

constance Kahn 

family professor 

of public health; 

associate dean for 

public health; and 

director, center of 

excellence in cancer 

communication 

research at 

Washington university 

in st. louis’ george 

Warren brown school 

of social Work. 

max michael iii, md
Dean, university of 

alabama-birmingham’s 

public health school.  

Michael was a Robert 

Wood Johnson Foun-

dation clinical scholar 

at the Gillings School 

from 1974 to 1976. 

edith a. parker, mph, 
drph, (hB 1989, 1995)
professor and head, 

community and 

behavorial health; 

director, prevention 

research center for 

rural health, university 

of iowa college of 

public health.

Celette sugg skinner, 
phd (hB, 1991)
parkland community 

medicine professor; 

chief, Division of 

behavioral and 

communications 

sciences, Department 

of clinical sciences, 

university of texas 

southwestern medical 

center; member, gillings 

school public health 

foundation board.

               PUBLIC HEALTH ACADEMICS
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SCHOOL NEWS

Meagan Vaughn, PhD, recent alumna, 

and mentor Steve Meshnick, MD, PhD, 

EPI professor, found repellent-treated 

clothing reduces tick bites by 80 percent 

among North Carolina forestry workers. 

The study was published online April  

16 in the American Journal of  

Preventive Medicine. 

Barry Popkin, PhD, W.R. Kenan Jr. 

Distinguished Professor of NUTR, 

authored a study published online 

April 17 in the Journal of Nutrition that 

found easy availability of sugary drinks 

in Mexico is linked to the country’s 

escalating obesity crisis.

Elizabeth Mayer-Davis, PhD, NUTR 

professor and chair, and colleagues with 

the SEARCH for Diabetes in Youth 

Study examined data from more than 

three million children across the U.S. 

and found that prevalence of Type 1 and 

Type 2 diabetes increased significantly 

between 2001 and 2009. The findings 

were published May 7 in the Journal of 

the American Medical Association.

One-third of all children affected with 

febrile urinary tract infections suffer 

from vesicoureteral reflux (VUR), a 

condition in which urine flows backward 

from the bladder into the kidneys. A new 

study, co-authored by Myra Carpenter, 

PhD, senior investigator in BIOS, found 

that children with VUR who received 

antimicrobials over a two-year period 

had a substantially reduced risk of 

urinary tract infection recurrences. The 

study was published online May 4 in The 

New England Journal of Medicine.

A collaboration of researchers at UNC 

and Harvard found that one reason for 

increased suicide risk for young people on 

antidepressant therapy is that patients are 

started on a higher-than-recommended 

dose. Til Stürmer, MD, PhD, EPI 

professor and director of the UNC Center 

for Pharmacoepidemiology, co-led the 

study, which was published online April 

28 in the Journal of the American Medical 

Association Internal Medicine.

About 40 percent of the people who 

contract the emerging Middle East 

Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 

(MERS-CoV) will die in the course of 

the infection. A new study, co-led by 

Ralph Baric, PhD, EPI professor, and 

published online April 28 in Proceedings 

of the National Academy of Sciences, 

describes a novel panel of human 

monoclonal antibodies that bind to the 

virus and prevent infection.

A study co-led by Gary Rozier, DDS, 

HPM professor, found that the “Into 

the Mouths of Babes” program led to 

a significant increase in the number 

of children age four and younger who 

receive preventive dental care. The 

Dr. meagan vaughn displays forestry workers’ uniforms treated with tick repellent.
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program was designed to encourage 

dentists and physicians to use an 

interdisciplinary approach to reducing 

cavities in young, low-income children. 

The study was published in the April 

issue of Pediatrics.

Physical activity after breast cancer 

diagnosis has been linked with prolonged 

survival and improved quality of life, but 

most participants in a large breast- 

cancer study did not meet national 

physical activity guidelines after they were 

diagnosed. Moreover, African-American 

women were less likely to meet the guide-

lines than were white women. Led by 

EPI doctoral student Brionna Hair and 

published online June 9 in Cancer, the 

findings indicate that efforts to promote 

physical activity in breast cancer patients 

may need to be enhanced significantly. 

Two recent studies by Stephanie 

B. Wheeler, PhD, HPM assistant 

professor, and colleagues reveal that 

breast cancer patients insured by 

Medicaid and African-American breast 

cancer patients are less likely to receive 

life-saving endocrine therapy (ET) 

to prevent cancer recurrence. One, 

published in May in the Journal of 

Cancer Survivorship, assessed ET use 

among low-income Medicaid-insured 

women in North Carolina. Another, 

published in May in Breast Cancer 

Research and Treatment, compared ET 

use among privately insured African-

American women and white women. 

Web-based and live counseling programs 

effectively can reduce risk of heart 

disease for patients at high risk for the 

disease, and Web-based programs are 

particularly cost-effective. So found 

a study published online May 26 in 

JAMA Internal Medicine, co-authored 

by Carmen Samuel-Hodge, PhD, 

NUTR research assistant professor; 

Kelly Evenson, PhD, EPI research 

professor; Bryan Weiner, PhD, HPM 

professor; Shrikant Bangdiwala, PhD, 

BIOS professor; and Alice Ammerman, 

DrPH, NUTR professor and director of 

the UNC Center for Health Promotion 

and Disease Prevention. The study adds 

to a growing body of evidence suggesting 

that nontraditional approaches to health 

care are becoming ever more important 

in managing health and disease.

Two new studies on e-cigarettes, both pub-

lished in a special July issue of the journal 

Tobacco Control, were led by Gillings 

School researchers. “The availability of 

electronic cigarettes in U.S. retail outlets, 

2012: Results of two national studies” was 

led by Shyanika Rose, PhD, HB doctoral 

candidate at the time of the study. “Effects 

of advertisements on smokers’ interest in 

trying e-cigarettes: the roles of product 

comparison and visual cues,” was led by 

Jessica Pepper, PhD, HB doctoral can-

didate at the time of the study and now a 

postdoctoral fellow at the UNC Lineberger 

Comprehensive Cancer Center.

Barbershops and beauty salons have 

long been seen as excellent venues for 

distributing health information and 

increasing community awareness. Laura 

Linnan, ScD, HB professor, and others led 

the first synthesis review of the literature 

on outcomes associated with barbershop- 

and salon-based activities. Results are 

published in the July print issue of 

American Journal of Preventive Medicine.

A study led by CDC researchers has 

found that the rate of HIV infections 

diagnosed in the U.S. has decreased 

by one-third over the past decade, 

offering hope that the AIDS epidemic 

in the U.S. may be slowing down. Amy 

Lansky, PhD, Gillings School alumna 

and deputy director for surveillance, 

epidemiology and lab science in the 

National Center for HIV/AIDS, Viral 

Hepatitis, STD and TB Prevention’s 

Division of HIV/AIDS Prevention, 

co-authored the article, available in 

the July 23/30 issue of the Journal 

of the American Medical Association.

a study published may 6 

in PLOS Medicine, co- 

authored by robert  

bain, meng, visiting 

scholar at the Water 

institute at unc, and Jamie bartram, 

phD, Don and Jennifer holzworth 

Distinguished professor of ese and 

director of the Water institute, found 

that improving water sources does not 

mean a household in the developing 

world necessarily will have safer drink-

ing water. fecal contamination still 

occurs in about 25 percent of water 

from “improved” sources. this study and 

another by bain, bartram, ryan cronk 

and Kyle onda, of the Water institute 

at unc, and other authors, published 

online may 8 in Tropical Medicine and 

International Health, made quite a  

stir in the twitterverse. see tinyurl.com/

WASH-tweets-1 and tinyurl.com/ 

WASH-tweets-2.

brionna hair Dr. c. samuel-hodge Dr. bryan WeinerDr. stephanie Wheeler
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Antiretroviral treatment has transformed 

HIV from a death sentence to a chronic 

condition, enabling infected adults to 

pay more attention to their quality of life. 

Yet quality of life is affected strongly by 

depression, which plagues HIV-infected 

adults at a higher rate than the general 

population. A new study by Brian Pence, 

PhD, EPI assistant professor, and EPI 

doctoral candidate Angela Bengtson 

indicates that treating depression 

effectively improves quality of life in 

a number of areas for HIV-infected 

individuals. The study was published 

online Aug. 8 in AIDS Care.

More than half of emergency department 

patients ages 65 and older who were seen 

at UNC Hospitals during an eight-week 

period were either malnourished or at 

risk for malnutrition. These were among 

findings in an article published online 

Aug. 13 in Annals of Emergency Medicine, 

co-authored by Greg Pereira, BSPH, 

recent NUTR alumnus; Mark Weaver, 

PhD, BIOS research assistant professor; 

and Cynthia Bulik, PhD, distinguished 

professor of psychiatry and NUTR.

Allison E. Aiello, PhD, EPI professor, 

studied hand hygiene in health care 

facilities and developed guidelines 

and strategies to increase adherence 

to hand hygiene practices. Published 

online July 16 in Infection Control and 

Hospital Epidemiology, the study finds 

that alcohol-based hand rubs are more 

effective than soap in most cases and that 

antibacterial soaps are no more effective 

than regular soaps and can make users 

susceptible to other infections. Aiello 

made a presentation about triclosan, a 

chemical used in antibacterial soap, at 

a U.S. Food and Drug Administration 

hearing on topical antiseptics in Silver 

Spring, Md., on Sept. 3.

Selected Grants

James thomas, phd, epi associate professor, is principal investigator for a five-year, $180 million award for the carolina population 

center’s monitoring and evaluation to assess and use results (measure) evaluation project from the u.s. agency for international 

Development (usaiD). read more about the measure evaluation success story at tinyurl.com/MEASURE-renew.

thomas is pi of $180m usaid grant

Dr. shyanika roseDr. Jessica pepperDr. amy lansky Dr. laura linnan Dr. brian pence greg pereira

chancellor carol folt (left) congratulates Dr. Jim thomas on the $180m award to measure evaluation.



The UNC Graduate School has 

announced two new degree programs 

affiliated with the Gillings School that 

will be available to students beginning 

fall 2014—the Master of Professional 

Science in Biomedical and Health 

Informatics and the Professional Science 

Master’s Program in Toxicology. Learn 

more about the health informatics degree 

at chip.unc.edu/mps-bmhi. Learn more 

about the toxicology degree at tinyurl.

com/UNC-tox-degree.

A partnership with North Carolina’s 

McDowell County will enable Laura 

Linnan, ScD, HB professor and 

director of the Carolina Collaborative 

for Research on Work and Health 

(CCRWH), to study workplace health 

in the county. Linnan and her team will 

seek input from about 400 employers 

about their current health programming 

and their interest in developing other 

such workplace programs. Her project 

will help meet four of McDowell 

County’s five current community health 

assessment priorities, including ones 

addressing tobacco use, healthy eating 

and active living, substance abuse and 

behavioral health, and access to care.

Other News

folt appointed professor in ese

Chancellor Carol L. folt, phd, was appointed as joint professor in ese and biology this summer. prior to 

becoming unc-chapel hill’s 11th—and first woman—chancellor in July 2013, folt had a distinguished career at 

Dartmouth university. she was named associate director of Dartmouth’s toxic metals research program in 1998 

and, in 2000, became associate director of the university’s center for environmental health sciences. in 2007, 

she was named a distinguished professor, and in 2010, was named a fellow of the american association for the 

advancement of science. in addition to faculty appointments, she served at the highest administrative levels at Dartmouth, including as 

dean of graduate studies, dean of faculty, provost and interim president.

“chancellor folt is an exemplary scientist, teacher and leader,” says gillings school Dean barbara K. rimer, Drph. “that combination 

is inspirational, and we are so grateful that she chose to affiliate with our school.” 

Wizdom Powell, PhD, HB assistant 

professor, has received a National 

Institutes of Health grant to study how 

neighborhoods and daily stress affect 

substance abuse by black men. The five-

year award is for $775,602.

Gregory Characklis, PhD, ESE  

professor, will lead a team that has  

been awarded a $2.2 million grant  

from the National Science Foundation 

(NSF) and the U.S. Department of  

Agriculture (USDA).

Paula Song, PhD, HPM, associate 

professor, is principal investigator for a 

three-year, $1.9 million grant from the 

Patient-Centered Outcomes Research 

Institute (PCORI) to study a new model 

of health delivery. Song and Marisa 

Domino, PhD, HPM professor, will work 

with academics and stakeholders from 

Ohio and Washington state, along with 

the Carolina Survey Research Lab, to 

assess the efficiency of accountable care 

organizations (ACOs), groups of health-

care providers that organize in new ways 

to take responsibility for the care of a 

specific health need population. ACOs 

emerged from the Affordable Care Act as 

vehicles to improve both the quality and 

efficiency of health care.

Dr. Wizdom powell Dr. paula song
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Karl Umble, PhD, HPM clinical 

assistant professor, was honored  

April 22 with a Chancellor’s Award  

for teaching excellence and service  

to undergraduates.

Leah McCall Devlin, DDS, MPH, 

Professor of the Practice of HPM, has 

joined The Robert Wood Johnson 

Foundation (RWJF) board of trustees. 

The board leads the nation’s largest 

philanthropy devoted to “building a 

culture of health in America, enabling 

all to live healthier lives now and for 

generations to come.”

Racquel Kelly Kohler, HPM doctoral 

candidate, won The Lancet and 

Consortium of Universities for Global 

Health award for best student poster at 

the consortium’s 2014 conference May 

10-12 in Washington, D.C.

Gillings School BIOS students won 

four of eight student research awards 

presented by the International Chinese 

Statistical Association and Korean 

International Statistical Society. Their 

work was acknowledged during the 2014 

Joint Applied Statistics Symposium 

of the two organizations, in June, in 

Portland, Ore. Winners are:

Guanhua Chen (Drs. Michael 

Kosorok and Donglin Zeng, advisers), 

for Personalized Dose Finding Using 

Outcome-weighted Learning;

Ting-Huei Chen (Drs. Wei Sun and 

Jason P. Fine, advisers), for Using 

a Structural Equation Modeling 

Approach with Application in 

Alzheimer’s Disease;

Ran Tao (Dr. Danyu Lin, adviser), 

for Analysis of Sequence Data Under 

Multivariate Trait-Dependent 

Sampling; and

Qiang Sun (Drs. Hongtu Zhu and 

Joseph G. Ibrahim, advisers), for 

Hard Thresholded Regression Via 

Linear Programming.

Sarah Rutstein, HPM doctoral student 

and medical student in UNC’s School 

of Medicine, received the AIDS 2014 

Young Investigator Award from the 

International AIDS Society and the 

French National Agency for Research 

on AIDS and Viral Hepatitis. She 

accepted the award at the 20th Inter-

national AIDS Conference in July, in 

Melbourne, Australia.

HPM doctoral student Caroleen Quach 

was a “Best Poster” finalist at the 19th 

annual conference of the International 

Society for Pharmacoeconomics and 

Outcomes Research. Of the more than 

1,800 poster presentations, hers was 

May–October 2014 

AWARDS &  
RECOGNITIONS

read more at sph.unc.edu/news.
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ting-huei chen (left) and ran tao won biostatistics research awards at the Joint applied 
statistics symposium in June.
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selected as one of the top 100. Quach’s 

study measured the impact of colorectal 

cancer upon the lives of older American 

adults. It is one of the first population- 

based studies to quantify health-related 

quality-of-life changes from before to 

after colorectal cancer diagnosis for 

Medicare Advantage enrollees ages 65 

years and older, compared to matched 

controls without cancer.

Natalia Gouskova, BIOS doctoral 

candidate, received a “Best Poster” award 

at the Statistical Analysis of Multi-Out-

come Data workshop, held June 30-July 

1, at the University of Cambridge (U.K.).

Wizdom Powell, PhD, assistant profes-

sor of HB, received a Professional of the 

Year Award from the American Psycho-

logical Association. She accepted the 

award at the national APA conference 

in Washington, D.C., in August, during 

which she presented a keynote address.

Three Gillings School of Global Public 

Health faculty members are among the 

most-cited researchers in the sciences and 

social sciences, according to data collected 

by Thomson Reuters. They are Gerardo 

Heiss, MD, PhD, Kenan Distinguished 

Professor of EPI; Yun Li, PhD, assistant 

professor of BIOS and of genetics (UNC 

School of Medicine); and Barry Popkin, 

PhD, W.R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Pro-

fessor of NUTR. About 3,200 researchers 

earned the distinction by writing the 

greatest number of reports officially 

designated as highly-cited papers, thereby 

being ranked within the top one percent 

most cited for their subject field and year 

of publication.

Pam Silberman, JD, DrPH, immediate 

past president of the North Carolina In-

stitute of Medicine and clinical professor 

of HPM, received the North Carolina 

Hospital Association’s 2014 Meritorious 

Service Award. The prize is given each 

year to recognize outstanding service to 

the field of health care.

Gary G. Koch, PhD, BIOS professor, 

was named recipient of the American Sta-

tistical Society’s 2014 Karl E. Peace Award 

for Outstanding Statistical Contributions 

for the Betterment of Society.

BIOS graduate students Avner Halevy 

and Nicolas Ballarini led a Gillings 

School production team that tied for 

first place in the American Statisti-

cal Association’s “You’ve Got Talent!” 

contest. The finalists performed during 

the Joint Statistical Meetings in August, 

in Boston. See video at tinyurl.com/

UNC-Gillings-statistical-love.

Jianwen Cai, PhD, professor and 

vice chair of BIOS, was elected to lead 

the International Biometric Society’s 

(IBS) Eastern North American Region 

(ENAR), the international biostatistics 

professional organization. Cai will take 

office as president-elect on Jan. 1, 2015, 

and will serve successive years (2016–

2017) as president and past-president. A 

number of Gillings School biostatistics 

faculty have held the three-year leader-

ship role in ENAR, most recently Amy 

Herring, ScD, professor and associate 

department chair, who served from 2010 

to 2012.

Mark Holmes, PhD, HPM associate 

professor, was awarded UNC’s Phillip 

and Ruth Hettleman Prize for Artistic 

and Scholarly Achievement by Young 

Faculty in September. Holmes’ work 

focuses on rural health, comparative 

effectiveness and complex methods for 

policy analysis, particularly in relation 

to public health and health policy. He 

is recognized for visionary, innovative 

research that is grounded in economics 

and sheds light on issues relevant to 

health policy.

natalia gouskova

Dr. Yun li Dr. barry popkin

Dr. gerardo heiss

Dr. Karl umble

Dr. gary KochDr. mark holmes

Dr. leah DevlinDr. Jianwen cai

Dr. pam silberman
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Diane Calleson, PhD
Dr. Diane Calleson, clinical associate professor in the Public Health Leadership 

Program, lost a long, brave fight with a rare ovarian cancer on Aug. 15. 

Calleson was a gifted and beloved mentor to many students during her almost 15 

years at UNC. Just prior to her last recurrence of cancer, she was preparing to leave 

for Fogo Island, Newfoundland, to pursue research as a Fulbright Scholar and 

recipient of a National Geographic Society grant. 

She leaves behind her husband Jerry Calleson, manager of the online instruction 

group in the School’s Instructional and Information Systems unit, and many 

colleagues who were inspired by her courage and mourn her loss.

Keith Crisco
Keith Crisco, Gillings School Advisory Council member, died at his home in Asheboro, N.C., on May 

12, apparently as a result of cardiac failure. He was 71.

His rags-to-riches life story was an inspiration. Born to parents who did not finish high school and 

reared on a farm in Stanley County, N.C., he completed college at nearby Pfeiffer University and 

then obtained a Master of Business Administration degree at Harvard. He served as a White House 

fellow in 1970–1971. Crisco became president of Stedman Elastics, in Asheboro, in 1978. In 1986, he 

co-founded Asheboro Elastics and continued to oversee the company until his death.

Clarence Edward Pearson, MSPH
 Clarence Pearson, global health consultant and alumnus of UNC’s school of public health, now the 

Gillings School of Global Public Health, died May 24 in New York City. He was 89.

“In losing Clarence, we have lost one of the ‘greats’ among our School’s alumni,” said Jo Anne Earp, 

ScD, professor of health behavior at the Gillings School. “For the past 20 years, well beyond the age 

when many have retired, he was a national leader on global aging. As an AARP board member and 

author and editor of many books, he was a powerful advocate for leveraging public health approaches 

to support healthy global aging, including walkable communities, universal housing design and more.”

In MEMORIAM
read more at sph.unc.edu/news.
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• Go online to sph.unc.edu/alumni and update 

your listing in the online directory.

• Call the School’s advancement staff at 

919.966.0198, and provide us with your 

contact information for work and home.

• Email any updates to alumni.sph@unc.edu.

We have special giving opportunities for recent 

graduates and for the Rosenau Society (see page 

101) to honor our 75th anniversary. 

We invite you to invest in our mission—to improve 

public health, promote individual well-being 

and eliminate health disparities across N.C. and 

around the world—by:

• Making a gift online at giving.unc.edu/gift/sph

• Speaking to someone in the School’s 

advancement office by calling 919.966.0198

• Mailing a check, payable to the Public Health 

Foundation, to: 

Public Health Foundation 

P.O. Box 309, Chapel Hill NC 27514-0309

Connect Invest

Engage
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75  
yEARS

T         he donors profiled in the following pages have chosen to be 

part of a once-in-a-lifetime effort, championed by alumni leaders, 

to commemorate the 75th anniversary of UNC’s public health school. 

Bolstering scholarships and enhancing faculty support are prime objectives 

of the campaign—but there are many ways to participate.

1 1

1

2 2

2

3 3

3

We are hosting events for alumni and friends across 

the country throughout 2015. Watch for email 

announcements and postcards about events in your 

area. We hope to see you and your classmates!

For more information about the School’s anniversary 
events, please see sph.unc.edu/alumni/75-years.
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$1,000,000  
and above

Anonymous

Columbia University

Dennis & Mireille Gillings

$500,000  
to $999,999

Connecticut Children’s Medical Center

Merck & Company

Nestec Inc.

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 

$250,000  
to $499,999

American Academy of Family 

Physicians Foundation

American Heart Association

Baylor College of Medicine

Eisai Research Institute

GlaxoSmithKline

Michael & Susan Dell Foundation

North Carolina State University

Plan International USA

Barry M. Popkin

University of Washington

Vanderbilt University Medical Center

$100,000  
to $249,999

Anonymous

Blue Cross Blue Shield of N.C. 

Foundation

Child and Parent Support Services

Children’s Hospital of Boston

Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Dole Food Company Inc.

Duke University Corporate Accounts

Jessie Ball duPont Fund

John Rex Endowment

Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley 

Charitable Trust

N.C. Association of Local Health 

Directors

Penn State University

RTI International

TK Holdings Inc.

University of Michigan

University of Minnesota

University of Southern California

University of Texas at Austin

Washington University at St. Louis

World Vision

$50,000  
to $99,999

AccessCare Inc.

Albert Einstein College of Medicine

American Heart Association 

Mid-Atlantic

American Institute for  

Cancer Research

Laura & Fred Brown

Brown University

CEFIC European Chemical  

Industry Council

Centers for Disease  

Control Foundation

Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia

Chester W. & Joy A. Douglass 

Duke University Medical Center

Electric Power Research Institute

Engility Corporation

Jackson Medical Mall Foundation

Johns Hopkins University

Jill & Michael Edwin Kafrissen 

Mount Sinai School of Medicine

North Carolina Central University 

Foundation Inc.

Research Foundation for Health and 

Environmental Effects

Right to Care

Rockefeller Foundation

Schering-Plough Research Institute

The COPD Foundation

The Kenneth S. Warren Institute

Trovagene Inc.

University of Illinois at Chicago

University of Wisconsin at Madison

Wake Forest University  

School of Medicine

Water Resources Research Institute

WakeMed

$25,000  
to $49,999 

American Thrombosis and  

Hemostasis Network

Boston University 

Gillings School of Global Public Health 
HONOR ROLL OF DONORS AND pARtNERS
July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2014

We are honored to recognize and thank the following alumni,  
friends, faculty, staff, students and organizations for their  
dedication and generosity to the School during fiscal year 2014  
(July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2014).
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The UNC School of Dentistry and the 

UNC Gillings School of Global Public 

Health announced the establishment of 

a new dental public health professorship 

on June 5. Made possible by a gift from 

Chester Douglass, DMD, PhD, and 

Joy Douglass, the R. Gary Rozier and 

Chester W. Douglass Distinguished 

Professorship in Dental Public Health 

will support a jointly appointed faculty 

member who specializes in dental 

public health.

The professorship, which also honors 

Gary Rozier, DDS, MPH, professor of 

health policy and management at the 

Gillings School and a respected national 

leader in dental public health (see page 

91), was announced after a day-long 

symposium held at both schools, during 

which panel discussions addressed  

the future of dental public health.  

At a dinner planned to celebrate 

his career, Rozier learned that the 

professorship would bear his name  

as well as Douglass’.

Douglass dedicated his career to 

improving dental care for those living 

in the U.S. He authored more than 

140 papers, served as chair of Harvard 

School of Dental Medicine’s Depart-

ment of Oral Health Policy and Epi-

demiology, and mentored students, 

encouraging them to “think big” and 

continue learning.

While on the UNC faculty from 1971 

to 1978, Douglass spent one year (1975-

1976) as a Robert Wood Johnson Health 

Policy Fellow in Washington, D.C., 

New professorship 
iN deNtaL puBLiC 
heaLth estaBLished

Joy and Chester Douglass

working as a member of the health staff in 

the U.S. Senate.

Why would a professor from  

Harvard give so generously to a school  

he didn’t attend? 

“Gary Rozier’s career has been an inspi-

ration for those of us in dental public 

health,” Douglass says. “I am delighted 

to be able to honor him with this named 

professorship.”

Douglass also taught with and collab-

orated on research with Dennis Gillings, 

PhD, CBE, when Gillings was a member 

of the biostatistics faculty at UNC. That 

relationship led to Douglass’ 20 years 

of service on the board of directors of 

Gillings’ company, Quintiles.

“Gary’s transformative work, Dennis’ 

innovations, and seeing the mission of 

the University of North Carolina’s public 

health school through their eyes have 

made me want to give back to the School 

that facilitated my association with these 

extraordinary leaders,” Douglass says.

Rozier says he is deeply honored to 

share the name of the professorship 

with Douglass, “an admired teacher and 

respected leader in dental public health” 

throughout his career.

“The professorship will strengthen 

UNC’s ability to provide learning expe-

riences focused on dental public health 

and population health and to provide 

research opportunities that will help solve 

the many oral health problems faced by 

residents of North Carolina and beyond,” 

Rozier says.

Learn more about the ways your gift 

can support the mission of the Gillings 

School. Please see sph.unc.edu/giving or 

call (919) 966-0198.

—Linda Kastleman

see photos and video from the June 5 symposium and dinner at tinyurl.com/douglass-rozier-video.

75  
yEARS
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Brigham and Women’s Hospital

CVR Global Inc.

Dauer Family Foundation

Denka Seiken

Diane E. Medcalf Living Trust

Nancy Ann Dreyer

Greater Kansas City  

Community Foundation

Henry M. Jackson Foundation

Donna Ireland & Kathy Ireland

Gary G. & Carolyn J. Koch

Kybele Inc.

Ralph & Diane Medcalf 

Morgan Stanley Global Impact  

Funding Trust Inc.

Ohio State University

Omnyx LLC

Oregon Research Institute

Otsuka Maryland Medicinal Lab Inc.

Sanofi Pasteur U.S. Inc.

Mark D. Sobsey 

Paula B. & Gregory W. Stafford 

Stanley Medical Research Institute

UCB BioSciences Inc.

UCLA Biomedical Research Institute

United Health Foundation

United Therapeutics

University of Cape Town

Vinyl Acetate Council

Wake Forest University

continueD, page 93

Dental public health impact in NC

a 1936 summer short course in public health dentistry was 

among the first offerings of the unc school of medicine’s Divi-

sion of public health, which later became the school of pub-

lic health. the course helped strengthen and sustain an oral 

hygiene program that reached public schools across n.c. 

today, gillings school faculty members, with partners from 

the school of Dentistry and others, continue the legacy of den-

tal public health impact in north carolina and across the u.s. 

the “into the mouths of babes” program, developed by gary 

rozier, DDs, professor of health policy and management, and 

others, began in 2000 as a randomized trial to test the potential 

benefit of training pediatricians to apply fluoride to children’s 

teeth. a strong evidence base shows that the program reduces 

dental caries (and related treatment and costs), averts hospi-

talizations and improves oral health among vulnerable children. 

the program reached 130,000 children in n.c. last year—and  

35 other states have adopted n.c.’s model. 

“it is a great innovation—the kind that makes a real difference 

for children, families and communities,” says Dean barbara K. 

rimer, Drph. “and looking toward the future, the new r. gary rozier and chester W. Douglass Distin-

guished professorship in Dental public health (see page 90) ensures that this tradition of public health 

dentistry in the school will continue for the foreseeable future.”

—Elizabeth French
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As the population of older adults grows 

globally, Jill and Michael Kafrissen 

want to bring more resources to  

meet the many challenges that come 

with aging. 

Their concern is evidenced in their 

professional lives. Jill Kafrissen, LCSW, 

has broad experience in social work, 

legislative advocacy and philanthropic 

activities. Michael Kafrissen, MD, 

MSPH, who has had a long career in 

public health and pharmaceuticals, 

is currently chief executive officer 

of STE Health International LLC, 

director of research and innovation 

for UNC–Chapel Hill’s World Health 

Organization Collaboration Center, 

based in the Gillings School’s maternal 

and child health department, and a 

researcher at Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology’s AgeLab. The AgeLab 

invents and translates technologies to 

address the practical issues of aging.

In 2010, the Kafrissens arranged for 

a generous legacy gift from their estate. 

Now, they have provided a new gift to 

fund scholarships for students with 

leadership potential who are commit-

ted to addressing issues of aging.

“While there are many areas of need 

in public health,” Jill says, “this gift 

is an effort to support aging research 

and highlight the need for more 

study in the area. Aging is a universal 

reality that will benefit from our best 

thinking, now and in the future, and 

the Gillings School is and will be an 

important source of these benefits. Our 

conversations with Dean Rimer and 

other School leaders have confirmed 

for us the School’s commitment to 

innovative solutions and a sustainable 

and valuable program.”

Michael Kafrissen also serves as a 

member of the Gillings School’s advi-

sory council and adjunct professor in 

maternal and child health. He was a 

key player, through the MIT Agelab 

and in partnership with Cambridge 

University, in the Gillings School’s first 

international summit on aging issues, 

held in February 2014. (See tinyurl.

com/uncgillings-aging-summit-2014.) 

He earned his master’s degree from the 

School in 1981.

—Elizabeth Witherspoon

JiLL aNd miChaeL KafrisseN
in support of research on aging

aging is a universal  

reality that will benefit 

from our best thinking.  

the gillings school is  

and will be an important 

source of these benefits. 

—jill kafrissen
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Wallace Genetic Foundation

Wells Fargo Bank, Wealth  

Management Group

$10,000  
to $24,999

Sheryl Wallin Abrahams &  

Steven Abrahams 

In memory of Dr. E. Michael Foster

Alaska Native Tribal  

Health Consortium

Allergan Sales LLC

American Academy of Pediatrics

Marcia Angle & Mark Trustin 

Arena Pharmaceuticals

AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP - U.S.

Biovision

Blue Cross Blue Shield of N.C. 

Foundation

British Counsel Collaborative 

Development Award

Eunice M. Brock & Samuel Hays 

Magill

Carolinas Healthcare System

David J. Ballard & Michela Caruso 

Case Western Reserve University

Celgene Corporation

Chelsea Therapeutics

CoDa Therapeutics Inc.

Cytokinetics Inc.

Elcelyx Therapeutics Inc.

ExxonMobil Foundation 

FHI360

FibroGen Inc.

Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund

Edwin B. Fisher

Forest Research Institute

Foundation For Gynecologic Oncology

Futures Group Global Inc.

Galderma Research &  

Development Inc.

Gilead Sciences

Granville-Vance (N.C) District  

Health Department

Priscilla Guild

Health & Technology Vector Inc.

InterMune Inc.

Esther Maria John 

Johnson & Johnson

Krell Institute

Mary S. Thompson Trust

Maryland Association of County  

Health Officers

Medivation Inc.

Millennium Institute

Momentum Research

Mylan Inc.

James Edward Nix

Douglas Martin Owen

Pfizer Inc.

Pharmacyclics Inc.

PTC Therapeutics Inc.

Barbara K. Rimer & Bernard 

Glassman

Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving

Ruth Ann Shults & Charles T. Bradley 

Sigma-Tau Pharmaceuticals Inc.

Sloan-Kettering Institute

Susan G. Komen for the Cure –  

N.C. Triangle

Theravance Inc.

Transtech Pharma Inc.

Triangle Community Foundation

University of California at Berkeley

University of California at  

San Francisco

University of Maryland at Baltimore

University of South Carolina

Vanda Pharmaceuticals Inc.

WaterAid

World Society for the  

Protection of Animals

World Wildlife Fund Inc.

$5,000  
to $9,999

Anonymous

Aramar Inc.

H. Michael & Barbara Arrighi

Delton Atkinson & Sherry 

Holbrook-Atkinson

Deborah Elizabeth Bender &  

John F. Curry  

Denise Smith Cline

Collegiate Capital Management Inc.

Joan H. Gillings

Cynthia Girman

Sandra B. Greene

Geraldine G. Guess

Jo Eaddy & Gerardo Heiss 

Jennifer & Don Holzworth

Hydro Research Foundation

International Association of Plumbing 

& Mechanical Officials

Betty Kenan

Anne & Jonathan Kotch 

Miriam Labbok

Merck & Company Inc. 

Mona Marie Moon

Susanne Glen Moulton &  

Thomas K. Wong

Navigate Cancer Foundation

Jonathan C. Reeser

 In memory of Ms. Cynthia  

Kay Reeser

Steven & Susan Reeser 

 In memory of Ms. Cynthia  

Kay Reeser

Virginia & John Sall 

Anna Pittman Schenck & James 

Simpson Schenck IV

William Thomas Small Jr.

William A. & Michele A. Sollecito 

Donna Bigham & Joel Leslie Storrow 

William & Dorothy Swartz 
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William J. Tyroler & Barbara Ingram 

In memory of Dr. Herman  

Alfred Tyroler

Louise & Derek Winstanly

$2,500  
to $4,999

John & Hattie Aderholdt

Mike Aitken & Betsy Rudolph 

American Legacy Foundation

Sterling Wilson Bell

Antonio S. & Mary Fox Braithwaite 

Patricia W. & Edward Carroll Bryant 

Edward Fadel

Peggy & Cam Glenn

Kristen & Robert Greczyn Jr.

Andrea & Michael Griffin 

Health Career Connection

Deborah Parham Hopson 

IBM Corporation

Marta Johnson

Kathleen A. Kaney

Sheila Leatherman

Hong Li

Maylon & Linda West Little 

Mark H. & Terese S. Merrill 

MetLife Foundation

Sarah Taylor Morrow

Stephen Allen Morse 

Dara Lee Murphy

Jeanenne Little Nelson 

North Carolina Biotechnology Center

NSF International

Plan USA

ProCleanse LLC

James K. & Donna Schaefer 

Jacqueline vdH Sergent &  

Hervé Olivier Sergent 

Anna Maria Siega-Riz

Ilene C. Siegler & Charles Edelman 

Allen & Susan Willey Spalt  

In honor of Dr. Kristen Swanson

Senthil Sundaram & Cheri 

Hansen-Sundaram 

Takata Americas

The Minneapolis Foundation

Lydia Lansangan Tiosejo 

In honor of Dr. Norman F. Weatherly

UNC Hospitals

United States Agency for  

International Development

Vestergaard Frandsen Inc.

Chen-yu Yen & Ray-Whay Yen

$1,000  
to $2,499 

American Chemical Society

Alice Ammerman & Tom Keyserling 

Kathy Anderson 

Lynda Ann Anderson &  

J. Kenneth Conover 

In honor of Dr. Brenda M. DeVellis  

In honor of Dr. Robert F. DeVellis

Association of N.C. Boards of Health

Rye & Tracy Barcott 

Barbara Anne Barr

Jamie Bartram & Jane Bailey 

Peggy Bentley

Gary Sterling Berger

Lisa & Thomas Bever  

In honor of Mrs. Lindsay  

Bever Breithaupt

Biogen Idec Inc.

Michael A. Boyd

Bristol-Myers Squibb

LaMont & Nikki Bryant

Jianwen Cai & Haibo Zhou

Carolina Trust

Ward Cates & Joan Roberts Cates 

In honor of Barbara Rimer

Ching Kuang Chen 

Myron S. Cohen & Gail Henderson 

Community Foundation of  

Western North Carolina

Joanne C. & Ralph R. Cook

David E. Cooper

David Herman Cooper &  

Barbara Jean Tyroler 

Francoise M. Cornet

Stephen Couch

Deborah L. Covington

Lisa & Trey Crabb

Michael Cucchiara & Marty Hayes 

Gordon Lacy Daughtry

Clarence E. Davis Jr. &  

Sherrilyn E. Davis 

Richard M. Davis & Beth Mayer-Davis 

James Ingram & Alice Morrow Dean 

Leah McCall Devlin 

In honor of Barbara Rimer

David Dodson

Duke Energy Corporation

Jo Anne & Shelley Earp 

Edward P. Ehlinger

Dan Elliott & Jeanne Stahl 

Mary & George Elmore 

Susan Ennett & Wayne Pein 

Sara Anne Ephross &  

David S. Rubenstein 

MaryAnn Cross Farthing

Susan K. Forsgard

Elizabeth A. French

Leslie & Philip Gura 

Angelique H. Habis

Richard Hammel

Rosanne & Dennis Hanratty 

Karen & David Harper 

Paula & William Harrison 

Harry Leon Lobsenz Foundation

Carolyn C. Hart 

Hazen and Sawyer P.C.

James R. Hendricks
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Jean & Seth Hetherington 

Suzanne Havala Hobbs 

Sallie Craig Huber 

Barbara & Jerry Hulka 

Peter B. Imrey 

Thomas V. Jones

Michelle Crozier Kegler 

Richard Dale Kelly & Beth F. Kelly 

James D. & Virginia Midgett Kinard 

Charles Wayne Kinsey 

Emil J. Klingenfus

Pamela & Michael Kosorok 

Jan A. Kylstra & Etta D. Pisano 

Patricia Elaine Lally

CL Lassiter

Tally E. Lassiter

Marie & Don Lauria

Margaret Edith Layne

Clara Lee & Bill Miller

Danyu Lin 

Molly Loomis

Leslie Lytle

Julia P. MacMillan

James H. Mann

Sandra Martin & Larry Kupper

Danita McAllister

John & Mary Ellen McGuire 

Jesse Milan Jr.

Alan C. Moore

F. Paul Morrow

John Howard & Suzanne C. Morrow 

Thomas L. & Susan C. Morrow 

Cheryl Allen Moyer

Timothy Mukoda

Mary Anne Murray

Charlotte & Miguel Nuñez-Wolff 

Jeffrey Oberhaus & Brent Wishart

James P. O’Connell 

Mary Norris Preyer &  

H. Patrick Oglesby 

Casey & Timothy Okabayaski 

Andrew Olshan & Linda Levitch 

William Kevin O’Neil

Leonard Oppenheimer

Edith Ann Parker

John Edward & Jill Jackson Paul 

Mary Peoples-Sheps & David Sheps

Lynne Morrow Perrin

David Pesci

Herbert B. Peterson

Piedmont Financial Trust Company

Rebecca King & Roy Piscitello

Maura Smith Rampolla 

Rebecca Raymond & Michael Stangl

Laura Helms Reece &  

Charles Edwin Reece 

Mark & Karen Rodin

Georgia de La Cruz Rogers

Michael Rogers & Elise Lindsey 

Jennifer & Jimmy Rosen 

Jo Ann L. Roth

R. Gary & Jeanette Rozier 

Patricia D. Saddier

Linda Martin Sanders &  

Brian O. Sanders

Andrew M. Schoenbach &  

Daryl W. Kade  

In honor of Dr. Victor J. Schoenbach

Victor & Marion Schoenbach  

In honor of Ms. Nancy L. Colvin 

In honor of Ms. Victoria L. Moore 

In memory of Rosa Williamson Small

Ernest & Mary Margaret  

Strom Schoenfeld 

Christopher Roman Schulz 

SciMetrika

Gladys Siegel

Charletta Sims Evans & Darrin Evans

David Steffen & Jill Kerr 

Strata Solar LLC

Bryan M. Sung

Sandra & James Swenberg 

Russ Toal 

John C. Triplett & Diane S. Hibino 

David Marc Turner

UBS

Robert E. Vollinger Jr.

Howard M. Walters

Mother’s Day Tributes
The following donors made a 
Mother’s Day gift to the Gillings 
School’s Department of Maternal 
and Child Health in honor or 
memory of a loved one.

bryan andregg &  
rachel penniman
In honor of Roxanne Andregg
In honor of Char Penniman

julia declerque
In honor of Caroline B. DeClerque

sharon epstein
In memory of Florence Epstein
In memory of Jenny Ostrie

priscilla alden guild
In honor of Marjorie Guild

susanne glen moulton
In honor of Maxie B. Honeycutt
In memory of Gladys Cordes
In memory of Pauline Pasquarella
In memory of Anne Spitznagel

marjorie rose sable
In honor of Florence Sable

jerry salak
In memory of Frances 

Leonardi Salak

susie smith
In honor of Cheryl Jennings

john thomas vaughn & 
jacqueline uffman vaughn
In honor of Grace Uffman
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Dianne Stanton Ward

Wells Fargo Foundation

Alice D. White

Markus & Cathy Wilhelm 

Jack Eugene Wilson

Diane & Thomas Yerg 

Gail Young

$500  
to $999

Jefferson Irwin & Kathleen  

Munro Adams 

Eddie Alcorn 

In honor of Dr. William Zelman 

In memory of Lowell Alcorn

Amgen PAC

Aquagenx

Dale Page Armstrong

Nikita Arya

Susan Shearer &  

Douglas K. Atkinson

Stephen Charles Ayala

Eileen Danielle Barrett

Gordon Berry & Mary Hynes-Berry 

BioGX Inc.

William Cudd Blackwelder

Douglas Donaldson &  

Kathy Rascoe Bradham 

Lynda & Scott Bryant-Comstock

David Wayne Campbell 

Stacy-Ann Christian

Coca-Cola Foundation

Terri Ann Colangelo

J. E. Coleman 

In honor of Ms. Jennifer Edmonds

Elizabeth Curtis & Joseph A. Cook 

Barbara & Paul Coughlin 

E. Stewart & Susan Kohler Crumpler

Deloitte & Touche

Dow Corning Corporation 

D o n o r  h o n o r  r o l l

Crystal Hinson Miller, MA, is the 

Gillings School’s new associate dean for 

advancement, effective Sept. 1.

Miller most recently was vice pres-

ident for children’s programs at The 

Medical Foundation of North Carolina 

Inc., part of the UNC Health Care Sys-

tem and UNC Medical School. 

As lead development and commu-

nications officer for UNC Children’s 

Hospital since 2005, Miller managed 

all aspects of fundraising, donor and 

volunteer relations, board manage-

ment, development strategic planning 

and communications related to the  

hospital and to the School of Medi-

cine’s Department of Pediatrics.  

During fiscal year 2014, she was credited with a 26 percent increase in private 

gift commitments and with increasing unrestricted gifts threefold. 

“We are thrilled to have Crystal join us,” says Barbara K. Rimer, DrPH, dean 

of the Gillings School. “She is a seasoned development professional, with a great 

track record, who brings tremendous energy, experience, drive and commitment 

to our goals and values.”

A native North Carolinian, Miller received a bachelor’s degree from UNC–

Chapel Hill and master’s degree, with honors, from Appalachian State University. 

She succeeds Sandy Moulton, JD, MPH, interim associate dean for advancement, 

in the position last permanently held by Peggy Dean Glenn.

       —Linda Kastleman

miLLer Named New 
assoCiate deaN for 
advaNCemeNt
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William Bruce Dowbiggin 

Charles Perry Dunbar

Brenda Kay Edwards

Brian K. Ellerby 

Laurel Ann Files

Foundation for the Carolinas

Elizabeth Ann Franko

Stuart & Karen Gansky 

Jerry Gray Gentry 

David Allan Green

Kerry Brent Hafner 

Robert Lee Hines

Omar Snowden Hopkins &  

Teresa Marie Savarino 

Heather & Joshua Horne 

George & Virginia Howard  

In honor of Melissa Hobgood

Jonathan V. James

Mary Ellen James 

William H. Joyner Jr. &  

Mary Brenda Joyner 

Kinder Morgan Foundation 

Kenneth Joseph & Mary Lou Koury

Ken Ladrach

Mauricio Larenas

Clarence Matthews Lee

Carol Christine Leininger

Catherine Rowland Liemohn 

Douglas S. Lloyd 

Yu Lou

Erma Wright Manoncourt &  

Serge Manoncourt 

Mark G. Rodin Trust

Stephen William Marshall &  

Anna Estelle Waller

Marian Patricia Mehegan 

In honor of Dr. Gary Rozier

John & Georgia Meyers  

In honor of Mr. Matthew  

Hamilton Meyers

Xumin Nie & Ming Zhong 

John William Ogle III 

Nanci M. Pedulla

Pfizer Foundation

George H. Pink & Peggy Leatt 

Graydon O. Pleasants Jr. &  

Margaret B. Scales 

PrepSuccess LLC

Procter & Gamble

Xiang Qin

Ardith Jane Regdon

Kurt M. Ribisl & Erin Adkins 

Charles Eric Rodes & Tina Belmaggio 

John Spotswood & Kelley D. Russell 

Christopher J. & Laura Shellen Sandt 

Nancy Santanello 

In memory of Dr. Harry Guess

Michael Gerard Schell

Frederick William &  

Carolyn Miller Sexton 

Rina Khemlani Shah &  

Bimal Ramesh Shah

Jeffrey Simms

Ellison Leon Smith Jr. &  

Electa Alexander Smith 

Jason Baker & Paige Hall Smith 

Steven & Sylvia Snapinn 

Frank & Melanie Davis Spencer

Paul Edward Stang & Wendy Liebling 

Betsy Kidd Starling  

In honor of Ms. Alison Starling

State Employees’ Combined Campaign

Rachel Humphries Stevens

Suez Environnement

Tamaurus Jerome Sutton

John Henry Sweitzer 

David Gordon & Jeanie Driver Taylor 

The Winston-Salem Foundation

Katie Thornsvard

Vanessa Rommelmann &  

Richard Eugene Thorsten 

Jane Therese Osterhaus and  

Raymond John Townsend 

G. Earl Trevathan Jr.

Vani Vannappagari 

In memory of Bob Millikan

Vidant Health

Richard Allen Vinroot Jr.

Martha Wilkinson Waller

Fredrick Seymour Whaley

John Wiesman & Ted Broussard 

Anita Gaunitz &  

Richard Vance Wolfenden 

Leslie Brown Wood

Grover Cleveland Wrenn Jr. 

Beverly Ann Young 

Thomas Wade Young &  

Kristen Lucille Gooch 

Dean Zehnder & Andrea K. Biddle 

Jun-Guo Zhao

$250  
to $499

Anonymous (2)

Barbara Vineyard Alexander

David O. Amuda & Michol Dawson

A. John Bailer & Jennifer Faris-Bailer 

Edmund Gerald Barron

Sheri Ruth Bates

Suzanne Feikema & Scott Beeler

Douglas Alan Bell 

Stephen A. &  

Shulamit Landau Bernard 

Jay Michael Bernhardt 

Emily Trexler Blair 

Alvin Coleman Blalock III &  

Catherine Bahen Blalock 

Lynn W. Blanchard 

Blue Ridge Healthcare

Michael N. Boyd 

Emily Suzanne Brouwer

Gail Rose Brown

Sharon Campbell

Daniel Jonathan Caplan 

Joseph D. & Jenifer Haas Carson

Deniese May &  

Edward Larrette Chaney 

Robert Glen Clawson Jr. &  

Helen Ehrhardt Clawson 

Coastal Community Foundation of S.C.
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Jean Marie Colthurst

Patrick Comerford  

In memory of Mrs. Eileene  

O’Neill Comerford

Nancy Bosworth Crutchfield

Michael James Dziamba

Jeffrey P. Engel

Cheryl Homzak & Dennis Lyn Ewald 

Barbara J. Fleck

Evelyn Joyce Glass

Anne Lynam & Andrews Goddard

G. Jay Graepel

Markell Edwin Hardaway

Joan Frances Healy

Sharon L. Heinrich 

In honor of Dr. Jo Anne Earp  

In honor of Dr. John Hatch

Angie Hemingway

Marybeth Hendricks-Matthews & 

Michael Boyd Matthews 

Richard H. & Judith Holmes

Christina A. Hoover

Denise Kathryn Houston

Hilary Louise Isacson

Baxter Lee Jones

Karen Sue Kaeberle

Joseph Francis Kanney

Linda Marie Kaste

Donna Gayle King

Denise Duhamel Kreb

Jennifer Elston Lafata 

Michele Cherry Larson

Robert Eric Larson

Catherine Edwards Lawler &  

Andrew James Lawler 

Sheri Johnson Lawrence 

David Ernest Layland

Kelvin K. Lee 

Selene Oslak LeGare

Karen Elizabeth Libby

Sally Lynn Liska

M & E Sage LLC

Susan Simmons MacLean

Katie Massey

Monte William &  

Marsha Ann Smith Masten

Craig Stephen Maughan 

William Sheffield McCoy

Evelyn J. McKee

Heather Frances McNamara 

Timothy Lee McNeill & Kimberly 

Herring McNeill 

McNeill Law Offices PLLC  

BDA RTP Law

Melissa Lynn McPheeters &  

J. Richard Navarre 

Philip Keith Mitchell 

Hal Morgenstern & Lourdes Calvo

Janet Mullaney

Mary H. Mundt 

Leila Mureebe

Erin Marie Nichols

Raymond Joseph Nierstedt

Donald Leigh Oberlin &  

Mary Mullins Oberlin 

Anne Townsend Overman

Karl Michael Owen

Zoe Henderson Parker

Marcus George Plescia &  

Ruth Ann Grissom 

Lewis William Pollack

John Stephen Preisser Jr. &  

Lisa Marie Carmichael 

Robert Martin Quillin

Quintiles

David Alan Reckhow &  

Catherine Grace Wanat 

Sheldon Michael &  

Tracy Nanette Retchin 

Thomas Cleveland Ricketts III & 

Diana Evans Ricketts 

Thomas Andrew Ridgik

Irving I. Rimer

Joan Siefert Rose & James A. Rose V 

SAAPHI

Michael Carl Sachtleben 

Michael J. Sage

Susan Marie Sanders

Shell Oil Company

Robert James Shimp 

Alan James Smith 

Fraser B. Smith

Mary Lewis Smith

C. Jean Spratt 

Jane Patricia Staveley

Anna Harris Stein 

Maura Ellen Stokes

G. William Strein 

Susan E. Strunk 

Lauren Thie & Keisha Myrick  

In memory of Dr. Gary J. Mihlan

Katrina Foss Trivers

Joel Ellison Vickers 

John Navin & Julia McGovern Voyzey 

Morris & Jane Weinberger 

Deborah Marie Winn

Bin Zou

$100  
to $249

Anonymous (4)

3M

Grace Nweke Akhilele 

Jean Elizabeth Alexander

M. Taylor Alexander Jr. 

Nathan Trevor Allcott &  

Mary MacKenzie  

In honor of Ms. Julia  

Stephanie Allcott

Alexandra Elise Almeter

Ana Lilia Alvarez Valdepena

John J. B. Anderson &  

Betsey Anderson

Terry P. Anderson

Bryan Andregg & Rachel Penniman 
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Richard Allan Aronson

Dennis Roy &  

Elizabeth Livengood Ayers 

Oscar R. Aylor

Shamara Baidoobonso

Irene Margaret Baird

Miriam Parke Balding

June Beth Baptist 

In honor of Mr. Jack Eugene Wilson

Maria Morgan Barbour

C. W. Bartholomai 

Bonnie A. Bass

Sherry Lynn Bayliff

Kristen Beam & Daniel Philip Beavers  

Bruce Anthony Behringer

Eleanor Dolen & Willard K. Bentz 

Christopher Douglas Bergsten 

D. Mark & Maira Billings 

Parag Birla

Aaron Earl Blair 

Marvin J. & Shirley K. Block 

Heidemarie W. & Harold P. Boas 

Stephen Paul Bogdewic &  

Elizabeth Anne Lee 

David Borasky 

James Henry Borchardt 

Aleta Alyce Borrud &  

James Young Findlay 

Ronald Walter & Estelle Bousquet 

Helen Boussios & Marc Jacobs 

Rebekah Sue Bowden

James H. Bowles

Frank O. Bowman Jr. &  

Mary Ruth Davis Bowman 

Jo Ellen Brandmeyer

William Pew Brandon Jr. 

Steven John Bredehoeft &  

Gail Wood Bredehoeft

Jay Thomas Briley

Michael Edward Brisson

Margaret Dodd Britton

Elizabeth Weld Brown 

Charles Ross Buck 

Brenda Buescher

Jesse Alphonso Buie

John Gilbert Buie Jr. &  

Mary Green Buie 

Karin Kristin Bultman

Suzanne Kathryn Burlone

Ann Edwards Burruss

Elizabeth Doan Bushell

Victor Marcial Caceres

Muge Gucsavas & Ali Suha Calikoglu 

Leigh Fleming Callahan

Shirley Elizabeth Callahan

Jolynne Campbell

Robert Frederick Campbell 

Margaret McCleary Cannon

Carey McGinnis Capell

Robert Francis Cappel Jr.

Juan Fernandez Carvajal &  

Suzanne Green Carvajal 

Jillian Sheridan Casey

I-Jen Pan Castle

D. Gregory & Knox Polk Chadwick 

Hsing-Yi Chang

Shengder David &  

Shiou-Ling Jiang Chang 

Michael Tsu-Lin Chen

Andrea Lynne Cherrington

Robert Leon Chessin 

Chevron Corporation

Mun Hui Chia

Joan Christison-Lagay 

Dorothy Cilenti

John C. & Sue A. Clark 

Kathryn Clark

Lawrence Michael Clark

J. Steven & Catherine Sykes Cline 

Pamela Clitherow

W. Gerald Cochran

Anne Smith & Joseph Lawrence Cole

Arthur Collier III &  

Phyllis Lehman Collier 

David Graham Collins

Basil Gust Constantelos

Lewis Selkirk Coonley Jr. &  

Linda Murphy Coonley 

Emily Rose Miller Cooper 

Donna Lynne Cragle &  

Barry Russell Fernandez 

Eleanor Alene Crocker

Allison Park Crouch 

Kathy Teer Crumpler 

Anthony W. Cummings

Marla DeLuca Curran 

Amy Faline Davenport &  

James Jason West 

Allie Culler Davis

Edith Maye Davis

Ronald Gerard & Nancy Louise Davis 

Edna Delores Davis-Brown 

Claude Victor Deal Jr.  

Catherine Beth Decker

Clifford Earl Decker Jr. &  

Alice Ragland Decker 

Carrie Anne Delcomyn

Gregory Vladimir deLissovoy 

Betty Pierce Dennis

Claudia Helena Ma DeOliveira

Angela Marie DeVeaugh-Geiss

Guoqing Diao 

Linda Webster Dicker

Jamie Thomas Dilweg 

Robert Arthur Diseker 

Kimon Divaris

Sarah L. Dodson

Karl Maximilian Doetsch

Joseph M. Doherty

Leigh E. Doptis 

Tracy Davida Dowdy 

Anne M. & Stephen M. Downs 

Eric J. Duell

Samuel Albert Duletsky

Lauren Elizabeth Eades

Robert O. Earl II

Melinda Eaton

Suzanne Elizabeth Eaton-Jones 

Monty C. Eberhart 

In memory of Dr. Gary J. Mihlan

Bobette S. Eckland 
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Charles Jackson Egli 

In memory of Mary Trustdorf Egli

Elizabeth Chapman Eller 

Lorraine Elliott & Diego Naranjo

Margaret Hilda Elliott and  

James Henry Elliott

Sherine Mahfouz Ham El-Toukhy

Alice Ross Ely

Sharon Ellen Epstein

Paul Campbell Erwin & Renee Hyatt 

Lori Ann Turnbull Evarts &  

Jeffrey Seward Evarts

Leo Fishel III 

Edwin B. Fisher

Kevin Michael Fitzpatrick 

Terry Lynn Flanagan 

Kristie Long Foley

Theresa A. & Kevin Patrick Foley

Nancy Bunch Foreman 

Mark Stephen Forshag

George Brennan Fox

Margaret A. Franckhauser

Bernard Vincent Franko III &  

Edna Brewbaker Franko 

Jean Fyfe Franzoso

Daniel Herbert Freeman Jr.

Alexandra Steiner French 

Evan T. Friend

Robinson Fulwood 

Nancy Hall Gabianelli 

Patricia Natzke Gadow

Joyce M. Gallimore 

George Arthur Garland

Tanya Jean Gatenby

Bruce Gary Gellin 

General Electric Company 

Nancy O’Pry Gentry

Mary Beth Russin Gilboy 

Constance Glasby

Nick Joseph & Daryl Gonchoroff 

Opal Goodridge 

Ishwar & Penny Gopich

Susan Cohen Gower 

C. Montrose Graham Jr. 

Kathleen Marie Gray 

Sandra Winn Green 

Brian Huger Greene Jr.

Carolyn Grisham Greene*

Gregory B. Davis Foundation

Thomas Seth Grogan Jr.

Ajay Gupta

Alison Gustafson

Catherine Ann Gutmann

Raymond William Hackney Jr.

Tricia Hahn

Anne Marie &  

Paul Andrew Hakenewerth 

Colleen Elizabeth Haller

Herbert J. Hames Jr. 

Barbara Norton Hamilton 

Tom Handzel

Jean Harris Hanson 

Lucy Hardison

Heidi Anne Harkins

William Robert Harlan III

J. Bruce & Beverly Harstad

Catherine Marie Hawk

Caroline Haynes

Melissa Dawn Hearsch

Gene Albert Heath

Cynthia Stewart Heatherly 

Karin Janet Hemmingsen 

Marcia Herman-Giddens

Maureen Ann Hess

Avis Hernwall High

William C. Hilles  

In memory of Mr. William  

Henry Simpson

Ruth Linder & Martin Patterson Hines 

Kenneth William Hoffner Jr. &  

Jeanne Cardi Hoffner

Elizabeth Farris &  

Edward Olin Holloway  

Richard Lawrence Holmes

David Bruce Holstein 

William Edward Homovec

Amelia Dale Horne

Brian David Horvath

Annie Green Howard 

In honor of Melissa Hobgood

Penelope Page Howards

Lory Thompson Huffman 

Barbara Ann Hughes 

Vernon Brock Hunt

Jon M. Hussey

Marshall L. Hyatt 

Deborah Anne Hyland

Timothy James Iafolla

C. Christopher Idol &  

Marion Wilson Idol

Johanna Serletis Irving 

Robbin F. Itzler

Alexander M. Jackson 

Michael Bradley Jacobs

James Joseph Jetter 

Marc Allan Jeuland & Shu W. Ng 

Elmer Marcus Johnson 

Susan McInerney Johnson &  

William Johnson 

Theodore Michael Johnson III &  

Susan Paul Johnson 

Harvey Duane Jones

James Amos Jones

Wanda Kaye Jones 

Francine Katz Jupiter 

Richard Miles Kamens

Janis Gail Kaufman 

Julie Armor Kaull 

Ellen Marie Kendall

Kathy Irene Kennedy

Brian Paul & Teresa Kilgallen 

Young & Esther Kim 

Ryan Scott Kingsbury &  

Katherine Beall 

J. David Kirby

Jane McManus Kirk 

Judy Clem Klaas & John Klaas II 
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Karen & David Harper  
Deborah Parham Hopson  
Barbara & Jerry Hulka  
Kathleen A. Kaney  
James D. &  

Virginia Midgett Kinard  
Gary G. & Carolyn J. 

Koch  
Pamela & Michael 

Kosorok  
Anne & Jonathan Kotch  
Tally E. Lassiter  
Sheila Leatherman  
Hong Li  
Leslie Lytle  
Julia P. MacMillan  
Mark H. &  

Terese S. Merrill  
Dara Lee Murphy  
Charlotte & Miguel 

Nuñez-Wolff  
Andrew Olshan &  

Linda Levitch  
Michael Rogers &  

Elise Lindsey  
Jennifer & Jimmy Rosen  

Anna Pittman Schenck 
& James Simpson 
Schenck IV  

Jacqueline vdH Sergent 
& Hervé Olivier 
Sergent  

Anna Maria Siega-Riz  
Ilene C. Siegler &  

Charles Edelman  
Allen & Susan Willey 

Spalt 
In honor of Dr. Kristen 
Swanson

Dan Elliott & Jeanne 
Stahl  

David Steffen & Jill Kerr
Senthil Sundaram 

& Cheri 
Hansen-Sundaram  

Penny Thompson  
Lydia Lansangan Tiosejo  

In honor of Dr. Norman  
F. Weatherly

Alice D. White  
Jack Eugene Wilson

Named in honor of Milton J. Rosenau, MD, the first dean of UNC’s School of Public Health, the Rosenau Society recognizes 
benefactors who make an unrestricted contribution of $1,000 or more during a given fiscal year (July 1 – June 30) to the UNC 

Gillings School of Global Public Health or one (or more) of its departments or programs.

Membership based upon unrestricted annual 
support totaling $10,000–$24,999. (For 
undergraduate and graduate alumni one to five 
years post-graduation, $5,000–$12,499.)

Marcia Angle & Mark Trustin  
Esther Maria John  
Jill & Michael Edwin Kafrissen 

Membership based upon unrestricted annual 
support totaling $2,000 –$4,999. (For 
undergraduate and graduate alumni one to five 
years post-graduation, $1,000–$2,499.)

Membership based upon unrestricted annual 
support totaling $5,000 –$9,999. (For 
undergraduate and graduate alumni one to five 
years post-graduation, $2,500–$4,999.)

july 1, 2013 to june 30, 2014

chancellor’s circle , continued dean’s circle , continued

Sheryl Wallin Abrahams 
& Steven Abrahams  
In memory of Dr. E. 
Michael Foster

John & Hattie Aderholdt  
Mike Aitken &  

Betsy Rudolph  
Sterling Wilson Bell  
Lisa & Thomas Bever 

In honor of Mrs. Lindsay 
Bever Breithaupt  

Antonio S. &  
Mary Fox Braithwaite  

Laura & Fred Brown  
Patricia W. &  

Edward Carroll Bryant  
Richard M. Davis &  

Beth Mayer-Davis  
Sara Anne Ephross &  

David S. Rubenstein  
Cynthia Girman  
Peggy & Cam Glenn  
Kristen & Robert  

Greczyn Jr. 
Andrea & Michael Griffin  
Geraldine G. Guess  

Joan H. Gillings  
Jo Eaddy &  

Gerardo Heiss  
Jennifer &  

Don Holzworth  
Betty Kenan  
Mona Marie Moon  
Jeanenne Little Nelson  

Barbara K. Rimer & 
Bernard Glassman  

Virginia & John Sall  
Paula B. &  

Gregory W. Stafford  
Louise & Derek 

Winstanly Membership based upon unrestricted annual 
support totaling $1,000–$1,999.  
(For undergraduate and graduate alumni one to 
five years post-graduation, $500–$999.)

Eddie Alcorn   
In honor of Dr. William 
Zelman 
In memory of Lowell 
Alcorn

Alice Ammerman &  
Tom Keyserling  

Kathy Anderson  
Delton Atkinson & Sherry 

Holbrook-Atkinson  
Rye & Tracy Barcott  
Jamie Bartram & Jane 

Bailey  
Peggy Bentley  
Michael A. Boyd  
LaMont & Nikki Bryant  
Jianwen Cai &  

Haibo Zhou  
Ward Cates & Joan 

Roberts Cates 
In honor of  
Barbara Rimer

Stacy-Ann Christian 

Lynda Ann Anderson &  
J. Kenneth Conover 
In honor of Dr. Brenda 
M. DeVellis 
In honor of Dr. Robert F. 
DeVellis

Joann C. & Ralph R. Cook  
David E. Cooper  
Francoise M. Cornet  
Stephen Couch  
Deborah L. Covington  
Lisa & Trey Crabb  
Michael Cucchiara & 

Marty Hayes  
Gordon Lacy Daughtry  
Leah McCall Devlin  

In honor of  
Barbara Rimer

David Dodson  
Jo Anne & Shelley Earp  
George Roy Elmore Jr. & 

Mary Broadhead Elmore  
Susan Tompkins Ennett & 

Wayne Edward Pein  

Edwin B. Fisher  
Sandra B. Greene  
Priscilla Guild  
Leslie & Philip Gura  
Richard Hammel  
Rosanne &  

Dennis Hanratty  
Paula & William Harrison  
Carolyn C.Hart  
James R. Hendricks  
Jean & Seth Hetherington  
Suzanne Havala Hobbs  
Heather & Joshua Horne  
Sallie Craig Huber  
Barbara Ann Hughes  
Peter B. Imrey  
Thomas V. Jones  
Beth & Richard Kelly
Rebecca King &  

Roy Piscitello  
Charles Wayne Kinsey  
Miriam Labbok  
Ken Ladrach  
Marie & Don Lauria  
Clara Lee & Bill Miller  
Danyu Lin  
Molly Loomis 
James H. Mann  
Sandra Martin &  

Larry Kupper  
Danita McAllister  
Jesse Milan Jr.
Virginia & Wilbur Milhous  
Susanne Glen Moulton & 

Thomas K. Wong
Timothy J. Mukoda  
Mary Anne Murray  
Jeffrey Oberhaus &  

Brent Wishart  
James P. O’Connell  

A leadership giving level to honor the School’s 75th 
anniversary, recognizing donors who give a minimum 
of $2,500 each year, or a total of $7,500, over three 
years in unrestricted annual support.

Marcia Angle & Mark Trustin
Andrea & Michael Griffin
Jennifer & Don Holzworth
Deborah Parham Hopson
Esther Maria John
Jill & Michael Edwin Kafrissen
Kathleen A. Kaney
Sheila Leatherman
Mark H. & Terese S. Merrill
Barbara K. Rimer &  

Bernard Glassman

Casey & Timothy Okabayaski  
Leonard Oppenheimer  
Mary Peoples-Sheps & David 

Sheps  
David Pesci  
Herbert B. Peterson  
Rebecca Raymond & Michael 

Stangl  
Laura Helms Reece & Charles 

Edwin Reece  
Patricia D. Saddier  
Linda Martin Sanders & Brian 

O. Sanders  
Christopher J. &  

Laura Shellen Sandt  
James K. & Donna Schaefer  
Victor & Marion Schoenbach   

In honor of Ms. Nancy L. 
Colvin 
In honor of Ms. Victoria L. 
Moore 
In memory of Rosa Williamson 
Small     

Jeffrey Simms  
Charletta Sims Evans & Darrin 

Evans
William A. &  

Michele A. Sollecito  
Bryan M. Sung  
Sandra & James Swenberg  
Katie Thornsvard  
Russ Toal  
John C. Triplett &  

Diane S. Hibino  
Robert E. Vollinger Jr.  
Dianne Stanton Ward  
John Wiesman &  

Ted Broussard  
Markus & Cathy Wilhelm  
Diane & Thomas Yerg

Jennifer & Jimmy Rosen
Jacqueline vdH Sergent &  

Hervé Olivier Sergent
Ilene C. Siegler &  

Charles Edelman
Paula B. & Gregory W. Stafford
David Steffen & Jill Kerr
Senthil Sundaram & Cheri 

Hansen-Sundaram
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Matthew Allen &  

Lilin Macapayag Koch 

Keith Eric & Sara Saberi Kocher 

Rebecca Ann Kohler

Ashley Merrill Kranz &  

Nicholas Bernard DeFelice 

Stephen Bennett Kritchevsky 

N. Scott Kukshtel

James Albert Lalumandier 

Frank Warren Lambert Jr.

Megan Ellenson Landfried 

In honor of HB Staff

Lisa F. Langhaug 

In memory of Dr. Katherine 

Wildman

Ira Laster Jr. 

Paul Thomas Lauria 

In honor of Dr. Don Lauria

Kerry Lamont Lee 

Soong Hyun Lee 

James Robert Leserman 

Steven Marc & Barcey Thurston Levy 

Clarence Carter Lewis III &  

Yalonda Roshell Lewis 

Geraldine Spitzer Lewis

Hanford H. Lin

Henry N. Lin 

Anne Marie Lipscomb

Stuart Roger Lipsitz

Gary Bruce Lipton

Donald Daniel Lisnerski 

Charles Elroy Llewellyn III &  

Deborah Bowen Llewellyn 

Cheryl Marvileane Locklear

Vanna Lombardi-Gillies 

John Jenkins Lonergan

Margaret A. Lucking

Gheorghe Luta &  

Anca Dana Dragomir 

Stacy Racine Lynch 

Thomas & Deborah Lynd 

Allen Martin Mabry

Douglas Ronald MacLeod*

Kathryn Marley Magruder

Khalil Hosny & Patricia Worley Mancy 

Kristina Marada

Lewis Harvey Margolis &  

Linda Frankel  

In honor of Ms. Sheryl J. Rhodes

Meera Tina Markanda

Edwin Cochran Marshall

Christopher Sargent &  

Caroline Rowe Martens 

Patrick Martin

Werner & Susan Martin

Randall Brett Marx

Timothy & Pradhana Mastro 

Gerri Lynn & Mark Mattson 

Dianna C. & Jeffrey P. Mazza

M. Timothy &  

Katherine Carlton McAdams 

Margaret Ellen Floyd McCann 

Nancy E. McCarroll

Thomas Joseph McCarthy III

Kimberly L. McCombs-Thornton & 

Peter Austin Thornton 

Anne Sheldon McCook 

Lauren Ann McCormack 

Mary Elizabeth McCutchen & David 

Francis Utterback 

Leslie Jane McGeorge 

Margaret Crouse McGrath

McKesson Foundation

Carolyn Elizabeth McLaurin

Paul Douglas Meade 

Robert E. Mecklenburg

Joanne Megna-Wallace &  

Arthur Thomas Wallace Jr. 

Leena A. Mehta & Ash Mehta 

Anne Ruth Meibohm

Michelle Marie Mello

Sharon Chalmers & Al Leodus Melvin

Manoj P. Menon

Susan Marie Merkel

Sharon Pickard Merritt & Percy 

Durant Merritt Jr. 

William Mietlowski &  

Mary Jane Mietlowski

Maria Christine Mirabelli

Carlon Virginia Jackson Mitchell

David Momrow

Thomas Joseph Monaco Jr. &  

Jane Holland Monaco 

Rose Wilcher &  

Paul Edward Monahan 

Edward Benjamin Money Jr.

Elizabeth Claire Montague

David McDaniel Moore III &  

Hannah Yang Moore 

Donald L. Moore 

Jonathan David Moore

Karen Ann Moore

Anna Chaiko Morrill 

Joseph Patrick Morrissey

Caryn Gee Morse &  

Christopher Rankin 

Jennifer Leigh Mullendore

John Bertrand Mulligan Jr.

Eugenio S. Nalian &  

Maricel Lim Nalian

Dennis Freeman Naugle

William Bernard Neser

Network for Good

Catherine Barrett Newhouser

Elizabeth Guthrie Nichols

Sharon Nicholson Harrell 

Linda Niessen

Novartis U.S. Foundation 

Patrick Joseph O’Connor

Richard Davis Olin 

L. Dean Oliver

Pamela Alston & J. Mark Oliver 

Margaret E. O’Neil

Joan Ann Oppenheimer 

Louis Joseph Orban

Margaret Ostafin

Richard & Theresa Paice 
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Fortunate is the graduate who can 

reflect on her college years and name a 

professor whose influence has shaped 

her life and career. For Paula Brown 

Stafford, one of those professors was 

Craig Turnbull, PhD. 

Turnbull established the UNC bio-

statistics department’s Bachelor of Sci-

ence in Public Health program in 1975 

and led it until his retirement in 2006. 

The program was the first of its kind in 

the country and has served as a model 

for others. Turnbull was on the UNC 

public health school’s faculty for 35 

years, enabling hundreds of students to 

find rewarding careers in public health 

and medicine.

Brown Stafford (BSPH, 1986; MPH, 

1992), president of clinical development 

at Quintiles and of the School’s Public 

Health Foundation board, says she is 

grateful for Turnbull’s mentorship and 

the career the program empowered her 

to have. That is why she and her hus-

band, Gregory W. Stafford, have estab-

lished the Craig D. Turnbull Endowed 

Scholarship Fund.

“I am honored to have worked for 

Quintiles for 29 years and have the 

financial ability to recognize not only 

the School, but the biostatistics pro-

gram and Craig Turnbull,” she says. 

“Greg and I set up the fund in a way 

that will allow others also to give in Dr. 

Turnbull’s name to help support future 

BSPH students in biostatistics.”

Brown Stafford describes being a 

sophomore without a major. A bio-

statistics student in her dorm recom-

mended she pay a visit to Dr. Turnbull.

“I remember meeting this enthusias-

tic professor who had frog parapher-

nalia throughout his office,” she says. 

“He showed such passion! As he shared 

details of the BSPH program, I knew it 

was the perfect fit for me.” 

In her junior year, she learned of 

Quintiles, then a start-up company, 

and applied for an internship. That led 

to a full-time position after graduation.

“If it weren’t for Craig Turnbull,” Brown 

Stafford says, “I wouldn’t have been at 

the right place at the right time to be 

blessed by such a wonderful career.”

—Elizabeth Witherspoon

pauLa BrowN stafford 
in gratitude for a wonderful career

read an article about the 

history of the biostatistics  

bsph program at  

tinyurl.com/UNC-bios-turns-35.

fiNd OUT mOre

Paula Brown Stafford and Greg Stafford
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When Ruth Shults, PhD, and her hus-

band Charlie Bradley decided to endow 

a scholarship for the study of injury 

epidemiology, there was more than one 

beloved alma mater from which they 

could choose. Because of Ruth’s posi-

tive experience as a doctoral student, 

they selected UNC Gillings School of 

Global Public Health.

“What really impresses us about the 

Gillings School is not only its strong 

history as one of the top academic 

schools of public health, but also its 

zeal for and leadership in public health 

practice. It’s that combination of being 

top in academics and public health 

practice that you don’t often see in 

schools of public health,” she said.

Shults, a senior epidemiologist on 

the Transportation Safety Team at the 

National Center for Injury Prevention 

and Control at the Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention, is a 1999 epi-

demiology graduate. She worked on 

her doctorate in public health at UNC 

as a mid-career professional through 

the U.S. Public Health Service’s 

long-term training program and has 

devoted much of her career to preven-

tion of motor vehicle crashes by teens. 

shuLts fuNds  
iNJury preveNtioN  
sChoLarship

D o n o r  h o n o r  r o l l

Continuing to reduce teens’ injury 

burden is critical to improving their 

health and survival, Shults says, given 

that injuries kill more young people in 

the U.S. than all diseases combined.

Shults and Bradley want to encour-

age doctoral students to consider 

career options in injury epidemiology 

and prevention.  The scholarship pro-

vides funds to cover travel and living 

expenses for dissertation work related 

to injury prevention, with particular 

interest in students whose disserta-

tion topics are in conjunction with 

the UNC Injury Prevention Research 

Center or the UNC Highway Safety 

Research Center.

—Elizabeth Witherspoon

What really impresses  

us about the gillings 

school is not only its 

strong history as one 

of the top academic 

schools of public 

health, but also its zeal 

for and leadership in 

public health practice.

—dr. ruth shults
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*deceased

Aishwarya Palwai

Nancy Jordan Parker

Patricia Diane Parker 

Sheryl Lynne Parker

Mallie Jether Paschall IV

Jane Smith Patterson &  

Henry Newton Patterson Jr.

Michael Anthony Penne

Stephen Gregg Pennell

Howard August Peters 

A. Keith & Kimberly Clark Phillips 

Melvin Thomas Pinn Jr. 

R. Jackson Pleasant

Mary Lou Poe & Dennis Albert Revicki 

Sarah Edwards Porter

James Vincent Porto Jr. and  

Victoria Dixon Mikow-Porto 

Juli M. Powers

Stephen Praissman 

Rose Marie Pratt 

Diane Prescott

Scott Martin Presson

Ana Margarita Prieto

Timothy Wayne Prince &  

Lisa Thomas-Prince 

Cynthia Johnston Probst 

Elizabeth Larsen &  

Davis Curtis Pullen

Alan J. Rabideau 

Chirag Dipak Rajpuria

Brian Lee Ramaley 

Morgan K. Ranstrom

Kimberly Jane Ray 

Martha Jean Reddout

Madhavi Muchha Reddy

Donald William &  

Karen Hillix Reinfurt 

Marilyn Anne Reynolds-Canty

John Kimber Rezen

David Byron Rice

Russell Howard Richardson*

Susan Jones Richardson 

Brian D. F. Richmond

Martha Cornwell Riddell 

Tamar Ringel-Kulka and  

Yehuda Ringel 

Paul Vincent Rocereto

Bobby Edward Rogers

Alton Glenn & Frances Turner Ross 

Pamela Kim Ross

Catherine Palisi Rowan 

Subir Roy

Eli Joseph Rubin 

Maria Citarella & Jeff Russell

William Anthony &  

Donna Renfrow Rutala 

Marjorie Rose Sable 

Denise Montanaro Sailstad 

Jerry Salak

Jeffrey Dale Sanders 

Ben Lovett Sanford

David Hess Sarr

William & Anne Satterfield 

Maggie L. Sauer

William Bishop Saunders

Peter Lawrence &  

Susan Mertz Saviteer 

Daniel Solomon Schechter

Jerald Scott & Sharon M. Schindler 

Patricia Gail Schnitzer 

Julie Hayes & John Hunter Seibert

Kofi Alavi & Joyce  

Gyamerawah Semenya 

Anne Lassiter Sessoms

Carol J. Shannon 

Sarah Morrow Shelley

Chuan-Feng Shih

Denise & David Shortino

Valeria Denise Shropshire

Joseph Edward Sickles II

Pam Cindy Silberman &  

Jack Holtzman 

Elizabeth Hamerschlag Sims 

Claudia May Smith 

Ellen Sim & Jeffrey Alan Snyder 

Nancy Lynn Sonnenfeld 

Johnnie S. & Janet Hayes Southerland

Neil Lee & Denise Jean Spector 

Laura Marie St. Martin 

Emily Anne Stallings

Valerie Lewis Stallings

Morris Fearin Stamm*

John Haywood Stanley

Barbara Ellen Starrett

Gregg Martin Stave &  

Christine Marie Hunt 

Susan Elizabeth Steck

Cheryl Randy Stein

Betsy Van Belois Stikeleather

Mary Charles Suther

Rebekah Gales Swain 

Robert Charles Sykes 

Rachel Gail Tabak &  

Martin William Schoen 

Brian C. & Kara Anne Taff

Catherine M. Tangen 

Douglas James Taylor

Steven Michael &  

Carol Richmond Teutsch

The Duke Endowment

Gene Dennis Therriault 

Alice Raymond Thomson 

Julie Poh Thurlow 

David Cheng-Da Tong

Patricia Broyhill Trice

Paul David &  

Alison Miller Trinkoff 

Annie Wang Tu 

Lou Flippin Turner 

Emily Thomason Tyler

Margaret Bliss Umphres 

United Way of Central Indiana Inc.

Kimberly Ann Urban

William Alvin Van Wie II 

Catherine P. Vangellow

Robert Irving Wakeley

Charles Raymond Wakild &  

Susan Heuer Wakild

Dennis Dale Wallace 
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Dr. John Wiesman

When John Wiesman, DrPH, was searching for a doctoral 

program in leadership as a mid-career public health profes-

sional, he wanted one that allowed him to continue work-

ing full-time while studying full-time in a practice-based 

program—and to integrate that learning into his work along 

the way.

He said he got all that—and more—from his experience 

at the UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health. Now, 

he wants to pay his good fortune forward with a legacy gift 

from his estate. The John Wiesman and Ted Broussard 

Scholarship fund, a gift made jointly with his husband, will 

support student scholarships in the Department of Health 

Policy and Management’s executive Doctor of Public Health 

program in leadership. 

Wiesman, who graduated from the program in December 

2012, now serves as Secretary of Health for the State of Wash-

ington and is an adjunct assistant professor in health policy 

and management at the Gillings School.

 

His purpose in making the scholarships available, he says, is 

particularly to empower those working on public health issues 

in government positions, “to make the program affordable 

and accessible” for students who might not have funding.

Wiesman was inspired by his studies at the Gillings School. 

“It was a classroom experience that I could take into my work, 

and I could take my work into the classroom,” he says. “I also 

was looking for a cohort of people outside my normal net-

works to share invigorating ideas and teach me about systems 

I hadn’t been exposed to.”

From his first visit to campus, Wiesman says, he realized 

there was something special about Carolina. 

“It was clear that the faculty here, especially in this program, 

saw themselves as guides and that we were going through 

the journey together,” he says. “They learned as much as we 

did from the program, and they brought out the ability in us 

to learn from each other in the cohort. It modeled for us that 

learning is lifelong.”

—Elizabeth Witherspoon

 JohN wiesmaN— 
‘i got all that and more’  
 from the gillings school
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James Grier Wallace Jr. &  

Jacquelyn Wallace 

Ralph Gene Wallace 

Susan Wall &  

Mitchell Taylor Wallin

Sheryl Furfaro Walters 

McWilson Warren 

Adeline Gracey Washington

Amanda Reynolds Waters

B. Peyton Watson

David Bruce Webster Jr. &  

Connie Gayle White 

Ganesa Rebecca Wegienka

Victor John Weigman Jr.

Kathryn Wellman

Roland Willis Wentworth

Laurence A. &  

Constance B. Wescott 

B. Alexander White Jr.

Rosita Whitman

Deanna Christine Wilkie

Mark Edward & Jane Clark Williams 

Janet Horsley & Bruce G. Willis 

Thomas Armand Wilson 

Robert Oakley Winters

David A. Wohl &  

Alison Sue Rose Hilton 

Christopher Wildrick Woods 

Nancy Fugate Woods &  

James Sterrett Woods III 

Susan Grace Woods

Ayaba G. Worjoloh

Linda Kay Worman

Wayne Edward Wormsley 

Patsy Hart Worrell

Gladys K. Yam

Jingzhen Yang 

Carl Nobuo Yoshizawa 

Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation

William N. Zelman &  

Janet G. Zelman 

Zhi Zhong & Pei-Feng Deng 

Katherine Shelden Ziegler 

We have made every effort to ensure 

the accuracy of our Donor honor 

roll. We sincerely regret if an error 

or omission has been made and ask 

that you report any issues to sph 

advancement at giving.sph@unc.edu 

or 919.966.0198.
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Giving

To learn about giving opportunities that 

support The Gillings School’s mission to 

improve public heath, please contact  

SPH Advancement at 919.966.0198 or  

giving.sph@unc.edu. 

r e a dy to m a k e yo u r g i f t? 

Please go to  
giving.unc.edu/gift/sph.



Seven   
   Decades, 
Seven 
    Deans
“I am grateful to each of the deans who 
preceded me. Their unique strengths, vision 
and leadership have guided the School 
ever onward and upward, keeping it at the 
forefront of research, education and service 
in the field, and in a way that has exemplified 
the meaning of the public university. ”

Dr. rosenau was the innova-

tor who inspired many and brought 

the dream of a public health school 

to reality. He built strong infectious 

diseases programs, attracted hundreds 

of international students, and during his 

leadership, most faculty members served 

as consultants to developing world agen-

cies. Shortly before he died, he was ready 

to establish a department of nutrition. 

“Our school is booming,” he wrote in 

1945, “and prospects are glamorous.”

Dr. McGavran built a field station 

for training students and dramatical-

ly developed the School’s laboratory 

component. What a forward-thinking 

approach to field work! During this 

time, the School’s laboratory became the 

Public Health Service’s Venereal Disease 

Laboratory—one of the best anywhere. 

Faculty and students were active in N.C.’s 

Good Health Campaign (tinyurl.com/

NC-good-health-campaign) to improve 

the health of North Carolinians. “The 

School continued to … reach out to the 

people of the state,” noted an official of 

the Commonwealth Fund during that 

period. “There is about the School of 

Public Health an interesting atmosphere 

of confident assurance.”

Dr. Mayes led the School during 

the late 1960s and early 1970s, a 

period characterized by historian and 

Dreaming of a Time author Robert 

Korstad, PhD, as one of contrasts. 

Mayes was the first dean to pay serious 

attention to recruiting women and 

minority students and faculty. He 

hired Bill Small to oversee minority 

recruitment and dealt with students’ 

increasing insistence that courses be 

relevant. Our annual Minority Health 

Conference began during this time.

Dr. GreenberG, beloved and 

renowned founding chair of the 

7 barbara K. rIMer, DrPH
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4 bernarD GreenberG, PHD5 MIcHaeL IbraHIM, MD, PHD6 WILLIaM L. roPer, MD, MPH

2 eDWarD McGavran, MD 1 MILTon J. rosenau, MD3 FreD Mayes, MD

biostatistics department, took the 

School to new heights, increasing federal 

funding dramatically and leading the 

School and the world into the modern 

era of clinical trials. He raised academic 

standards, reached out across the 

university and achieved the first step on 

the path to the much-needed new public 

health building by obtaining support to 

plan it. It was an era that presaged an 

even grander future. 

Dr. IbraHIM, already an outstanding 

School faculty member, became dean in 

1982 and accomplished what had seemed 

impossible—providing the new building, 

after years of overcrowding. His vision 

led the faculty to examine challenges that 

continue to this day—such as the need to 

increase interdisciplinary collaboration, 

improve teaching quality and achieve 

balance between School and department 

missions. He commissioned Robert 

Korstad’s Dreaming of a Time (tinyurl.

com/uncsph-DOAT), a history of our 

 first 50 years.

Dr. roPer recommitted the School 

to practice and to North Carolina, 

strengthening its role in the policy arena. 

He brought outstanding people from 

diverse sectors onto our advisory boards 

and led the School through the crisis 

period after Sept. 11, 2001. Today, as 

dean of the UNC School of Medicine, 

he cultivates the many connections and 

collaborations between our schools. 

We remain dedicated to improving 

public health for the people of North 

Carolina and the world. We take pride 

in being the best public school of 

public health in the world, and we are 

committed to earning our reputation 

every day.

 —Barbara K. Rimer
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